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部で 250、受益地面積は平均で 125ヘクタール、最大で 1，700ヘクターノレで、ある。受益地



































































































































































































































































































































































































タイ Nakhon Phanom & Mukdahan 1980幽89 Nakhon Phanom + Mukdahan 
ベトナム Bin Tri Tien 1980-89 Quang Binh + Quang Tri +百lUaTien Hue 
NghiaBinh 1980-89 Binh Dinh + Quan Nghai 
PhuKh釘由 1980-89 Phu Yen + Khanh Hoa 
Ha Tuyen 1980-89 Ha Giang + Tuyen Quang 
Hoang Lien Son 1980-89 Yen Bai + Lao Cai 
Ha Son Binh 1980刷89 Ha Tay + Hoa Bi討1
Hai Hung 1980-89 Hai Duong + Hung Yen 
HaBac 1980-89 Bac Giang + Bac Ninh 
Song Be 1980-89 Binh Duong + Binh Phuoc 
VinhPhu 1980刷89 Vinh Phuc + Phu Tho 
HaNam Ninh 1980-89 Nam Ha + Nin Binh 
NgheTinh 1980・89 Nghe An + Ha Tinh 
ThuanHai 1980-89 Ninh Thuan + Binh Thuan 
Gia Lai -Kon Tum 1980・89 Gia Lai + Kon Tum 
Cuu Long 1980-89 Vinh Long + Tra Vinh 




国名 地図データ行政区 対象年 行政区名
カンボジア Kampot 1998 Kampot + Kaeb (Kep) 
Siem Reap 1998 Siem Reap + Otdar Mean Chey 
Battambang 1998 Battambang + Pailin 
タイ Ubon Rachathani 1993-99 Ubon Ratchathani + Amnat Charaen 
Prachin Buri 1993・99 Prachin Buri + Sa Kaeo 
Udon Thani 1993-99 Udon Thani + Nong Bua Lam Phu 
Nakhon Phanom & Mukdahan 1990-99 Nakhon Phanom + Mukdahan 
ベトナム Bac Thai 1990-99 Bac Kan十ThaiNguyen 
Vinh Phu 1990網99 Vinh Phuc + Phu Tho 
HaBac 1990-99 Bac Giang + Bac Ninh 
Hai Hung 1990-99 Hai Duong + Hung Yen 
Quang Nam -Da Nang 1990-99 Da Nang + Quang N鉱n
Song Be 1990-99 Binh Duong + Binh Phuoc 
NamHa 1990-99 Ha Nam + Nam Dinh 
















































































































表 10. 東南アジア大陸部歴史年表 (1975~ 1999) 
タイ ラオス カンボジア ベトナム その他
-セーニー内鴎発足 -内戦終了 -クメール・ルージュ(ポ -第 2次インドシナ戦争終結






-クリアンサック政権 -ベトナムと断交 -関連加盟 • SEATO解体
-カンボジアとの国境 急速な合作社化を開始 -第 3次インドシナ戦争開 -第3次インドシナ戦争開始
紛争 貴台
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Eコく1.5Q1.5 -2.5隆警2.5四 3.5• > 3.50 No data (t haぺ)










Dく10[]10山田隆譲20-40・1>40 D No data . (%) 
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出ω05 Coffee beans， Planted Area by Province， 1985・2000 th1043 Onion， Planted Area by Province， 1986・2001
出1006 Coffee beans， Production by Province， 1985ω2000 時11044 αlIon， Production by Province， 1986・2001
th1007 Coffee beans， Yield by Province， 1985・2000 首11045 Onion， Yield by Province， 1986-2001 
th 1 008 Cotton， Harvested Area by Province， 1983却 01 治1046 Pineapple， HarvぉtedArea by Province， 1985・2000
首11009 Cotねn，P1anted Area by Province， 1974・2001 出1047 Pineapple， Production by Province， 1985・2000
詰11010 Cotton， Production by Province， 1974剛2001 th1048 Pineapple， Yield by Province， 1985・2000
th1011 Cotton， Yield by Province， 1974・2001 出1049 Potato， Harvested Area by Province， 1999・2001
th1012 Garlic， Harvested Area by Province， 1986却 01 th1050 Potato， Planted Area by Province， 1999・2001
th1013 GarJic， Planted Area by Province， 1986・2001 th1051 Potato， Production by Pro、rince，1999酬2001
出1014 GarJic， Production by Province， 1986・2001 廿11052 PO陪.to，Yield by Province， 1999・2001
め1015 G釘lic，Yield by Province， 1986・2001 せ11053 Se∞nd Rice， Harvested Area by Province， 1983・2001
め1016 Groundnuts， Harvested Area by Province， 1983・2001 昔11054 Se∞ndRic唱，Planted Areaby Province， 1980-2001 
詰11017 Groundnuお， Planted Area by Province， 1974-2001 詰11055 Se∞nd Rice， Production by Province， 1980・2001
詰11018 Groun命1uts，Production by Province， 1974・2001 せ11056 SecondRiω， Yield by Province， 1980・2001
詰11019 Groundnuts， Yie1d by Province， 1974-2001 thl057 S担allot，Harvested Area by Province， 1986・2001
世11020 Kenaf， Harv箆tedArea by Province， 1983 -200 1 thl058 Shallot， Planted Area by Province， 1986・2001
th1021 Kenaf， P1anted Area by Province， 1974・2001 th1059 Shallot， Production by Province， 1986・2001
せ11022 Kenaf， Production by Province， 1ヲ74網2001 thl060 Shallot， Yield by Province， 1986・2001
th1023 Kenaf， Yield by Province， 1974-2001 性11061 Sorghum， Harvested Area by Province， 1983-2001 
th1024 Longan， Harvested Area by Province， 1998・2000 吐11062 Sorghum， P1anted Area by Province， 1978・2001
th1025 Longan， Production by Province，ゆ98・2000 thl063 Sorghum， Production by Province， 1978・2001
出1026 Longan， Yield by Province， 1998・2000 th 1 064 Sorghum， Yield by Province， 1978・2001
首11027 Maize， Harvested Area by Province， 1983・2001 註11065 Soybean， Harvested Area by Province， 1983・2001
出1028 Maize， Planted Area by Province， 1974・2001 註11066 Soyb悶，PlantedArea by Province， 1974-2001 
出1029 島1aize，Production by Province， 1974-2001 th 1 067 Soybean， Production by Province， 1974・2001
thl030 Maize， Yield by Province， 1974・2001 th 1 068 Soybean， Yield by Province， 1974・2001
出1031 M高JorRiω，Harvested Area by Province， 1983・2001 出1069 Sugarcane， Harvested Area by Province， 1983・1997
出1032 Major Rice， P1anted Area by Province， 1974・2001 首11070 Sugarcane， Planted Area by Province， 1974・2001
治1033 Major Rice， Produc包onby Province， 1974・2001 せ11071 Sugarcane， Production by Province， 1974・2001
th1034 M高jorRice， Yield by Province， 1974・2001 th1072 Sugarcane， Yield by Province， 1974働2001
th1035 Mungbean， Harvested Area by Province， 1983・2001
thl036 Mungbean， Planted Area by Province， 1974・2001
thl037 Mungbean， Production by Province， 1974・2001
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3.3 ベトナム
m Title m Title 
vmlOOO An Giang 1994 vm1060 1 Phu砧叫 1976-78
vml001 Bac Ninh 1997 
vm1002 BacThai 197ふ82
vm1003 Bi凶Dinh1998 
vml004 Binh Duong 1996 
vm1005 Bi油 Duong1998 
官n1006 Bi凶Thuan1991・95
vm1007 Binh Thuan 1995・96
vm1008 Provinces inωuthern area 1991・93
vm1009 CaMau 1998 
vm1010 Can初101996
vm1011 CωBang 1999 
vm1012 DongNai 1976・80
vm10!3 DongNai 197ヲ
vm1014 DongNai 1998 
vml015 DongNai・XuanLoc 1976岡80
vm1016 Dongη1ap 1991-95 
vm1017 Dong百1ap1995・96
vm1018 Ha Bac 1990-94 
vm1019 Ha Giang 1990・94
vrn1020 Ha Giang 1995・98
vm1021 Ha Giang 1997 
vm1022 Hai Hung 1980・85
vml023 HaNoi 1991-95 
vm1024 HaNoi 1991 
vml025 HaNoi 1993 
vm1026 HaNoi 1997 
vm1027 Ha Son Binh 1965 
vm1028 Ha Tay 1945-74 
vm1029 Ha Tay -Hoai Duc 1975-81 
vm1030 Ha Tuyen 1976 
vm1031 Ha Tuyen 1976 
vml032 Hau Giang 1979 
vm1033 Hau Giang 1976・80
vm1034 Hoa Binh 1994 
vml035 Hoa Binh 2000 
vml036 Hue 1994 
vm1037 Hue 1997 
vml038 Hue 1998 
vm1039 Khanh Hoa 1991 
判官11040 Khanh Hoa 1992 
同nl041 Khanh Hoa 1994 
vml042 Khanh Hoa 1996 
vm1043 Kien Giang 1992 
vml044 Konれ1m1998 
vm1045 Lai Chau 1963・78
vml046 Lai Chau 1963-83 
vml047 Lam Ha 1988-91 
vml048 Lao Cai 1991-2001 
vm1049 LaoCai 1999 
vml050 Long An 1976-85 
vm1051 Long An 1980-82 
vml052 LongAn 1982・83
vmlO53 Minh Hai 1977 
vml054 島1inhHai 1978 
vml055 NamDinh 1955・60
vml056 Namha 1960る7




ID Title ID Title 
判官2029 Numberofti∞d processing machine by provinces vm2093 Cross outpωof fishery by provinces (at present priω} 
vm2030 Number of ships powered bo路 byprovinω vm2094 Gross output of 担reedingwater by provinces (at present price) 
vm2031 Water conservation projects for a伊 cul知見Iproduction by provinces vm2095 Gross output of catching w亘，terby provinces (at present pri ce) 
vm2032 Areaofann凶Icrops land ploughed by machinery by provinces vm2096 Gross output of fishery (at∞口説antprice of 1994) 
vm2033 Electricity and m句。rmaterial for agric叫ture vm2097 S釘uctureof gross output of fishery (at current price of 1 994) 
vm2034 State investment outlays in agricul似re vm2098 Gross output offishery by provinces (at∞ns闘 tprice of 1 994) 
vm2035 Outputv必ueofagric山町(atcuπent prices) vm2099 Gross output ofbreeding water by provinces (at∞n拙 1tprice of 1994) 
vm2036 Output value of agriculture by provinces ( atcurrent prices) vm2100 Gross output catching water by pro'判nces(at∞nstant price of 1994) 
vm2037 Output value of姥即日lture(At∞n託ant1994 prices) 四n2101 Gross output of fishery by provinces 
vm2038 Structure of ou馴 tvalueof待ricul知re(At∞服部t1995 prices) vm2102 Gross output of fish by provinces 
vm2039 Output value of cuItivation (At∞nstant 1994 prices) vm2103 Gro騎 0ぽputof shrimps by provinces 
vm2040 Output value oflivestock (at∞nはant1994 prices) vm2104 Gros oUtput of c滋chingwater by provinces 
vm2041 Output value of agriculture by pro叶nce(at∞n託制 1994pric邸) vm2105 Gross output of catching白必byprovinces 
vm2042 Planted area of crops vm2106 Gross output of catching shrimps by provinces 
vm2043 Planted area of crops by provinces vm2107 Gross output ofmarine capture shrimps by provinces 
vm2044 Planted arωof crops in ye踊 vm2108 Gross ou世putof marine capture shrimps by provinces 
vm2045 Planted area of annual crops by provinces vm2109 Area under water culture by province喧
vm2046 PI anted area offo∞d period vm2110 Gross output of breeding w滋erproducts by provinces 
vm2047 Plantedofおodby provinces vm211 Fishes area under water by provinces 
vm2048 Gross output of ti∞d period ( paddy equivalent) vm2112 Gross output ofbreeding fishes by provinces 
vm2049 Gross output of fi∞d (paddy equivalent) by provinces vm2113 Shrimps-area under water by provinces 
vm2050 Planted area of paddy vm2114 Gros唱。ほputof breeding shrimps by provinces 
明n2051 Gross output of paddy 官官2115 Number of farms by provinces 
vm2052 Planted area of paddy by provinces vm2116 Structure offar百15
vm2053 Yield of paddy by provinωs vm2117 Number labour of farms by provinces 
vm2054 Gross output of paddy by provinces vm2118 Land use of farms by provinces 
vm2055 Plant母dar鎚 ofspring paddy by provinces vm2119 Number of livestock 
vm2056 Yield of spring paddy by provinces vm2120 Number labour per farms by provinces 
vm2057 Gross output of spring p必dyby provinces vm2121 Landωe per farm by provinces 
vm2058 Plantedarωof summer paddy by provinces vm2122 Number of livestock 
vm2059 Yield of summer paddy by pro目前es vm2123 Planted area 
vm2060 Gross output of summer paddy by provinces vm2124 Planted area 
vm2061 Planted area of winter paddy by provinces vm2125 Planted area 
vm2062 Yield of winter paddy by provinces vm2126 Planted area 
vm2063 Gross output of winter paddy by provinces vm2127 Pl飢 ted釘ea
vm2064 Planted are畠ofothercer儲ls vm2128 Planted釘ea
vm2065 Planted area of other cereals by province vm2129 Planted area of 0廿1ercereals-Whole∞untry 
vm2066 Gross output other cereals (paddy 何回valent)by provinces vm2130 Planted area of other cer，ぬかNorth
官n2067 Planted area of ann凶Iindustrial crops by pro明nce vm2131 Planted area of other cereals-South 
vm2068 Planted area of main笛mualindustrial crops vm2132 Yield of other cereals-Whole ∞m町
vm2069 Yield of main annual ind凶trialcrops vm2133 Yield of other cereals-Noロh
vm2070 Gross output of main annual ind邸trialcrops vm2134 Yield of other cereals-Sou白
vm2071 Planted area of muItトyear crops vm2135 Gross output of other cereals-Whole ∞m町
vm2072 Planted釘eaof perennial crops by provinces vm2136 Gross output of other cereals-North 
vm2073 Planted area of main multi・yearindustrial crops vm2137 Gross output of other cer儲Is-South
vm2074 Productive area of mおnmulti-year industrial crops vm2138 Planted area of main annω1 industrial crops-Whole coun町
vm2075 Gross output of main muIti-year industrial crops vm2139 Planted area of main annω1 industrial crops-North 
官n2076 Planted area of fruit crops by provinces vm2140 Planted area of main annual industrial crops輔South
vm2077 Planted area vm2141 Gross output of other cereals輔Whole∞untry
vm2078 Livestock popuIation vm2142 Gross output of other cereals-North 
vm2079 Buffaloes by pro日nce vm2143 Gross output of other cereals.・.South
vm2080 Cattle by province vm2144 Planted area of main ann叫 industrialcrops-Whole ∞m町
vm2081 Pigs by province vm2145 Planted area ofmain annual industrial crops-No此h
vm2082 Pig live weight by provin悶 vm2146 Planted area of main annual industrial crops-So凶h
vm2083 Price index of ti∞dsand食氾必tufs合om1985 to 2000 vm2147 Planted area of muI白yearindustrial crops-whole ∞m町
vm2084 Gross output of for倒 y加currentprice) vm2148 Planted area ofm凶首yearind凶trialcrops-N口市
vm2085 Gross output of fores訂yby provinces (at current price) vm2149 Planted area of muIti ye釘 industrialcrops好担outh
vm2086 Cross output of fores官y( atconstant price of 1994 ) vm2150 Gross output of muIti y総 rindustrial crops訴淡hole∞叩try
vm2087 Gross output of forestry by provinces ( at∞ns回 tprice of 1994 ) vm2151 Gross 0ぽputofmuI恒y鈍rind凶汀ialcrops-North 
vm2088 Areaof∞'ncen官ateda品restationby provinces vm2152 Gross output ofmulti y鎚rindustrial crops-Sou尚
vm2089 Gross output of exploit凶 woodby provinces vm2153 Livestock and pouI町幽Whole∞m町
vm20ヲG Forest coverage by provinces vm2154 Livestock and po凶try-No巾
vm2091 Gross output offishery (at present price) vm2155 Livぉtockand pouItry-South 
vm2092 S回 ctureof gross output of自治ery(at c町宮ntprice) vm2156 Data of forestry釦 dfishery-Whole coun町
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m Title ID Title 
b的001 Akyab， rainyday， 1904・1951 b的056 Meikrila(M油lおng45/46-46/47)， rainfal， 1901ぺ951
bゆ002 Akyめ，rainfa1I，1901・1951 bゆ057 Myingy釦 (Natogyi51152)， rainyday， 1904・1951
bの003
Arakan Hil Tracts (Pa1etwa 10/11 -11112， 13/14 ，24/25 -40/41)， rainyday， b的合58 Myingyan (Natogyi 51/52)， rainfa1I， 1901・1951
1907-1940 bゆ059 Yarnethin， rainyday， 1904・1951
br∞04 Arakan Hil Tracts (Pa1etwa 10/11 -11112， 13/14 ，24/25 -40/41)， rainfa1I， br也060 Yarnethin， rainfal， 1901・1951
1907-1940 bゆ061 Bharno (Shwe鋲J47/48)， rainyday， 1904-1951 
bゆ005 Kyaukpyu， rainyday， 1907・1951 bゆ062 Bharno (Shwegu 47/48)， r創nfal，I901・1951
b時006 Kyaukpyu， rainfa1I， 1907・1951 bぬ063 Myi政yina，rainyday， 1907ぺ951
br∞07 Sandoway， rainyday， 1907・1951 b必064 Myi向rina，raint'al， 1907.・1951
b的008 Sandoway， rainfa1I， 1907・1951 bぬ065 Ruby Mines (Mogok 01102-06/07， 101 1-13/14)， rainyday， 1904・1919
bゆ009 Rang∞n， rainyday， 1904-1951 bゆ066 Ruby Mines (Mogok 01102-06/07， 10111-13/14)， rainfal， 1901ぺ919
brOOIO Rang'∞n， rainfa1I， 1901・1951 br0067 Shw芭bo，rainyday， 1904・1951
brOOl Pegu， rainyday， 1904・1951 bゆ068 Shwe加，rainfal，1901・1951
b的012 Pegu， rainfa1I， 1901・1951 b的069 Sag儲ng(Kanbalu 01/02-06/07， Tada-U 34/35，46/47-47/48)， rainyday， 1904・1951
bゆ013 Tharrawaddy (Minlお01/02-06/07，Tapun 45/46-46/47)，rainyday， 1904-1951 b同070 Sagaing (Kanba1u 01/02-06/07， Tada・U34/35，46/47-47/48)， rainfal， 1901・1951
bゆ014 四町awaddyゆ必nhIa01/02-06/07， Tapun 45/46-46/47)， rainfa1I， 1901・1951 br古071 Katha， rainyday， 1907ぺ951
b的015
Hanthawaddy (Kyauktan 10/11 -11112，13/14，24/25 -31132，33/34 -47/48，51152) 
(Thongwa 32/33) (Syはarn12/13)， rainyday， 1907-1951 
bの072 Katha， rainfal， 1908・1951
bゆ073
Upper Chindwin (Kindat 01102-06/07， JO/11-1f12， 13/14) (恥1awlai主24/25-
bゆ016
Hantha:明ddy(Kyauktan JO/ll -11/12，13114，24/25 -31/32，33/34 -47/48，51152) 
(Thongwa 32/33) (Syはarn12113)， rainfa1I， 1907・1951
40/41，51152)， rainyday， 1904-1951 
b持074
Upper Chindwin (Kind畠.t01102-06/0ス10/11-11/12，13114) (Mawlaik 24/25-
bゆ017 1nsein (Minga1adon 51152， Hmawbi 45/46-47/48)， rainyday， 1930・1951 40/41，51152)， rainfa1I， 1901-1951 
bぬ018 1nsein (1'.必nga1adon51152， Hmawbi 45/46-47/48)， rainfa1I， 1930嶋1951
b的075
Lower Chindwin (Monywa 01102-06/07， 10/11-13/14， 24/25-40/41， 45/46-
br∞19 Prome， rainyday， 1904-1951 47/48，51/52)， rainyday， 1904ぺ951
b的020 Prome， r創nfa1I，1901-1951
己的076
Lower Chindwin (Monywa 01102-06107， 10/11-13114， 24/25-40/41， 45/46-
br0021 Toung，∞，rainyday， 1904・1951 47/48， 51152)， rainfa1I， 190ト1951
b時022 Toung，∞，rainfa1I，I901咽1951 b的077 Cla:sificarion of Area:s in Burma， Union， 1922“1951 
bゆ023 Ba:ssein， rainyday， 1904・1951 b的078 Reserved forests， District， 1906・1951
bゆ024 Ba:ssein， rainfa1I， 190 I・1951 bゆ079 Not available for culriva:rion， District， 1906・1951
bゆ025 Henzada (1ngabu 45/46-47/48)， rainyday， 1904ぺ951 b時080 Culturable wa:ste other出anfa110明 District.1906-1951 
bゆ026 Henzada (1ngabu 45/46-47/48)， rainfa1I， 1901-1951 bゆ081 Current fa1low， Dis甘ict，1901-1951 
bl合027 Myaungmya (Wakema 01102-06/07)， rainyday， 1904・1951 bゆ082 Net a:rea sown， Diはrict，1901-1951 
br0028 Myaungmya(WakemaOI/02-06/07)， rainfa1I， 1901-1951 b的083 Occupied a:r関(Currentfa1low + Net a:rea sown)， Di蚊ict，1901斗951
br也029 恥faubin，rainyday， 1907ぺ951 bゆ084 Total a:read叫twith in Report， Di狩ict，I906・1951
br0030 Maubin， r副nfa1I，1907・1951 br∞85 Cla:ssifica:rion of Area:s in Burma， Union， 1902・1921
brOO31 py符on，rainyday， 1904・1951 bぬ086 Clぉsifica:rionof Area in Burma， Union， 1900・1901
b的032 Pyapon， rainfa11， 1901ペヲ51 b的087 Area irrigated during the yea:r， To凶 ofDivisiona1B凶百潟，District， 190 I・1951
br∞33 Sa1ween (Papun 10/11-13/14， 24/25-40/41)， rainyday， 1907刷1940 bゆ088 Area irrigated during the yぬr，Govemment， Canals， District， 1901・1951
b的034 Sa1ween (Papun 10/11-13114，24/25-40/41)， rainfa1l， 1907・1940 br也089 Area irrigated during the y鎚r，桁ivate，Canals， District， 1901・1951
bゆ035 ηlaωn， rainyday， 1904・1951 b的090 Area irigat母dduring the yぬr，Government， Tanks， District， 1908-1951 
br0036 Thaton， rainfa1I， 190 I・1951 b持091 Area irrigated during the y総r，Private， Tanks， District， 1908-1951 
br∞37 Amherst (Mudon 45/46-47/48)(Moulmein 10/11-13/14， 24/25-40/41)， rおnyday，
1904・1951
bゆOヲ2 Area irrigated during昔leye民 Tanks，Di鈎ict， 1901・1907
bゆ093 Area irrigated during出ey飽r，Wells， District， 1901・1951
bゆ038
必叫lerst(Mudon 45/46-47/48)(Moulmein 10/11-13/14，24/25-40/41)， rainfa1I， 
1901・1951
br∞94 Area irrigated during the yぬr，Other sources， District， 190 I・1951
br0095 Area irrigated during the yea:r， To凶，District，1901・1951
brOO39 Tavoy (Yebyu 45/46-46/47)， rainyday， 1904・1951 bゆ096 Area irrigated duringせleye港r，Rice， District， 1901・1951
bゆ040 Tavoy， rainfa1I， 1901・1951 bゆ097 Area irrigated during命eyea:r， Wheat， District， 1903輔1951
bゆ041 Mergui， rainyday， 1907ぺ951 b的098 Area irrigated during the yea:r， Jowa:r， District， 1924・1951
bゆ042 Mergui， rainfa11， 1907-1ヲ51 bゆ099 Area irrigated during the yea:r， Maize， District， 1924・1951
bゆ043 百layetmyo(Karna 24/25-38/39，45メ46-47/48)，rainyday， 1904・1951 brOlOO Area irrigated duringせleyea:r， Sesarnurn， District， 1907ω1921 
bゆ044 η鳩yetmyo(Karna24/25-38/39，45/46-47/48)， rainfa11， 1901・1951 brOlOI Area irrigated during the yea:r， Chillies， District， 1907・1921
br0045 Minbu， rainyday， 1904・1951 brOl02 Area irrigated during the ye民Othercerials and pulses， Di狩ict，1901-1951 
b的046 Minbu， rainfa1l， 1901・1951 br0103 Area irrigated during the ye民 Suga:rcane，Di託rict， 1919・1951
bゆ047 Magwe (Sa1e 45/46-47/48)， (Yenangyaung 51152)， rainyday， 1904・1951 br0104 Area irrigated during the yea:r， Cotton， District， 1924欄1951
b的048 Magwe (Sa1e 45/46-47/48)， (Yenangyaung 51β2)， rainfa1I， 1901鳴1951 br也105 Area irrigated during the yωr， Crops， Total， Dis釘ict，1901・1951
b的049 Pakokku， rainyday， 1904ぺ951 br官106 Area sown， Burma total， Union， 1900-1951 
bゆ050 Pakokku， rainfa11， 1901・1951 brOl07 Gross a:rea鈎 wn，grand total， Di託rict，1901・1951
bゆ051 Man白lay，rainyday， 1904・1951 brOl08 Area sown more than once， Di銃口ct，1902-1951
br∞52 Manda1ay， rainfal， 1901・1951 br也109 Net a:rea sown， Diはrict，1901・1951
bぬ053 Kyauk鈴 (NgapyaungWeir 45/46-47/48)， rainyday， 1904・1951 brOllO Grossa:reama加red，Di政ict，1922-1951 
b的054 Kyaukse (Ngapyaung Weir 45/46-47/48)， rainfa1I， 1901-1951 br0111 Net a:rea matur官d，District， 1922-1951 
brOO55 I Meikrila倒ahlaing45型-46/47)，rainyday， 1904・1951 br0112 Gross a:reaぉsessed，District， 1922ぺ951
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brOl¥3 Net area assessed， District， 1922-1951 brOI74 Area Sown by Type of Planting CI邸 ification，Union， 1953・1999
br0114 Area鉛，wnwith crops， Burma total， Union， 1901・1951 br0175 Monthly Temperature and Rainfall at Reporting Stations， 1999 
brOI15 Rice， total， sown ar民District， 1901・1951 brOI76 Mon出lyTemper畠.tureand Rainfall at Reporting Stations， 1997 
brOI16 Wheat，鈎wnar伺，District，1901・1951 brOl77 Monthly T emperature and Rainfall at Reporting Stations， 1996 
br0117 Milet，鈎wnarω，District， 1923・1951 brOI78 Monthly Temperature and Rainfall at Reporting S包括ons，1981 (ver.1984b∞k) 
br也118 White millet (san pyaung)， sown area， District， 1901-1922 brOI79 Mon詰liyTemperature and Rainfall at Reporting Sta担ons，1981 
brOI19 Red millet (kun pyaung)， sown area， District， 1910・1922 brOI80 恥fonthlyTemperature and Rainfall at Reporting Stations， 1979 
br0120 μttle millet (Iu)， sown are九District， 1909幽1922 brOI81 Monthly Temperature and Rainfall at Reporting Stations， 1972 
brOI21 Millet(b時jraor cumbu， Pennisetumザpholdeum)，District， 1901嶋1920 brOI82 Monthly Temperature and R且infalat Reporting Stations， 1971 
brOI22 島匂ize，sown area， District， 1901-1951 br也183 Monthly Temperature and Rainfall at Reporting Stations， 1970 
brOI23 Grarn，sownar鎚，District， 190ト1951 br0184 Monthly Temperature and Rainfall at Reporting Stations， 1969 
brOI24 PegyilPegyi and Pebyugale， sown area， District， 1901-1951 br咽185 Monthly Temperature and Rainfall at Reporting Stations， 1967 
brOI25 Pegya， sown area， District， 1902・1951 brOl86 Monthly Temperature and Rainfall at Reporting Stations， 1965 
brOI26 Pebyugale， so糊 1arはDi狩ict， 1916・1951
brOI27 Sesame，旬開1area， Dis官ict，1902-1951
br0128 Conon，鉛wnar鵠，District，1901-1951 
brOI29 Groun釦ut，sown area， District， 1902-1951 
br0187 ……………| br0188 Irrigated Area by Type ofIrrigation， Union， 1962・1999
br0189 加 gぬle釦 dFlood Protection Areas by the lrig総onDepartment， Union， 1984・199ヲ
brOI90 lrrigated Area by Type oflrrigation， 1980・81，StatelDivision and District 
br0130 Rice， mayin (spring rice)，鈎wnarea， District， 1902・1951 brOI91 lrrigable and Flood Proteciton Areas by State and Division， 1995帽1999
br0131 Rice， kaukyin (autumn rice inc. kaukti)，ぬwnarea， District， 1902・1951 br0192 Irriga北edArea and Multiple Cropping in lrrigated Area， Union， 1970・1999
b，令¥32 Rice， kaukkyi (winter riωinc. kauklat)，鈎wnarea， District， 1902輔1951
br0193 
Irrigated Area and Multiple Cropping in Irrigated Area (1999幽200Op.a)，
br0133 Chillies， sown area， District， 1902-1951 StatelDivision 
br0134 αlIon， so糊 1釘民Di鍬1Ct， 1902・1951 br0194 Area of Selected Crops Under Irrigation， Union， 1953・1999
br0135 Sugarcane，鉛wnar儲， District， 1901・1951 brOI95 Area of Selected Crops Under Irrigation by State and Division， 1997・1999
brO¥36 T偲，sown area， Di銃口ct，1901-1951 brOI96 Utilization of Fertilizers by Crop， Union， 1957-1999 
brO¥37 Rubber， sown area， Distriは， 1908-1951 br0197 Utilization ofFertilizer百，Union， 1972・1999
brO¥38 Fodder crops， sown area， District， 1901・1951 brOI98 Pesticides Utilized for Plant Protection by Crop， Union， 199ふ1999
br0139 Fruit gardens， sown area， Di泣rict，1923-1951 br0199 Pesticides Utilized for Plant Protection in 1962163， Union 
brOI40 Pesingon， sown area， District， 1934・1951 br0200 Pesticides Utilized for Plant Protection in 1965/66， Union 
brOI41 Rice， matured ar地 District， 1912・1951 br0201 Pesticides Utilized for Plant Protection in 1967-68， Union 
brOI42 Wheat， matured ar伺，District， 1912・1951 br0202 Pesticides Utiliぉdfor Plant Protection in 1969・70，Union 
br0143 White millet (san pyaung， Sorgh山nvul伊re)，matuted ar民 District， 1912・1951 br0203 Pes担cidesUtilized for Plant Protection in 1970-71， Union 
brOl44 Red millet (kun pyaung， Sorgh凶百vulgare)，matured area， District， 1912・1922 br0204 Pesticides Utilized for Plant Protection in 1971・72，Union 
brOI45 品位ize，m畠turedarω，District， 1912-1951 br0205 Pesticides Utilized for Plant Protection in 1971-72， Union 
brOI4吾 Pegyi尽'egyiand Pebyugale， matured arは Diはrict，1912ぺ951 br0206 Pesticides Utilized for Plant Protection in 1977・78，Union 
brOI47 Pebyugale， matured area， District， 1917・1951 br0207 Pesticides Utilized for Plant Prot舵加nin 1978・79，Union 
brOI48 Pegya， matured ar，総 District， 1912・1951 br0208 Pesticides Utilized for Plant Prot制 ionin 1979剖，Union 
brOI49 Groundnut， matぽedarea， District， 1912・1951 br0209 Plant Protection Chemicals: Distribution by Division and State in 1962・63
brOI50 Sesame， matぽedar切，District， 1912・1951 br0210 Plant Protection Chemicals:訪問ibutionby Division and State in 1965・66
brOI51 Conon， matured ar鎚， District， 1912・1951 br0211 Plant Protection Chemicals: Dis官ibutionby Division and State in 1967・68
brOI52 Gram， matured area， District， 1931・1951 br0212 Plant Protection Chemicals: Distribu恒onby Division and State in 1969ヴO
br0153 Rice， production， District， 1909-1951 br02J3 Plant Protection Chemicals: Distribution by Division and State in 1970輔71
brOI54 Wheat， production， District， 1909-1951 br0214 Plant Protection Chemicals: Distribution by Division and State in 1971々 2
brOI55 White millet (kun pyaung， Sorghum vulgare)， produc担on，Di総出， 1910-1951 br0215 Plant Protec白onChemicals: Distribution by Division and State in 1972ヴ3
brOI56 Red millet (kun pyaung， Sorghum vulgare)， production， District， 1910暢1922 br0216 Plant Protection Chemicals: Distribu加nby Division and State in 1977・78
brOI57 Maize， production， District， 1909・1951 br0217 Plant Protec白onChemicals: Distribution by Division and State in 1978・79
brOI58 PegyilPegyi and Pebyugale， production， District， 1910ぺ951 br0218 Labour Force inA伊calturaland LivおtockSectors， Union， 1985・1999
brOI59 Pebyugale， production， District， 1916・1951
br0219 
Agricultural Eq山pmentDis甘ibutedぬ Co・operativesand Farmers by Myanrna 
brOI60 Pegya， production， Di釘ict，1910・1951 Agriculture Service， Union， 1990-1999 
br也161 Groundnut， produぬon，District， 1909ぺ951
br0220 
Agric凶知ralEquipment Distributed to C白-operativesand Farmers by Myanma 
brOI62 Sesame， production， District， 1902-1951 Agric且ltureService by State and Division， 1962・1999
brOI63 Conon， production， District， 191か1951 己的221 Distribution of Tractors by Sta加n，1971・1999
brOl64 Gr包n，produc世on，District， 1910・1951 br0222 Yearly Extension ofTractors by Type and Agency， Union， 1953・1980
br0165 
Area， Estirnated Population and Population Density by Sぬ.teand Division (by 
District)， 1963-1997 
br0223 。istributionofTractors (A.RD.C) asofFebruary 1963 
br0224 Distribution ofTractors (A.RD.C Farm Mechanization) as ofFebruary 1965 
br0166 
Rainfall， Temperature and Humidity at Reporting Stations in the Union of恥fyanmar，
1962・1999
br也225 Distribution ofTr，おもors(A.RD.C Farm Mechanization) as ofDecember 1967 
Distribution of Tracto路 (A伊 culturalMechanization Dep釘加ent)ぉ ofDecember， 
br0226 
brOI67 
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1953-1999 
1969・1971
br0227 Agricultural Machinery and Implements， Union， 1993・1999
br0168 Number ofMeteorological Sta首∞s，1985・1999 br0228 Yearly Extension of Agriculture Implements and Machineries， Union， 1953-1980 
br0169 Area Classified by Type of Land， Union， 1950・1999 br0229 Utiliza語onofTractor and Power Tillers， Union， 1993・1999
br0170 AreaCI臨 ifiedby Type ofLand (1999・20∞p.a)，State!Division， 1999・1999 br也230 Agricultural Loans by Crop， Union， 1985・199ヲ
br0171 AreaClass治edby Type ofLand (1997θ8)， State!Division， 1997・1997 br0231 Short Term and Long Term 1必ansto Cultivators， Union， 1985・1999
brOl72 Land Utilizaion of Net Area Sown， Union， 1970-1 999 br0232 Government Loans to Agriculturis岱，Union， 1953・1980
br0173Area not A vailable for Cultivation， Union， 1970・1999 br0233 Government Loans to Agric凶tuns低Union，1953・1979
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br0234 Distribution ofImproved Paddy Seeds， Union， 1962・1979 br0292 Sown Acreage ofTea by State & Division， 1962・1999
br0235 Area So¥W， Harvested and Cropping Intensity， Union， 1950-199宮 br0293 Sown Acreage of Coffee by St蹴&Division， 1962・1骨99
br0236 Paddy(Unh凶 kedRice): SO¥W Acreage by Age Group， StateIDivision， 1962・1997 br0294 Sown Acrea昌eof Sugercane by State & Division， 1962・1999
註r0237
Paddy (U凶凶kedRice): Sown Acreage of Improved Strains by Age Group， 
StateIDivision， 1962・1979
br0295 Sown Acreage of Potato by State & Division， 1962-1999 
br0296 Sown Acreage ofPotato (脳n)bySt蹴&Division， 1962-1999 
註r官238
P必dy (Unhωked Rice)ωSown Acreage of Local Strains by Age Group， br0297 Sown Acreage ofPotato (Winter) by State & Division， 1962・1999
StateIDivision， 1962・1979 br0298 So開 1Acreage of Cotぬnby State & Division， 1 %2-1999 
註r0239 CI総sifiω.tionofPaddy by Variety， StateIDivision， 1971・1997 br0299 Sown Acreage ofCo杭on(Wagyi)by State & Division， 1%2・1999
br0240 Value ofPaddy and Production by Paddy Group， Union， 1962ぺ978 br0300 Sown Acreage of Cotton (Mahlaing5/6) by State & Division， 1962・1999
己r0241
Paddy (Unhusked Rice): Sown Acreage of lmproved S回 insby Paddy Group， 
StateIDivision， 1962・1979
br0301 Sown Acreage ofCotton (Long Staple) by State & Division， 1%2・1999
br0302 Cotton: So¥W Acreage by Variety (WagaJe)， 1962・1979
br也242
Paddy (Unhusked Rice): Sown Acrωge of Local Strains by Paddy Group， 
StateIDivision， 1962ぺ979
br0303 Sown Acrea昌eofCo抗on(Other Variety) by State & Division， 1 %2柑1962
br0304 Sown Acreage of Jute by State & Division， 197ふ1999
br合243
Paddy (Unhusked Rice): Sown Acreage飢 dProduction by Strains， StateIDivision， 
1962・1979
br0305 Jute: SO¥W Acreage by the type of land， 1962・1979
br0306 Jute: SO¥W Acr鉛喜eand Production， 1962・1979
br0244 Rice and Rice Products: Production by Strains， StateIDivision， 1962・1979 br0307 So糊 1Acrea吾eof Jute (Pre-monsonn) by State & Division， 1970-ω99 
br0245 
Paddy (Unhusked Rice): Sown acreage and Production by Raw and Proc鎚 sedFonn， 
StatelDivision， 1962・1978
br0308 Sown Acreage of Jute (Monsoon) by State & Di哨 ion，1970・1999
br0309 Kenaf: Sown Acrea昌弘 1962・1979
br0246 Paddy Plan凶 onin Summer， StatelDivision， 1993・1999 br0310 Sown Acreage of Rubber by State & Division， 1970耐1999
br0247 Sesamum Plantation in Summer by State & Division， 1997・1999 br0311 Rubber SO¥W Acreage， 1962ぺ979
br0248 So¥W Acreage of Selected Crops， 1953・1999 br0312 Sown Acreage ofMuJberry by S匂，te& Division， 1970・1999
br0249 Sown Acreage ofPaddy (Unhusked) by State & Division， 1953・1999 br0313 Sown Acreage of Coconut by State & Division， 1970ぺ999
br0250 P必dy(Unhusked Rice ): Sown Acre唱geby Type of Land， 1962-1979 br0314 Tobac∞ (Virginia): Sown Acreage， 1962-1ヲ79
br025 1 SO¥W Acreage of Wheat by State & Division， 1962-1999 br0315 Tobacco (Burmese): SO¥W Acreage (C町edleaves)，1%2-1979
br0252 SO¥W Acreage of Maize (Seed) by State & Division， 1962傭1999 br0316 Paddy (Unhusked Rice) Total Production and Utilization， 1963酬1999
br0253 SO¥W Acreage ofMaize (Cob) by State & Division， 1962・1999
br0317 
Paddy (Unhusked Rice): Production， Seeds， Consumption and Surplus by Division 
br0254 Maize: Sown Acreage (Toぬ1)，1962・1979 釦 dS飽te，1962・1979
br0255 So¥W Acreage of Sorghum by St蜘&Division， 1970-1999 br0318 Production of Paddy (Unhusked Rice) by District ， 195ふ1970
br0256 SO¥W Acreage of Groundnut by State & Division， 1962・1999 br0319 Groun企lutProduction， Utilization and Processed Foロn， 1962・1999
br0257 So¥W Acr，ωge of Groundnut(Rain) by State & Division， 1962・1999 br0320 Production of Groundnut (in Shell) by District ， 1953・1970
br0258 Sown Acreage of Groundnut(Winter) by State & Division， 1962・1999 br0321 Sesamum Production， Utilization and Processed Form， 1962・1999
br也259 Groundnut: SO¥W Acreage by Variety， 1962・1980 br0322 Pluses: Production， Consumption and S山plus，1962・1979
br也260 SO¥W Acreage of Sesamum by State & Division， 1962-1999 br0323 Production of Selected Crops， 1953-ω99 
詰r0261 So¥W Acrea畠.eof Sesamum (Rain) by State & Division， 1962・1999 br0324 Production ofPaddy (Unh凶kedRice) by State and Division， 1963・19ヲ9
br0262 So¥W Acrea喜eofSesamum (Winter) by State & Division， 1962・1999 br0325 Production of p，必dy(Unhusked Rice) by District， 1953・1970
br0263 Castor: So¥W Acreage by Seぉon，1962・1979 br0326 針。ductionof Wheat by State and Division， 1962・1999
br也264 Sown Acreage of Sunflower by State & Division， 1970ぺ999 br0327 Production ofMaize (Seeds) by State and Division， 1962-1999 
br0265 Sown Acreage of Oil Palm by State & Division， 1970・1999 br0328 Production ofMaize (Cob) by State and Division， 1962-1999 
br0266 SO¥W Acr飽geofNiger by State & Division， 1970・1999 br0329 Maize: Production ofLeaf-Sheath Variety， 1962備197ヲ
br0267 So¥W Acrea喜eofMatpe (Black G間百)by State & Division， 1962幡1999 br0330 Maize: Production， Consumption and Surplus by Division or State， 1962・1979
br0268 SO¥W Acreage of Pedisein (Gr関nGram) by State and Division， 1962・1999 br0331 Production of Sorghum by State釦 dDivision， 1970・1999
br0269 SO¥W Acreage ofSadawpe (Garden Pea) by State & Divisi∞， 1962・1999 br0332 Production of Groudnnut by State and Division， 1970岨1999
br0270 so四 1Acreage ofPesingon (Pig鉛nPω)by State & Division， 1962・1999 br0333 Produc加，nofGroudnnut (Rain) by State and Division， 1970・1999
br027 1 SO¥W Acreage of G1am (Chick Pea) by State & Division， 1962・1999 br0334 Production of Groudnnut (Winter) by State and Division， 1970・1999
br0272 So¥W Acreage ofPeboke (Soy Bean) by State & Division， 1962・1999 br0335 Production of Sesamum by State and Di羽sion，1962・1999
br0273 SO¥W Acreage of Pelun (Cow Pea) by State & Division， 1 %2-1999 br0336 Production of Sesamum by District， 1953・1970
br0274 Pluses: Htawbutpe， SO¥W Acreage， 1962・1979 br0337 Production of S侭amum(RainAarly) by State and Division， 1970・1999
br官275 Pulses: Bocate， Sown Acreage， 1962ぺ979 br0338 Production of Ses問問(Winter.ιate)by State and Division， 1970-1999 
br0276 Pulses: SuJtani， Sown Acr，伺喜e，I962働1979 br官339 C笛tor:Production， 1962・1979
br0277 Pulses: Peyin， Sown Acreage， 1962・1979 br0340 Produc白onof Sunflower by State and Division， 197IJ圃1999
br也278 Pulses: PebyugaJe， SO¥W Acreage， 1962・1979 br034 1 Production of Oil Paim by State and Division， 1980・1999
br0279 Pulses: Pegyi， Sown Aα鎚 ge，1962-1979 br0342 Production of Nigar by State and Division， 1980・1999
br0280 Pulses: Pegya， Sown Acreage， 1962・.1979 br0343 Production ofMaφe(Blac主Gram)by State and Division， 1962・1999
br也281 Pulses: Peyaz， Sown Acr鵠ge，1962幽1979 br0344 Production ofPedis副n(Green Gram)むyState and Division， 1962・1999
br0282 Pulses: Penauk， Sown Acreage， 19岳2・1979 br0345 所。ductionof Sadawpe (Green Pea) by State and Division， 1962綱1999
br0283 Pulses: SuJtapya， Sown Acrea串e，1962輔1979 br0346 Production of Pesingon (Pig開 nPea) by State and Division， 1962-1999 
br0284 So¥W Acreage of Chillies by State & Division， 1962・1999 br0347 Production of Gram (Chick Pea) by State and Division， 1962・1999
br古285 So¥W Acreage of Chillies (Rain) by State & Division， 1962帽1999 br0348 Production of Pebo泌 (SoyBean) by State and Division， 1962・1999
br0286 So¥W Acreage of Chillies (Winter) by State & Division， 1962・1999 br0349 Production of Pelun (Cow Pea) by State and Division， 1962・1999
br0287 So¥W Acreage ofαlion by State & Division， 1962-1999 br0350 Pluses: Htawbutpe， Production， 1962・1979
br0288 SO¥W Acreage of Onion (Rain) by State & Division， 1%2・1999 br035 1 Pulses: Bocate， Production， 1962・1979
br0289 So¥W Acreage of Onion (Winter) by State & Division， 1962・1999 br0352 Pulses: SuJtani， Production， 1962・1979
br0290 So¥W Acreage of Garlic by State & Division， 1962・1999 br0353 Pulses: Peyin， pr叫削ion，I%2-1979
br029 1 Garlic: SO¥W Acrea畠，eby Season， 1962・1979 br0354 Pulses: Pebyugaie， Production， 1962ぺ979
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br0355 Pulses: Pegyi， Production， 1962・1979 bぬ415 Yield Per Harvested Acre ofNigar by S飽teand Division， 1980・1999
詰r0356 Pulses: Pegya， Production， 1962・1979 br0416 Yield Per Harvested Acre of地 tpe(Black gram) by State and Division， 1970輔1999
br0357 Pulses: Peyaz， Production， 1962・1979
b時417
Yield Per HarvぉtedAcre of Pedisein (Green gram) by State and Division， 
br0358 Pulses: Pen鼠lk，針。duction，1962・1979 1970幽1999
br0359 Pulses: Sul悩pya，Prod臼C白on，1962-1 979 br0418 Yield Per Harvested Acre ofSadawp宮(Greenpea) by State and Division， 1970-1999 
br0360 Production of Chillies by State and Division， 1 %2-1999 
bぬ419
Yield Per Harvested Acre of Pesingon (Pigeon pea) by State飢 dDivision， 
br0361 除。ductionofChillies侭ain)by State and Division， 1970-1999 1970・1999
br0362 Produc白onofChillies (Winter) by State and Division， 1970・1999 b必420 Yield Per Harvested Acre of Gram (Chick pea) by State and Division， 1970・1999
br0363 Production of伽 ionby State and Division， 1962・1999 bぬ421 Yield Per Harvested Acre of Peboke (Soy bean) by State and Division， 1970ぺ999
br0364 Production ofOnion (Rain) by State and Division， 1970・1999 b的422 Yield Per Harvested Acre ofPelun (Cow Pea) by State and Division， 1970-1999 
br0365 Production of Onion (Winter) by State and Division， 1970・1999 bゆ423 Yield Per Harvested Acre of Chillies by State and Division， 1970-19抑
br0366 針。ductionof Garlic by State and Division， 1962-1 999 b的424 Yield Per Harve，sted Acre of Chillies (Rain) by State and Division， 1970柑1999
br0367 Production ofTea by State and Division， 1970・1999 b的425 Yield Per Harvested Acre of Chillies (Winter) by Sta総andDi羽田on，1970・1999
br0368 Produc担onofCoffee by State釦 dDivision， 1970・1999 bゆ426 YieldPerl弘rvestedAcre ofOnion by State and Division， 1970・1999
br0369 Production of Sugarcane by State and Division， 1 %2-1999 bゆ427 Yield Per Harvested Acre of Onion (Rain) by State and Division， 1970-1999 
br0370 Production of Potato by State and Division， 1962-1999 bゆ428 Yield Per Harvested Acre of Onion (Winter) by State and Division， 1970・1999
br037 1 Production ofPotato (Rain) by State and Division， 1970・1999 br0429 Yield Per Harvested Acre ofGarlic by State and Division， 1970・1999
br0372 Production of Potato (Winter) by State and Division， 1970・1999 bぬ430 Yield Per Harvested Acre ofTea by State and Division， 1970暢1999
br0373 針。ductionof Cotton by State and Division， 1963-1999 br043 1 Yield Per Harvested Acre of Coffee by State and Division， 1970・1999
br0374 Cotton: Pr，吋uctionof Seed Co抗onby Variety， 1962・1978 bゆ432 Yield Per Harvested Acre of Sugarcane by State and Division， 1970-1999 
br0375 Cotton: Production ofLint Cotton by Variety， 1962ぺ979 br0433 Yield Per Harvested Acre of Potato by State and Division， 197Cド1999
br0376 Cott白n:Production of Seeds， Oil and Oilcakes， 1962・1979 bゆ434 YieldP，由rHarvested Acre of Potato (Rain) by State and Division， 1970-1999 
br0377 Production of Cotton (Seed Cotぬn)byDi幻ぢct， 1953・1970 bゆ435 Yield Per Harvested Acre of po路10(Winter) by State and Division， 1970・1999
br0378 Production ofC凶 on(Wagyi) by State and Division， 1970ぺ99ヲ br0436 Yield Per Harvested Acre of Cotton by State and Division， 1970・1999
br0379 Cotton: Production of Se申dCotton by Variety (Wagyi)， 1962・1978 bゆ437 Y悶ldPer Harvested Acre of C改めn(Wagyi) by S飽.te釦 dDivision， 1970・1999
br0380 Cotton: Production ofLint Co陶 nby Variety (Wagyi)， 1962-1979 
bゆ438
Yield Per Harvested Acre of Cotton (Mah1aing 5/6) by State and Division， 
br038 I Production ofCotton (Mahlaing5/6) by State and Division， 1970・1999 1970働1999
br0382 Cotton: Produc白onofS傍dCotton by Variety (M5&M6)， 1962・1978 bゆ439 Yield Per Harvested'Acre ofCot蜘 σ.ongS坤 le)by State and Division， 1970斗999
br0383 Cotton: Produc桓onofLint Cotton by Variety (M5&M6)， 1962・1979 b的440 Yield Per Harvested Acre of Jute by State and Division， 1970・199ヲ
br0384 Production of Cotton (Long Staple) by State and Division， 1970・1999 bゆ441 Yield Per Harvested Acre of Jute (Pre-monsoon) by State and Division， 1970-1999 
br0385 Co伽 n:Pr，吋uctionofSeed Cotton by Variety， 1962-1978 bぬ442 Yield Per Harvested Acre of Jute (Monsoon) by State and Division， 1970-1999 
br0386 Cotton: Pr，叫uぬonofLint Cotton by Vari町， 1962-1979 b的443 Yield Per Harvested Acre ofRubber by State and Division， 1ヲ70・.1999
br0387 Production of Jute by State and Division， 1965ぺ999 bゆ斜4 Yield Per Harv筋tedAcre ofMulberry by State and Division， 1970・1999
br0388 Jute: Procurement and Stock by Grade， 1954寸980 br0445 Yield Per Harvested Acre of C∞onut by State and Division， 1970嶋1999
br0389 
Procurement and Stock of Paddy， Rice and Rice ProdlIcts by Trade Corporation， 
1957・1968
br0446 Sown Area， Harvested Area and Production ofFruits， Union， 199ふ1997
b同447 Sown Acreage ofFruits， StatelDivisi口氏 1962刷1978
br0390 
St，∞k Posi包onof Paddy (Unh凶 kedRice)， Rice and Rice Products by Trade 
Coゅora且onNo. 1 (Agricultural Produc岱)， 1958・1967
bゆ448 Sown Area， Harvested Area and Production of Vegetables， Union， 1990-1997 
b的449 Livestock Breeding， Union， 1953ぺ999
br0391 Production of Jute (Pr州fon脚 n)by State and Division， 1970・1999 b地450 Production of Meat， Milk and Eg， Union， 1970-1999 
br0392 Production of Jute (Mon鈎on)by State and Division， 1970-1999 b的451 Produc旬。nofFish and Prawns by Nature ofCatch， 1970剛1999
br0393 針。ductionofRubber by State and Division， 1970ぺ99ヲ bゆ452 Production ofFish and Prawns by State and Division， 1970・1999
br0394 Kenaf: Production， 1962-1979 b的453 Prices of Selected Crops at Harvest Time， 1953-1999 
br0395 針。ductionof M1凶be町 byState and Division， 1974斗999
bゆ454
Gross Domestic F守口ductand Agric凶総ralOutput (At Current Producer's Prices)， 
br0396 Production of Coconut by State and Division， 1970圃1999 1985-1999 
br0397 Tobac∞(Virginia): Production of green and Cured leaf， 1 %2・1979
bぬ455
Gross Dom悶 cProduct and A伊culturalOutput (At 1985/86 Constant Producer's 
br0398 Tobac∞(Burmese)・Production(Cured leaves)， 1962-1979 Prices)，1985・1999
br0399 Avarage Yield Per Harvested Acre of Selected Crops， Union， 1953-1999 bゆ456 Cost ofProduction of Some Important Crops in Myanmar (I99O・1991)
bぬ400 Yield Per Matured Acre of Selected Crops by State or Division， 1963・1980 bゆ457 Cost of Production of Some Important Crops in Myanmar (1992・93)
b的401 Yield Per Matured Acre of Selected Crops ， 1953-1970 bゆ458 Cost ofProduction of Some Important Crops in :Myanmar (199ι95) 
bゆ402 Yield Per Harvested Acre ofPaddy by State and Di羽sion，1970-1999 bぬ459 Cost ofProduction of Some Important Crops in Myanmar (19%・97)
b心403 Yield Per Harvested Acre ofWheat by State and Division， 1970-1999 bゆ460 Cost of Production of Some Important Crops in Myanmar (1999・20∞)
bぬ404 Yield Per Harvested Acre ofMaize (Seed) by State and Division， 1970岨1999 b的461 Urban and Rural Household Expenditure p号rMonth， 1999 
bゆ405 Yield PerHarvested AcreofMaize (Cob) by State andDivision， 1970・1999 bゆ462 Mon血IyHosehold Expenditure in Six Border Townships， 1999 
b的406 Yield Per Harvested Acre of Sorghum by State and Division， 1970-1999 bゆ463 Monthly Hosehold E可児nditureby State or Division， 1997 
bゆ407 Yield Per Harvested Acre ofGroundnut by State and Division， 1970・1999 bゆ464 Urban and Rural Household Expenditure per Mon乱 1997
己的408 YieldPer出円筒tedAcre of Groundnut侭帥)bySt蹴 andDivision， 1970-1999 bゆ465 Monthly Hosehold Expenditure in Yangon City and Mandalay City， 1997 
bぬ409 Yield Per Harvested Acre of Groundnut (Winter) by State and Division， 1970ぺ999 bぬ466 FoodandN∞イ∞dHousehold Expenditure per Mon血，Yangon， 1996 
bゆ410 Yield Per Harvested Acre of Sesarnum by State and Division， 1970・1999 b的467 FoodandNonゐodHo凶 eholdExpenditure per Month， Man必lay，l996
br0411 
Yield Per 1弘rvestedAcre of Sesamum (Rain or Early) by State and Division， 
1970・1999
bぬ412
Yield Per Harvested Acre of Sesamum (Winter or Late) by State and Division， 
1970・1999
bゆ468 E却ortofMajor Agricultural Produc岱， 1953・1999
bゆ469
Sown Acrea昌e，Production， Consumption and Exportable Surpl凶 ofCrops in 
1978・79
bぬ470 Impo託ofSelected Agricultural Commodities and Manufactures百lereof，1991ぺ999
bぬ413 Yield Per Harvested Acre of Sunflower by State and Division， 1970・199ヲ 己的471 Import ofSelected Agric凶turalCommodi白es加 dManufactures Therωf，I953・1979
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USEANDDIST叉ICT
1501356 I Table 16: NU恥偲ERAND AREA OF LAND HOLDING BY IRRlGA TION 
I USE AND AREA OF PRODUCTION 
1501357 I Table 17: NU恥ffiER OF LAND HOLDER BY PERlOD OF LAND 
EXTENSION AND DISTRICT 
1501358 I Table 18: NU恥也記R OF LAND HOLDER BY PERlOD OF LAND 
EXTENSION AND AREA 
1501359 I Table 19: AREA OF PRODUCTION (ha) BY PERlOD OF LAND 
EXTENSION AND DISTRICT 
150136 I Number of district 
Is01360 I Table 20: CULTIV ATION AREA WHICH EXTENSION LAST YEAR DIVIDE 
BYDISTRICT 
1501361 I Table21: CULTIVATION INTENSITYBY DISTRICT 
併幽
m Title 
Is01362 I Table22: CULTIVATION INTENSITYBY AREAOFPRODUCTION 
Is01363 I Table 23・ NU恥ffiER OF CROPS( HARVEST PE即OD < 1 YEAR) 
CULTIV ATED BY EACH CROP TYPE 
Is0¥364 I Table 24 a : NU勘ffiER OF CROP (HARVEST PERIOD <1 YEAR) GROWERS 
BY CROP GROUP AND DISTRICT 
Is01365 I Table 24 b: NU弘ffiER OF CROP (HARVEST PERIOD <1 YEAR) GROWERS 
BY CROP GROUP AND DISTRICT IN RAINY SEASON 
Is01366 I Table 24 c: NUMBER OF CROP (HARVEST PERIOD <1 YEAR) GROWERS 
BY CROP GROUP AND DISTRICT IN DRY SEASON 
刷 367I T;ぬle25 :附腕R OF A側 C札叩臥LHO印間保OWINGCROP 
(HARVEST PERIOD <IYEAR) IN SMALL AREA CROP AND SCATTERED 
CROPS BY CROP GROUP AND DISTRICT 
Is01368 I Table 26 a: AREA OF CROP (HARVEST PERIOD <IYEAR) PLANTED 
加)DIVIDE BY CROP GROUP AND DISTRICT 
Is01369 I Table 26 b: AREA OF CROP (HARVEST PERIOD <IYEAR) PLANTED 
(ha) DIVIDE BY CROP GROUP AND DISTRICT IN RA到YSEASON
Is0137 I Codes for Municipality 
Is01370 I Table 26c : AREA OF CROP (HARVEST PERIOD <IYEAR) PLANτ'ED 
(ha) DIVIDE BY CROP GROUP AND DISTRICT IN DRY SEASON 
Is01371 I Table 27: NUMBER OF AGRICULTURAL LAND HOLDING BY AREA 
OF RICE PLANTED AND 01壬盛RCROPS
Is01372 I Tab1e 28: NtTh偲ER OF AGRICULTURAL LAND HOLDING BY AREA 
OF RICE PLAN1玄DAND DISTRICT 
附 373I Tめ1e29 a: 問 MBER OF RICE GROWER BY SEASON / LAND TYPE / 
RICE TYPE / V ARlETY AND DISTRICT 
Is0¥374 I Table 29 b: AREA OF RICE PLANTED (ha) BY S怠ASON/ LAND TYPE / 
RICE TYPE / V ARlETY AND DISTRICT 
国 1375I Table 30 悶 MBEROF 陪CEGRO細部 BYSEAS倒/LAND 
TYPE / RICE TYPE / V AR庇TY AND AREA OF PRODUCTION 
側 376I T帥 31a :悶MBEROF 応CEGROWE郎前 SEASON/ LAND 
TYPE AND DISTRICT 
Is01377 I Tめle31 b: AREA OF RICE PLANTED (ha) BY SEASON / LAND TYPE 
AND DISTRlCT 
刷 378I Tめle 32 問剛氏 OF 阻CE侃 OWE邸前 SEASON/ L畑
TYPE AND AREA OF LAND HOLDINGS 
Is01379 I Table 33 : NU勘ffiEROF RICE GROWERS BY CROPP別GSYSTEM 
Is0138 I (SEASON AND LAND TYPE) AND DISTRICT 
Harvest area 
Is0¥380 I Tぬle 34 悶 MBEROF 悶CEGROWE時前 CROPPINGSYSTEM 
(SEASON AND LAND TYPE) AND AREA OF PRODUCTION 
Is01381 I Table 35 NUMBER OF GLUTINOUS RICE GROWERS IN RA郎Y
Is01382 I SEASON BY AREA OF RICE PLANTEDIRICE TYPE AND DISTRlCT 
Is01383 I Table 36 a : NU勘ffiEROF RICE GROWERS BY SEASON 
1501384 I Table 36 b AREA OF RICE PLANTED (ha) BY SEASON 
Tab1e 37 : NUMBER OF RICE GROWERS BY SEASON 
1501385 I Table 38 CHARACTERISTICS OF CROPS (harvest period > lyear)BY 
DISτ"RlCT 
150¥386 I Table 39 CHARACTERISTICS OF CROPS (harvぉtperiod > Iyぬr)BY
Is01387 I AREA 
Table 40 : CHARACTERISTICS OF CROPS (harvest period > Iyear) 
iω1388 1 Table 41 間湖底 OFLANDHO印刷G 町 USEOF阻 RTIL1ZERS/ 
PESTICIDES AND DISTRICT 
1501389 I Table 42 ・ NUMBEROF LAND HOLD酎G BY USE OF FERT江1ZERS/ 
150¥39 I PESTICIDES AND AREA 
Rice Production 
Is01390 I Tぬle:43 Number of household plan恰加nrice divide by household used improve 
vanety 
1501391 I Table 44: Livおぬckraising 199811999 
1501392 I Table 45a: Number ofhousehold rai5ing livestock divide by di5trict 
1501393 I Tぬle45 b: Number oflivestock divide by type and di由 ct
1501394 I T，必le46: Number of cow divide by age 
Is01395 I Table 47: Number ofbuffalo divide by age 
1501396 I Table 48: Number ofpig必videby a伊
108 
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1501397 Table49・Numberof goat/sheep divide by age 
1501398 Table 50: Numberofpoultry divide by di如 ct
Is01399 Table 51: Number of agricu1ture ho凶eholdper cattle divide by animal and districts 
Is0140 Totalrice 
Is01400 Table 52:N山首berof agri叫 ture加ldingwi出 ωttleby number of anima15 and 
holding areas 
IsOl401 Table 53: Number of絡ric叫知rehousehold per buffaloes divide by animal釦 d
dis釘1はS
IsOl402 Table 54:Number of 徳山u1ωrehol必ngw1也 buffaloesby number of animals and 
holding areas 
Is01403 Table 55:Number of agricu1ture holding with pigs by number of animals and 
districts 
1501404 Table 56:N凶nberof 略的u1知reholding with pigs by number of animals and 
holding areas 
Is01405 Table 57:Number of agricu1ture holding wiめ sheep/go拙 bynumber of animals 
anddi狩 lcts
IsOI406 Table 58:Number of 砲ricu1tureholding with sheep/goat by number of animals飢d
holding areas 
Is01407 Table 59:Number of a喜ricultureholding with pou除yby number of poul町飢d
districぉ
1501408 Table 60:Number of agricu1ture加ldingwith sheep/goat by number of anima1s and 
holding areas 
1501409 Table 61:Number of agricu1ture holding wi吐1traditional/local chicken by number 
ofpou1訂yand district 
IsOl41 S鵠sonnce 
1501410 Table 62・Numberof agricu1知rehol必ng明白Localchicken by number of animals 
and holding are飴
Is01411 Table 63: Agricu1tural holdings vaccination livestock by livestock type and district 
1501412 Table 64: Agricultural holding5 vaccination livestock by livestock type and holding 
areas 
Is01413 Table 65: Number of agric叫turalholdings using agricultural machinery by 
machinery type and dis紅白t
Is01414 Table 66: Number of Agricu1tural household using agricu1tural machinery by type of 
machinery and di狩凶S
Is01415 Table 67: Number of Agricultural ho凶eholdusing agricu1tural machinery by type of 
machinery and holding areぉ
Is01416 Table 68: Number of Agric叫加'alhousehold using agricu1tural machinery by type of 
machinery 
Is01417 Table 69: Fore狩 yactivi副総inthe a伊c凶turalhousehold by districts 
Is01418 Table 70: For，侭町activitiesin昔le勾riculturalhousehold by holding釘鎚S
IsOl419 Table 71: Number ofhoωehold raising fish divide by fish type 
Is0142 Irigated rice 
IsOl420 Table 72: Number of household practiωfishery activity divide by type of fishery and 
distriαs 
Is01421 Table 73: N山nberofhoωeholdpractice fishery activity in other type divide by type 
of fishery and distri出
Is01422 Table 74: Number of agricu1ture household divide by age 
Is01423 Table 75・Characteristicofhousehold s head divide by sex 
1501424 Table 76: Number of agriculture ho凶eholddivide by size ofhousehold and di鈎lCts
Is01425 Table 77: Number of agricu1ture household divide by size of household and holding 
arωs 1998/1999 Bori凶叡淑ayprovmce
Is01426 Table78: A伊cul知refarmer divide by age 
Is01427 Table 79: Number of agricul知rehousehold divide by member in household who 
have age百lOreせlan15 year old which work in e∞nomic sector in each di託nct
1998/99 BorikhantXay province 
Is01428 Table 80: Nurnber ofhousehold member age> 15 year宮oldwork in the economic 
sector divide by sex and districts 1998/99 
Is01429 Table 81: Number ofhousehold member age> 15 years old work in the e∞norruc 
sector divide by sex 
Is0143 Uplandrice 
1501432 Table 82: Number ofhousehold mem恥rage> 15 years old work in昔leeconorruc 
鍔ctordivide by sex 
Is01435 Table 83: Numberoffarmer age >15year old divide by sex 
m Title 
同 1438I Table 84・Numberof加 lerage>15y即 olddivide by蹴
150144 1 Maize 
1501441 I Table 85: Number of farmer age be制官en10・14year old divide by working 
in5ide/out5ide household 
1501442 I Table 86: Number offarmer age >15 yearold do not get any wage from agriculture 
activities divide by districts 
1501445 I Table 87: Number of agriculture farmer age>15 year old divideby 5ex 
1501448 I Table88: Numberofagriculturefarmerage>15y問。Iddivide by 5ex 
150145 I Starchy rl∞路
1501451 I Table 89: Agriculture household divide by used励。r
1501452 I Table 90: Agriculture household divide by used labor 
1501453 1 Tめle91・Agriculturehousehold divide by month of used labor and di鈎lCts
1501454 I Table 92.1 Head ofhou5ehold divide-by ethnic group and district 
Table 1 LAO AGRICULTURAL CENSUS 1988/99 : BASIC DATA BY 
刷 455I DISTRICT 
Table 2: NU加ffiERAND AREA OF AGRICULTURAL HOLDINGS BY TYPE 
150附 IA悶 DISTRICTS
Table 3 NU乱ffiER OF AGRICULTURAL HOUSEHOLDS DMDE BY 
1501457 I PURPOSE OF USE AND DISTRICT 
Table 4 Nill.侶EROF FARMER HOUSEHOLDS DMDE BY PURPOSE AND 
1501458 I AREA OF PRODUCED 
Table 5 a Nl.ル目BEROF AGRICULTURAL HOUSEHOLDS DMDE BY 
1501459 1 AREA PRODUCED AND DISTRICT 
150146 I Vegetables and bean5 
Table 5 b AGRICULTURAL AREA (ha) DMDE BY HOLDING AND 
1501460 1 DISTRICT 
1501461 1 Table 6 FRAG品1ENTATION OF LAND HOLDINGS BY DISτRICT 
1501462 I Table 7 FRAGMENT ATION OF LAND HOLDnぜGSBYAREA 
1501463 I Table 8: NU勘ffiEROF LAND HOLDERS DIVIDE BY CHARAC百 RISTICSOF 
LAND USE AND DISTRICT 
1501464 I Table 9: NU恥ffiEROF LAND HOLDERS DIVIDE BY CHARACl主RISTICSOF 
LAND USE AND AREA 1998/99 
15似 65I Table 10 悶 MBEROF LAND HO印郎 DIVIDEBY CHARACTERISTICS 
OF LAND USE AND DISTRICT 1998/99 
1501466 I Table 1: NU為⑪EROF LAND HOLDERS BY AREA FOR EACH LAND 
TENURE TYPE AND AREA OF PRODUCTION 
1501467 I Table 12・ NUちffiEROF LAND RENT AND PAY勘fENTPROCEDURE DMDE 
1 BY DISTRICT 
1501468 I Table 13: Nl.ルffiEROF LAND OWNER WHO RENTAL LAND DMDE BY 
ARE 
1501469 I Table 14 a: NUMBER OF LAND HOLDERS BY LAND USE AND DISTRICT 
150147 I Mungbean Beans 
1501470 I Table 14 b: AGRICULTURE ARE DIVIDE BY LAND USE AND DISTRICT 
1501471 1 Table 15: NU恥ffiEROF PRODUCTION AREA DMDE BY IRRIGA TION 
USE AND DISTRICT 
1501472 I Table 16: Nill.偲ERAND AREA OF LAND HOLDING BY IRRIGA TION 
USE AND AREA OF PRODUCTION 
刷 473 I Table 17 問抽ER OF LAND HO山田町 PERIODOF LAND 
EXTENSION AND DISTRICT 
1501474 I Table 18: NUMBER OF LAND HOLDER BY PERIOD OF LAND 
EXTENSION AND AREA 
1501475 I Table 19: AREA OF PRODUCTION (ha) BY PERIOD OF LAND 
EXTENSION AND DISTRICT 
刷 476I T訪問 C肌 TIVATIONAREA WHI四 EXTENSIONLAST YEAR DMDE 
BYDISTRICT 
1501477 I Table21: CULTIVATION INTENSITYBY DISTRICT 
1501478 I Table 22: CULTIVATION 別τ"ENSITYBY AREA OF PRODUCTION 
1501479 I Table 23: NU恥mER OF CROPS( HARVEST PERIOD < 1 YEAR) 
CULTIV ATED BY EACH CROP TYPE 
150148 I Soy bean5 
1501480 I Table 24 a: NUMBER OF CROP (HARVEST PERIOD <1 YEAR) GROWERS 
BY CROP GROUP AND DISTRICT 
ID Title 
1501482 I Table 24 c: NUMBER OF CROP (HARVEST PERIOD <1 YEAR) GROWERS 
BY CROP GROUP AND DISTRICT IN DRY SEASON 
iω1483 I Table 25 :悶悶ER OF AGRICULTURAL HOLDING GROWING αOP 
(託ARVESTPERIOD <IYEAR) IN SMALL AREA CROP AND SCATTERED 
CROPS BY CROP GROUP AND DISTRICT 
1501484 I Table 26 a: AREA OF CROP (HARVEST PERIOD <IYEAR) PLANτ主D
(ha) DIVIDE BY CROP GROUP AND DISTRICT 
1501485 I Tめle26 b: AREA OF CROP (HAR四ST服 OD<市AR)礼州市
(ha) DMDE BY CROP GROUP AND DISτRICTINRA町YSEASON
1501486 I Table 26c AREA OF CROP (HARVEST PERIOD <IYEAR) PLANτ"ED 。la)DIVIDE BY CROP GROUP AND DISTRICT IN DRY SEASON 
刷 487I Tめle27 :問問限町 AGRICUL町 RALLAND HOLDING BY AREA 
OFRICEPLANτEDANDOTI王ERCROPS
1501488 I Table 28: Nill.偲ER OF AGRICULTURAL LAND HOLDING BY AREA 
OFRICEPLANτ"EDANDDIST双ICT
1501489 1 Table 29 a: NUMBER OF RICE GROWER BY SEASON / LAND TYPE / 
1 RICE TYPE / V ARlETY AND DISτRICT 
150149 1 Peanut 
1501490 I Table 29 b: AREA OF RICE PLANTED (ha) BY SEASON / LAND TYPE / 
RICE TYPE / V ARlETY AND DISTRICT 
1501491 I Table 30 NU恥ffiEROF RICE GROWERS BY SEASON / LAND 
TYPE / RICE TYPE / V ARlETY AND AREA OF PRODUCTION 
¥501492 1 Table 31 a Nill.⑬芭ROF RICE GROWERS BY SEASON / LAND 
TYPE AND DISTRICT 
1501493 I Table 31 b: AREA OF RICE PLANτED (ha) BY SEASON / LAND TYPE 
AND DISTRICT 
1501494 I Table 32 NU加ffiEROF RICE GROWERS BY SEASON / LAND 
TYPE AND AREA OF LAND HOLDINGS 
1501495 I Table 33 NUMBER OF RICE GROWERS BY CROPPING SYSTEM 
(SEASON AND LAND TYPE) AND DISTRICT 
1501496 I Table 34 問問限 OF RICE GROWE邸 BYCROPPING SYSTEM 
(SEASON AND LAND TYPE) AND AREA OF PRODUCTION 
凶 ω7I T，めle 35 NUMBER OF GLUTINOUS則CEGROWE悶悶 RAINY
SEASON BY AREA OF RICE PLANTED庖UCETYPE AND DISτ"R.ICT 
1501498 1 Table 36 a NU勘ffiEROF RICE GROWERS BY SEASON 
1501499 I Table 36 b 町 AREAOF RICE PLANTED (ha) BY SEASON 
150150 1 Tobacco 
1501500 1 Table 37 NUMBEROF RICEGROWERS BYSEASON 
1501501 I Table 38 : CHARACτERISTICS OF CROPS (harv回 period> lyear)BY 
DISTRICT 
1501502 I Table 39 CHARACTERISTICS OF CROPS (ha阿倍tperiod > lyear)BY 
AREA 
1501503 I Table 40 CHARACl主RISTICSOF CROPS (harvest period > 1ye叫
1501504 I Table 41 NU恥ffiEROF LAND HOLDING BY USE OF FERT江IZERS/ 
PESTICIDES AND DISTRICT 
1501505 1 Table 42 NUMBER OF LAND HOLD凶G BY USE OF FERT江IZERS/ 
1 PESTICIDES AND AREA 
1501506 I Table: 43 Number of household plantation rice divide by household凶 edimprove 
vanety 
1501507 I Table 44: Live針。ckrai5ing 1998/1999 
1501508 1 Tぬle45a: Number ofhousehold rai5ing livestock仇 deby district 
1501509 I Table 45 b: Number ofliv制 ωkdivide by type and di5trict 
150151 I Co枕on
1501510 I Table46:Numberof∞wdivide by a喜e
1501511 I Table 47: Number ofbuffalo divide by a吾e
1501512 I Table 48: Number ofpig divide by a昌e
1501513 I Table 49: Numberofgoatl5heep divide by age 
1501514 I Table 50: Numberofpoultry divide by di5trict 
1501515 I Table 51: Number ofagriculture hou5ehold per cattle divide by animal and di5tri時
1501516 I Table 52:Number of agriculture holding with cattle by number of anim山却d
hol ding areas 
1501517 I Table53:Numberofagricultureho邸eholdper buffaloe5 divide by animal and 
1501481 I Table 24 b: NUl¥俗ER OF CROP (HARVEST PERIOD <1 YEAR) GROWERS I I di5triCぉ
BY CROP GROUP AND DISTRICT IN RAINY SEASON 
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Is01518 Table 54:Number of agricuJture holding with buffaloes by number of animals and 
holding ar儲 S
1501519 Table 55:Number of a皐ricultureholding with pigs by number of飢 imal5and 
districts 
Is0152 Sugarωne 
1501520 Table 56:Number of agricu加reholding with pigs by number of animal5 and 
holding areas 
IsOl521 Table 57:Number of agriculture holding with 5heep/goats by number of animals 
and district5 
1501522 Table 58:Number of agricuJture holding with 5heep/goat by number of animal5 and 
holding arωs 
1501523 Table 59:Number of a呂田ul如reholding with pouJtry by number of poultry and 
di5triCお
1501524 Table 60:Number of a喜ricuJtureholding with 5heep/goat by number of animal5 and 
holding areas 
1501525 Table 61・Numberof agricuJture holding with traditionall1ocal chicken by number 
。fpoultry and di5trict 
1501526 Table 62:Number of 勾ricuJtureholding刷出Localchicken by number of animal5 
and holding areas 
1501527 Table 63: AgricuJtural holdings vaccination livestock by livestωk守peand di試rict
1501528 Table 64: AgricuJtural holdings vaιcination live5tock by livestoはちゃeand holding 
areas 
IsOl529 Table 65: Number of agricultural holdings 凶 ingagricuJtural machinery by 
machinery type and di5triCt 
Is0153 Coffee 
IsOl530 Table 66: Number of AgricuJ初ralhoωehold using agricuJtural machinery by type of 
maιhinery and districts 
Is01531 Table 67: Number of A伊cuJturalho凶 ehold凶時gagricuJtural machinery by type of 
machinery and holding ar鎚S
1501532 Table 68: Number of Agricultural household u5ing agricuJtural machinery by type of 
machinery 
1501533 Table 69: Forestry activities in the agricuJtural hou5ehold by di5tricts 
1501534 Table 70: For，出ryac白vltle5m自信裕司cuJturalho凶 eholdby holding ar鎚S
1501535 Table 71: Numberofhousehold rai5ing fish divide by fish type 
1501536 Table 72: Number of hou5ehold practice fi5hery activity divide by type of fishery and 
di5tri出
1501537 Table 73: Number of household practice fishery ac世vityin other type divid官bytype 
of fi5hery and di5triCぉ
1501538 Table 74: Number of agricuJture ho凶eholddivide by age 
1501539 Table 75: Characteristic ofhousehold 5 head divide by 5ex 
IsOl54 Tea 
1501540 Table 76: Number of agricuJture household divide by 5ize ofhousehold and di5triCts 
1501541 Table 77・Numberof agri叫 turehoωehold divide by 5ize of household and holding 
ar，儲5199811999 Champasack province 
1501542 Table 78: AgricuJture farmer divide by age 
Is01543 Table 79: Number of agricuJωre hoωehold divide己ymember in household w担。
have age more than 15 y闘rold which work in economic 5ector in each district 
1998/99 Champおおkprovince 
1501544 Table 80: Number of household member age> 15 year百oldwork in the economic 
sector divide by sex and di坑巾白 1998/99
1501545 Table 81: Number of household member age> 15 years old work in the economic 
sector divide by sex 
1501548 Table 82: Number of household member age> 15 y鉛お oldwork in the economic 
sector divide by 5ex 
Is0155 Number of livestocks 
1501551 Table 83: Number offarmer age > 15year old divide by 5ex 
Is01554 Table 84 : Number offarmer age > 15year old divide by 5ex 
IsOl557 Table 85: Number of farmer age between 10・14year old divide by working 
inside/out5ide household 
Is01558 Table 86: Number of farmer age > 15 year old do not get any wage合'omagriculture 
activities divide by distric岱
150156 加fanufacωringProduc白onofprinciple products 
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15必1561I Table 87: Num悦rof agricuJture farmer age > 15 y鈍 rold divide by 5ex 
Is01564 I Table 88: Num加 of郁叫turef;畑erage > 15 year old削 d向 5ex
1501567 I Table 89: A伊cuJtureho凶 eholddivide by凶 edlぬor
1501568 I Tめle90: AgricuJture household divide by used labor 
IsOl569 I Table 91: AgricuJture household divide by month ofused labor and di由時
150157 I Number of Industry・Handicraft昭 ablishmentfor百lewhole country by provinces 
1996帽1667
1501570 I Table92.l :Headofhouseholddividebye詰micgroup and di5triCt 
1501571 1 Table 1 LAO AGRICULTURAL CENSUS 1988/9号:BASIC DATA BY 
DISTRICT 
1501572 I Table 2: NUMBER AND AREA OF AGRICULTURAL HOLD町GSBY TYPE 
AND DISTRICTS 
1501573 I Table 3 NUMBER OF AGRICULTURAL HOUSEHOLDS DIVIDE BY 
PURPOSE OF USE AND DISTRICT 
Is01574 I Table 4 NUMBER OF FARJI.偲RHOUSEHOLDS DIVIDE BY PURPOSE AND 
AREA OF PRODUCED 
Is01575 1 Table 5 a NU弘侶EROF AGRICULTURAL HOUSEHOLDS DIVIDE BY 
AREA PRODUCED AND DISTRICT 
Is01576 I Table 5 b AGRICULTURAL AREA (ha) DIVIDE BY HOLD別G AND 
DISTRICT 
Is01577 1 Table 6 FRAG蜘伍NTA TION OF LAND HOLDINGS BY DIS1羽 CT
Is01578 1 Table 7 FRAGtv由ENTA TION OF LAND HOLDINGS BY AREA 
Is01579 1 Table 8: NU恥倍EROF LAND HOLDERS DIVIDE BY CHARACTERISTICS OF 
LAND USE AND DISTRICT 
Is0158 I Len凶lof出ero必5for治ewhole∞m町
1501580 I Table 9: NUMBER OF LAND HOLDERS DIVIDE BY CHARACτERISTICSOF 
LAND USE AND AREA 1998/99 
1501581 I Table 10: NU恥侶EROF LAND HOLDERS DIVIDE BY CHARACTERISTICS 
OF LAND USE AND DISTRICT 1998/99 
Is01582 I Table 11: Nm.侶EROF LAND HOLDERS BY AREA FOR EACH LAND 
TENURE TYPE AND AREA OF PRODUCTION 
1501583 I Table 12・Nm.侶EROF LAND RENT AND PA Y加aNTPROCEDURE DIVIDE 
BYDISTRICT 
1501584 1 Table 13: Nm.侶EROF LAND OWNER WHO RENTAL LAND DIVIDE BY 
ARE 
1501585 1 Table 14 a: NUMB皿 OFLAND HOLDERS BY LAND USE AND DISTRICT 
1501586 1 Table 14 b: AGRICUL TURE ARE DIVIDE BY LAND USE AND DISTRICT 
1501587 1 Table 15: NU恥信EROF PRODUCTION AREA DIVIDE BY IRRIGATION 
USE AND DISTRICT 
IsOl588 I Table 16 附 MBERAND AREA OF LAND HOωING BY腿 GATION
USE AND AREA OF PRODUCTION 
1501589 1 Table 17: NUMBER OF LAND HOLDER BY PERIOD OF LAND 
EXTENSION AND DISTRICT 
150159 I Vo1umeoffreighttr郎防は
1501590 I Table 18: 山 ER OF LAND HO印眼前 P間 ODOF LAND 
EXTENSION AND AREA 
1501591 I Table 19: AREA OF PRODUCTION (ha) BY PERIOD OF LAND 
EXTENSION AND DIS1双ICT
制 92I Table 20: CUL TIVATION AREA WHICH EXTENSION LAST YEAR DM凶
BYDIS1双ICT
1501593 1 Table21: CULTIVATION 別TENSITYBY DISTRICT 
1501594 I Table 22: CULTIVATION 取τ主NSITYBY AREA OF PRODUCTION 
1501595 1 Table 23: Nm.偲ER OF CROPS( HARVEST PERIOD < 1 YEAR) 
CULTIV ATED BY EACH CROP TYPE 
1501596 I Table24a: NUMBER OFCROP(l王ARVESTPERIOD <1 YEAR) GROWERS 
BY CROP GROUP AND DISTRICT 
IsOl597 I Table 24 b: NU乱偲ER OF CROP (HARVEST PERIOD <1 YEAR) GROWERS 
BY CROP GROUP AND DISτRICT IN RAINY SEASON 
Is01598 I Table 24 c : NUMBER OF CROP (HARVEST PERIOD <1 YEAR) GROWERS 
BY CROP GROUP AND DISTRICT 応~DRYSEASON
由Title
iω1599 I Table 25 附 MBER OF AGRlCULTURAL HOLDING GROWING CROP 
(HARVEST PERIOD <IYEAR) IN SMALL AREA CROP AND SCATτ"ERED 
CROPS BY CROP GROUP AND DISTRICT 
150160 I Volurne 
1501600 I日ble26 a: AREA OF CROP (HARVEST PERIOD <1 YEAR) PLANTED 
(ha) DIVIDE BY CROP GROUP AND DISTRICT 
1501601 I Table 26 b: AREA OF CROP (HARVEST PERIOD <IYEAR) PLANTED 。a)DIVIDE BY CROP GROUP AND DISTRICT IN RA剖YSEASON
1501602 I Table 26c AREA OF CROP (HARVEST PERIOD <IYEAR) PLANτ"ED 
(ha) DIVIDE BY CROP GROUP AND DISTRICT IN DRY SEASON 
1501603 I Table 27: NU加fBER OF AGRlCULTURAL LAND HOLDING BY AREA 
OF則CEPLANTED AND OTHER CROPS 
1501604 I Tab1e 28: Nl.ルfBER OF AGRlCULTURAL LAND HOLDING BY AREA 
OF則CEPLAN1芭DAND DISTRICT 
凶側 ITab1e 29 a 間四ER OF RICE GROWER BY SEASON 1 LAND TYPE 1 
RICE TYPE 1 V ARlETY AND DISTRICT 
1501606 I Table 29 b: AREA OF RICE PLANTED (ha) BY SEASON 1 LAND TYPE 1 
RICE TYPE 1 V ARlETY AND DISTRICT 
凶 1607I T蜘 30 間 MBEROF 阻CE侃 OWE路 BYSEASON 1 LAND 
TYPE 1 RICE TYPE 1 V ARlETY AND AREA OF PRODUCTION 
1501608 I Table 31 a NU!I怨EROF RICE GROWERS BY SEASON 1 LAND 
TYPE AND DISTRICT 
1501609 I Table 31 b: AREA OF RICE PLANTED (ha) BY SEASON 1 LAND TYPE 
AND DISTRICT 
150161 I Volume of Passenger tran5port 
1501610 I Table 32 NU恥fBEROF RICE GROWERS BY SEASON 1 LAND 
TYPE AND AREA OF LAND HOLD剖GS
1501611 I Table 33 NUMBER OF RICE GROWE路 BYCROPPING SYSTEM 
(SEASON AND LAND TYPE) AND DISTRICT 
1501612 I Table 34 NUMB眼前知CEGROWERS BY CROppn焔 SYSTEM
(SEASON AND LAND TYPE) AND AREA OF PRODUCTION 
l必1613I Table 35 問問EROF GLUTINOUS即CEGROWE郎 INRAINY 
SEASON BY AREA OF RICE PLANτ玄DIRICETYPE AND DISτRICT 
1501614 I Table 36 a NU加fBEROF RICE GROWERS BY SEASON 
1501615 I Table 36 b AREA OF RICE PLANτ"ED (ha) BY SEASON 
1501616 I Table 37 NU恥fBEROF RICE GROWERS BY SEASON 
1501617 I Table 38 CHARACTERISTICS OF CROPS (harvest period > lyear)BY 
DISTヌlCT
1501618 I Table 39 CHARACTERISTICS OF CROPS (h町e5tperiod > 1year)BY 
AREA 
1501619 I Tab1e 40 CHARAC官民ISTICSOF CROPS (harvest period > Iyear) 
Is0162 I Vo1ume 
IsOl620 I Table 41 即沼田OFLAND即日間G BY USE OF児 Rτ1LIZERS1 
PESTICIDES AND DISTRICT 
刷 621I Table 42 問地図OFLANDHO印別G BY USE OF FERTILIZERS 1 
PESTICIDES AND AREA 
Is01622 I Table: 43 Number of househo1d plantation rice divide by household used improve 
vanety 
IsOl623 I Table 44: Liv回 ockraising 1998/1999 
Is01624 I Table 45a: Number ofhousehold raising livestock divide by district 
Is01625 I Table 45 b: Nurnberofliv回 ockdivide by type and district 
1501626 I Table 46: Nw幼erof∞wdivide by age 
1501627 I Table 47: Number ofbuffalo divide by age 
1501628 I T able 48: Number of pig divide by age 
Is01629 I Table49: Numberofg白紙Ishe叩 divideby age 
150163 I Tele∞mmuruω且onand number of telephones center and number of telephone 
establiぬingand in operation til the end ofyear 
Is01630 I Table 印刷N凶nberof poultry divide by di狩ict
1501631 I Table 51: Numberof伊 cultureho蹴 holdper cattle divide by 抑制anddistricts 
1501632 I Table 52:Number of agriculture hol必ngwith cattle by number of animal5 and 
holding areas 




1501634 Table 54:Number of a甚ricul加 eholding with buffaloes by nurnber of翻 imal5and 
ho1ding areas 
1501635 Table 55:Number of 待nc叫tureholding with pigs by number of animals and 
districts 
Is01636 Table 56:Number of agriculture holding糊 thpigs by number of animals畠nd
holding ar鎚 S
IsOl637 Table 57:Number of agriculture holding with sheep/goats by number of釦 imals
組 ddistrict5
IsOl638 Table 58:Number of agriculture holding with sheep/goat by nurnber of animals and 
holding areas 
Is01639 Table 59:Number of agriculture holding with poultry by nurnber of poultry and 
distric包
IsOI64 Post 
IsOI640 Table 60:Number of agriculture holding with sheep/goat by number of animals and 
holding areas 
IsOI641 Table 61:N山首berof agriculture ho1ding with traditionall1ocal chicken by number 
。fpo凶官yand district 
Is01642 Table 62:Number of a畠nc凶tureholding with Local chicken by nurnber of animal5 
and ho1ding areas 
IsOI643 Table 63: Agricultural holdings vaccination Iivestock by livestock type and district 
1501644 Table 64: Agricultural holdings vaccination livestock by livestock type and holding 
areas 
Is01645 Table 65: Number of agricultural holdings using agric叫ωral machinery by 
machinery type and district 
IsOI646 Table 66: Number of Agricultural household using agricultural machinery by type of 
machinery and district5 
IsOI647 Table 67: Number of Agricultural household using agricultural machinery by type of 
machinery and holding areas 
IsOI648 Table 68: Number of Agricultural household using agricultural machinery by type of 
machinery 
IsOI649 Table 69: Forestry actiyities inせle匂riculturalhousehold by districぉ
Is0165 Principal imported goods 
Is01650 Table 70: Forestry acti羽lIesl目白eagricultural household by holding areぉ
1501651 Table 71: Number ofhousehold raising fi5h divide by fish type 
IsOl652 Table 72: Number ofhousehold praぬcefishery aι討vitydivide by type of fishery加 d
districts 
1501653 Tab1e 73: Number of household"practice fi5hery activity in other type divide by type 
of fi5hery and di5tricts 
Is01654 Table 74: Number of agriculture ho凶eholddivide by a畠B
1501655 Table 75: Characteristic ofhousehold 5 head divide by sex 
1501656 Table 76: Number of agriculture household divide by 5ize ofhousehold and districぉ
1501657 Table 77: Number of agriculture household divide by size of household and holding 
arelぉ1998/1999Huaphanh province 
1501658 Table 78: Agriculture farmer divide by age 
1501659 τable 79: Nurnber of agriculture household divide by member in ho凶 eholdwho 
have age町田rethan 15 year old which work i自民onomic5ector in each district 
1998/99H泌phanhprovince 
150166 Principal exported good5 
1501660 Table 80: N山首berof household n:Jember age> 15 years old work in theωononuc 
5ector divide by 5ex and districts 1998/99 
Is01661 Table 81: N削除rof household member age> 15 years old work in the e∞nonuc 
sector divide by 5ex 
1501“4 Table 82: N凶nberof household member age> 15 yぬrsold work in the民 ononuc
sector divide by 5ex 
IsOl667 Table 83: Number offarmer age > 15year old divide by sex 
150167 Free market prices average for 5 cities 
1501670 Table 84 : Number offarmer age > 15year old divide by 5ex 
1501673 Table 85: Number of farmer age between 10ぺ4Y儲 Iold divide by working 
inside/out5ide ho凶 ehold
1501674 Table 86・Numberof farmer age > 15 year old do not get any wage from agriculture 
ac白vities divide by di5tricts 
1501677 Table 87: Number of agric凶turefarmer age > 15 YωI old divide by 5ex 
Is0168 Con5山首erprice index of Lao PDR from 1996・1998(December 1995 =100) 
ED Title 
Is同鈎β似l泌68鉛OIT百ab出le8舵8:N凶削n巾，be釘rofa伊 cωu凶.t即uぽJ1"et1伽畠ann首m潟e釘rage >15 ye臨aroldd必iv羽idωebyse朕x 
Isωsω01泌6幻 ITaめble8股9佼:Ag伊ncu山I
Is鈎副心:01凶6“似s制41Tぬle9ω0耽:Agriculω蹴狩h叫 seholddivide byω必labor
国 1685I Table 91: A伊叫turehousehold divide by month of凶 ed凶 or and districts 
IsOl686 I Table 92.1 Head ofhousehold divide by ethnic group and district 
IsOl687 I Table 92. Characteri託icof household s head divide by ethnic group 1998/99 
Huaphanh provin唱e
1501688 I Table 1 LAO AGRICULTURAL CENSUS 1988/99 : BASIC DATA BY 
DISTRlCT 
刷仰 ITぬle2:間四股 ANDAREA OF A偲 IC叫叩RAL HO印別GSBY TYPE 
AND D1STRlCTS 
150169 I Consumer price index of Lao PDR from 1996・1998(percenta伊∞mparedto 
December Last year) 
1501690 I Table 3 NUMBER OF AGRICULTURAL HOUSEHOLDS DMDE BY 
PURPOSE OF USE AND DISTRlCT 
1501691 I Table 4 Nm.仰EROF FARMER HOUSEHOLDS DMDE BY PURPOSE AND 
AREA OF PRODUCED 
1501仰いめle5 a 悶 MBEROF A保 ICULTURALHOUSEHOLDS DIVIDE BY 
AREA PRODUCED AND DISTRlCT 
1501693 ， Tめle5 b AGRICULTURAL AREA (ha) DIVIDE BY HOLDING AND 
DISTRlCT 
1501694 I Table 6 FRAG加ffiNTATION OF LAND HOLDINGS BY DISTRlCT 
1501695 I Table7 FRAGMENTATIONOFLANDHOLDINGSBY AREA 
1s01696 I Table 8: NU加ffiEROF LAND HOLDERS DMDE BY CHARACTE泉ISTICSOF 
LAND USE AND DISTRICT 
1501制 ITable 9 即畑砥OFLANDHO悶 RSDMDE BY CHARACTERISηCSOF 
LAND USE AND AREA 1998/99 
1501698 I Table 10・ NU加ffiEROF LAND HOLDERS DMDE BY CHARACTERISTICS 
OF LAND USE AND DISTRlCT 1998/99 
1501699 I Table 1: Nm.鶴EROF LAND HOLDERS BY AREA FOR EACH LAND 
TENURE TYPE AND AREA OF PRODUCTION 
150170 I Gr055 domestic product in 1997・98atCon瑚 ntpnces
1501700 I Table 12・ NU恥ffiEROFLAND郎 NTANDPAY勘αNTPROCEDURE DMDE 
I BY DISTRlCT 
1501701 I Table 13: NUMBER OF LAND OWNER WHO RENTAL LAND DMDE BY 
ARE 
1501702 I Tablel4a: NU恥偲EROF LAND HOLDERS BY LAND USE AND D1SτRICT 
1501703 I Table 14 b: AGRICULTURE ARE DMDE BY LAND USE AND D1STRICT 
1501704 I Table 15: NU恥ffiEROF PRODUCTION AREA DMDE BY IRRIGATION 
USE AND D1STRlCT 
1501705 I Table 16: 悶ル侶ERAND AREA OF LAND HOLDING BY IRRIGATION 
USE AND AREA OF PRODUCTION 
1501706 I Table 17: NUMBER OF LAND HOLDER BY PERIOD OF LAND 
EXTENSION AND DISTRlCT 
ゐ01707I Table 松山部 OF LA悶 HO印眼前剛ODOF LAND 
EXTENSION AND AREA 
1501708 I Table 19: AREA OF PRODUCTION (ha) BY PERIOD OF LAND 
EXT主NSIONAND DISτRICT 
1501709 I Table20: CULTIVATIONAREA WHICHEXτ'ENSION LAST YEAR DMDE 
BYDISTRlCT 
150171 I Labor force in the Lao PDR 1998 
1501710 I Table21: CULTIVATION INTENSITYBY DISTRlCT 
1501711 1 Tめle22: CULTIVATION 町τ'ENSITYBY AREA OF PRODUCTION 
1501712 I Table 23・ NUMBER OF CROPS( HARVEST PERIOD < I YEAR) 
CULTIV A TED BY EACH CROP TYPE 
1501713 I Table 24 a: Nm.偲ER OF CROP (HARVEST PERIOD <1 YEAR) GROWERS 
BY CROP GROUP AND D1STRlCT 
1501714 I Table24b: Nl.ルffiER OF CROP (HARVEST PERIOD <1 YEAR) GROWERS 
BY CROP GROUP AND DISTRlCT IN RAINY SEASON 
1501715 I Table 24 c: NUMBER OF CROP (HARVEST PERIOD <1 YEAR) GROWERS 
BY CROP GROUP AND DISTRlCT IN DRY SEASON 
1501716 I Table 25: Nm.偲ER OF AGRICULTURAL HOLD酎GGROWING CROP 
ED Title 
1501717 I Table 26 a: 雌 AOF CROP但ARVEST悶悶OD<1 YEAR) PLANTED 
(ha) DMDE BY CROP GROUP AND D1STRlCT 
i副 718I Tぬle26 b: AREA OF CROP間四ST問問 <1YEAR) PLAN1主D
(ha) DMDE BY CROP GROUP AND D1STRlCT IN RAINY SEASON 
i山 719I T的泌 AREAOF は OP(HARVEST P聞 OD<1 YEAR) PLANTED 
(ha) DIVIDE BY CROP GROUP AND DISτRICT IN DRY SEASON 
150172 I Investment by 5ectOrs 
1501720 I Table 27: NU弘俗.ER OF AGRICULTURAL LAND HOLDING BY AREA 
OF RICE PLANTED AND 0"τHERCROPS 
1501721 I Tableお:問問ER OF AGRICUL TURAL LAND HOLDING BY AREA 
OFRICEPLANτED AND DISTRICT 
1501722 I Table 29 a :悶MBER OF RICE GROWER BY SEASON / LAND TYPE / 
RICE TYPE / V ARIETY AND D1STRlCT 
1501723 I Table 29 b: AREA OF RICE PLANTED (ha) BY SEASON / LAND TYPE I 
RICE TYPE / V ARIETY AND DISTRICT 
1501724 I Table 30 NU恥俗EROF RICE GROWERS BY SEASON I LAND 
TYPE I RICE TYPE / V ARIETY AND AREA OF PRODUCTION 
1501725 I Tめle 31 a NUMBER OF RICE GROWERS BY SEASON I LAND 
TYPE AND D1STRlCT 
1501726 I Table 31 b: AREA OF RICE PLANτED (ha) BY SEASON / LAND TYPE 
ANDDISτRICT 
1501727 I Table 32 悶 MB眼 OF 郎CEGROW廷郎日Y SEASON / LAND 
TYPE AND AREA OF LAND HOLDINGS 
刷協 ITable 33 問 MBEROF 応CEGROWERS BY CROPPING SYSTEM 
(SEASON AND LAND TYPE) AND DISTRICT 
1501729 I Table 34 問問EROF 悶CE侃 OWE路 BYCROPPING SYSTEM 
(SEASON AND LAND TYPE) AND AREA OF PRODUCTION 
150173 I Forei伊Inv出 mentby Sector. 
1501730 I Table 35 NU恥ffiEROF GLUTINOUS RICE GROWERS IN RA悶Y
SEASON BY AREA OF RICE PLANTED尽ICETYPE AND DISτRICT 
1501731 I Table 36 a : NUMBER OF RICE GROWERS BY SEASON 
1501732 I Tめle 36 b AREA OF RICE PLA肝印{同前SEASON
1501733 I Table 37 NU恥ffiEROF RICE GROWERS BY SEASON 
1501734 I Table 38 : CHARA口志郎官CSOF CROPS (harvest period > lyear)BY 
I DISTRICT 
1501735 I Table 39 CHARACT玄RISTICSOF CROPS (harvest period > lyear)BY 
AREA 
1501736 I Table 40 CHARAC百悶STICSOF CROPS (harve5tperiod > lyear) 
1501737 I Table 41 NUMBER OF LAND HOLDING BY USE OF FERTILIZERS / 
PESTICIDES AND DISTRlCT 
刷前 ITable 42 間四郎OFLANDHO印凶G 町 US忘OF陀 RTILIZERS/ 
PESTICIDES AND AREA 
刷別 ITable: 43 N帥 erof hωぬoldplan蜘 nrice divide by ho凶 ehold蹴 dimprove 
vanety 
150174 I Kindergarten釦 dCreches 
1501740 I Tぬle44・Liv回 ockrai5時 1998/1999
1501741 I Table 45a: Number ofhouseholdrai5ing livesぬckdivide by district 
1501742 I Table45b:Numberoflivestock必videby type and district 
1501743 I Table 46: Number of cow divide by age 
1501744 I Table 47: Nur抗berofbuffaJo divide by age 
1501745 I Table 48: Number ofpig divide by age 
1501746 I Table 49・N出nberof goatl5heep divide by a昌e
1501747 I Table 50: Numberofpoul町 divideby di闘は
1501748 I Table 51: Numberofagriculture household per cat1e divide by animaJ and di5tricぉ
1501749 I Table52:Numberof agric凶ωreho凶ngwi首1cattle by number of animaJs and 
holding areas 
150175 I G官neraJeducation 
IsOl750 I Table 53: Number of agriculture household per buffaJoes divide by animaJ and 
districts 
Is01751 I Table 54 
holding arωs 
IsOl752 I Table55:Numberof agric叫tureholding with pigs by number of animaJs and 
(HARVEST PERIOD <1 YEAR) IN SMALL AREA CROP AND SCAγTERED I 1 distric鼠
CROPS BY CROP GROUP AND DISTRlCT 
112 
ID Title 
1501753 Table 56:Number of a昌ricultureholding with pigs by number of animals and 
holding areas 
1501754 Table 57:Number of agriculture holding with 5heep/goats by number of animal5 
and diStrict5 
1501755 Table 58:Number of agriculture holding wi吐15heep/goat by number of animals and 
holding areas 
1501756 Table 59:Number of agri叫 tureholding wi偽 po叫住yby number of pO凶町 and
districts 
1501757 Table60:N山市erof agriculture holding with sheep/goat by number of animals and 
holding areas 
IsOl758 Table 61:Number of agriculture hol必ngwith traditionalllocal chicken by number 
ofpou除y釦ddi5triCt 
IsOl759 Table 62: Number of agriculture holding with Local chicken by number of釦 imals
andholding釘eas
IsOl76 Vocational Education and University 
1501760 Table 63: Agricultural holdings vaccination live5tock by livおtocktype and district 
1501761 Table 64: Agricultural holding5 vaccina加 nIive5tock by livestock type and hol必ng
areas 
1501762 Table 65: Number of agricultural holdings 凶 ingagricultural machinery by 
I官邸hinerytype and district 
1501763 Table 66: Number of Agricultural household using a，伊culturalmachinery by type of 
machinery and district5 
IsOI764 Table 67: N凹nberof Agricultural hOU5ehold using agricultural machinery by type of 
machinery and holding ar飽S
1501765 Table 68: Number of Agric叫ぬralhousehold using agricultural machinery by type of 
machinery 
IsOl766 Table 69: For郎官yac白vltlesmぬea吾郎u加ralhousehold by districts 
IsOl767 Table70・For，帽ryactivities in the agricultural household by holding ar飽S
1501768 Table 71: Number ofhousehold rai5ing fish divide by fish type 
Is01769 Table 72: Number ofhousehold practice fi5hery activity divide by type offishery組 d
di5tricts 
150177 Prophylactic and therapeutic establishments 
IsO 1 770 Table 73: Number ofhousehold practice fi5hery ac白羽tyin other type divide by type 
of fi5hery and dis創出
1501771 Table 74: Number of agriculture hoωehold divide by age 
IsOI772 Table 75: Characteri鈎 cofhousehold 5 head divide by sex 
IsO 1 773 Table 76: Number of agriculture household divide by 5ize ofho凶 eholdanddi幻ncts
IsOl774 Table 77: Number of agriculture hoωehold divide by 5ize of household and holding 
areas 1998/1999 Khammuane Province 
IsOl775 Table 78: Agriculωre farmer divide by a喜S
1501776 Table 79: Number of agriculture ho凶 holddivide by member in ho附 holdwho 
have age more than 15 y飽rold which work in economic secぬrin each district 
1998/99 Khanun泌neProvince 
Is01777 Table 80: Number of household member age> 15 y鎚お oldwork in畦leecononuc 
5ector divide by 5ex and districts 1998/99 
1501778 Table 81: Number ofhousehold member age> 15 ye踊 oldwork in昔leω。nonuc
5e凶ordivide by 5ex 
IsOl78 Average number of population per speciali5t personal 
IsOl781 Table 82: Number of household member age> 15 years old work in the economic 
鈴ctordivide by 5ex 
1501784 Table 83: Nw百berof farmer age > 15year old divide by 5ex 
1501787 Table 84: Number offarmer age >15yearold divide by 5ex 
IsOl79 Numberofbeds 
1501790 Table 85: N山首切rof farmer age between 10・14year old divide by working 
in5ide/out5ide household 
1501791 Table 86: Number offarmer age >15 year old do not get any w穏efrom a昌riculture
俗世vitie5 divide by distric岱
1501794 Table 87・Numberof agricu1ture farmer勾e> 15 year old divide by 5ex 
IsOl797 Table 88: Number of agricu1ture farmer age > 15 year old divide by 5ex 
150180 Number ofMedical Prac白tloners
1501800 Table 89: Agricu1ture household divide by used labor 
IsOl801 Table 90: Agriculture hoωehold divide by凶 edlabor
113 
mTitle 
IsOl802 I Tぬ，le91:Agric唱Jtureh似lSeholddivide by month ofωed labor and di紺lcts
1501803 I Table 92.1 : Hぬdofhou訓，olddivide by e伽 cg剛 pand di5trict 
1501804 I Table l' LAO AGRICULTURAL CENSUS 1988/99 : BASIC DATA BY 
DISl双lCT
1501805 I Table 2: Nm侶ERAND AREA OF AGRICULTURAL HOWINGS BY TYPE 
I AND DISTRICTS 
1501806 I Table 3 NU恥ffiER OF AGRICULTURAL HOUSEHOLDS DIVIDE BY 
PURPOSE OF USE AND DISτruCT 
問 07， Table 4 NUMBER OF FARMER HOUSEHOWS DIVIDE BY PURPOSE AND 
AREA OF PRODUCED 
lω1808 I Table 5 a Nl畑EROF AGRICUL Tほ ALHOUSEHOLDS DIVIDE BY 
AREA PRODUCED AND DISTRICT 
1501809 I Table 5 b A偲 lCULTURAL A郎 A(ha) DIVIDE BY HO山町G 品D
DISTRICT 
150181 I Books 
1501810 I Table 6 F弐AGMENTATIONOF LAND HOLD町GSBYDISτruCT
1501811 I Table 7 FRAGMENTATION OF LAND HOLDINGS BY AREA 
1501812 I Table 8: Nm偲EROF LAND HOLDERS DIVIDE BY CHARACTERISTICS OF 
LAND USE AND DISTRICT 
1501813 I Table 9: NUMBER OF LAND HOLDERS DIVIDE BY CHARACTERISTICS OF 
LAND USE AND AREA 1998/99 
1501814 I Table 10: NUMBER OF LAND HOLDERS DIVIDE BY CHARACTERISTICS 
OF LAND USE AND DISTRICT 1998/99 
1501815 ， Table 1 町四EROF LAND HOLDE路 BYAREA F侃 EAαLAND
TENURE TYPE AND AREA OF PRODUCTION 
1501816 I Table 12: NUMBER OF LAND RENT AND PAYMENT PROCEDURE DIVIDE 
BYDISTRICT 
問 17I Table 13: Nl畑EROF LAND OWNER WHO町札 LANDDIV臨 BY
ARE 
1501818 I Table 14 a: NUMBER OF LAND HOLDERS BY LAND USE AND DISTRICT 
IsOl819 I Table 14 b: AGRICULTURE ARE DIVIDE BY LAND USE AND DISTRICT 
150182 I R必ioand Televi5ion broadcasting tran5mitter5 
1501820 I Table 15: NUMBER OF PRODUCTION AREA DIVIDE BY IRRIGATION 
USE AND DISTRICT 
1501821 I Table 16: Nm也ERAND AREA OF LAND HOW悶G BY浪RIGAτ10N
I USE AND AREA OF PRODUCTION 
1501822 I Table 17: NU加ffiER OF LAND HOLDER BY PERIOD OF LAND 
EXτENSION AND DISTRICT 
1501823 I Table 18: NUMBER OF LAND HOLDER BY PERIOD OF LAND 
i定XTENSIONAND AREA 
1501824 I Table 19: AREA OF PRODUCTION (ha) BY PERIOD OF LAND 
EXτENSION AND DISTRICT 
1501825 I Table 20: CUL TIV A TION AREA W班CHEXTENSION LAST YEAR DIVIDE 
BYDISTRICT 
IsOl826 I Table21: CULTlVATION INTENSITYBY DISτruCT 
IsOl827 I Tぬle22: CULTIVATION 郎τENSITYBY AREA OF PRODUCTION 
IsOl828 I Table 23: NU恥ffiER OF CROPS( HARVEST PERIOD < 1 YEAR) 
CULTIV ATED BY EACH CROP TYPE 
1501829 I Table 24 a : NUMBER OF CROP (HARVEST PERIOD <1 YEAR) GROWERS 
BY CROP GROUP AND DISTRICT 
IsOl83 I Numberofprofes5ionall官官stgrOUp5
IsOl830 I Table 24 b: NUMBER OF CROP (HARVEST PERIOD <1 YEAR) GROWERS 
BY CROP GROUP AND DISl双ICTIN RAINY SEASON 
IsOl831 I Table 24 c: NU弘主BER OF CROP (HARVEST PERIOD <1 YEAR) GROWERS 
BY CROP GROUP AND DISTRICT IN DRY SEASON 
1501832 I Tめle25 :悶MBER OF AGRICULTI脳 LHOWING GROWING CROP 
(HARVEST PERIOD <IYEAR) IN SMALL AREA CROP AND SCATTERED 
1501833 I CROPSBYCROPGROUPANDDISTRICT 
Table 26 a: AREA OF CROP (HARVEST PERIOD <1 YEAR) PLANτ玄D
(ha) DIVIDE BY CROP GROUP AND DISτruCT 
m Title 
l必1834I Tめle26 る 成 EAOF CROP但ARVEST陀応OD<IYEAR) P以前回
(ha) DIVIDE BY CROP GROUP AND DISTRICT IN RA町YSEASON
1501835 I Table 26c : AREA OF CROP (HARVEST PERIOD <IYEAR) PLANTED 
(ha) DIVIDE BY CROP GROUP AND DISTRICT IN DRY SEASON 
1501制 ITめle27 間協ER OF AGRICULTVRAL LAND HOLDING BY AREA 
OF RICE PLANTED AND OTHER CROPS 
1501837 I Table 28: NU恥mER OF AGRICULTVRAL LAND HOLDING BY AREA 
OF RICE PLANTED AND DISTRICT 
刷制 ITable 29 a 間 MBER OF RICE GROWER BY SEASON / LAND TYPE / 
RICE TYPE / V ARlETY AND DISTRICT 
1501839 I Table 29 b: AREA OF RICE PLANTED (ha) BY SEASON / LAND TYPE / 
RICE TYPE / VA民IETY AND DISTRICT 
150184 I Regional Tourists 
1501840 I Table 30 NlJ/I，偲EROF RICE GROWERS BY SEASON / LAND 
TYPE / RICE TYPE / V ARlETY AND AREA OF PRODUCTION 
1501841 I Table 31 a NlJ/I，偲EROF RICE GROWERS BY SEASON / LAND 
TYPE AND DISTRICT 
1501842 I Table 31 b: AREA OF RICE PLANτED (ha) BY SEASON / LAND TYPE 
ANDDIST良ICT
問 43 I Table 32 悶 MBEROF 応CE侃 OWE路 BY舘 AS側/L岬
TYPE AND AREA OF LAND HOLDINGS 
1501844 I Table 33 間 MBEROF 悶CE偲 OWE路町 CROPPINGSYSTEM 
(SEASON AND LAND TYPE) AND DISτRlCT 
1501附 ITable 34 問 MBEROF RICE GROWE邸前 CROPP取GSYS百 M
(SEASON AND LAND TYPE) AND AREA OF PRODUCTION 
1501846 I 袖 le 35 問問EROF GLUTINOUS町CE依 OWERS IN臥別Y
SEASON BY AREA OF RICE PLANTED!RlCE TYPE AND DISTRICT 
1501847 I Table 36 a : NlJ/I，ffiER OF RICE GROWERS BY SEASON 
1501848 I Table 36 b AREA OF RICE PLANTED (ha) BY SEASON 
1501849 I Table 37 NU恥侶EROF RICE GROWERS BY SEASON 
IsOl85 I Touri5t for Visa extension 
1501850 I Table 38 ・ CHARACTERISTICSOF CROPS (harvest period > lyear)BY 
DISTRICT 
Is01851 I Table 39 ‘ CHARACl玄RISTICSOF CROPS (harvest period > lyear)BY 
AREA 
1501852 I Table 40.1 CHARAC花郎ηCSOF CROPS (h卸 e5tperiod > I Y悶)
1501853 I Table 40 CHARACTERISTICS OF CROPS (harve5t period > lyear) 
1501854 I Table 41 NU弘信EROF LAND HOLD町G BY USE OF FERTILIZERS / 
PESTICIDES AND DISTRICT 
1501855 I Table 42 別協限OFLANDHO回限G BY USE OF回 R百LIZERS/ 
PESTICIDES AND AREA 
1501856 I Table: 43 Number of ho凶 eholdplantation rice divide by household凶 edimprove 
vanety 
1501857 I Table 44: Livestock r制5ing199811999 
1501858 I Table45a:Numberofho凶eholdrai5ing livestock divide by di5trict 
1501859 I Tめle45 b: Number of liv岡 ockdivide byザpeand district 
150186 I NumberofTouri5ts by con色nent.
1501860 I Table 46: Number of cowdivide by age 
1501861 I Table 47: Numberofbuffalo divide by age 
1501862 I Table 48: Number ofpig必videby a喜e
1501863 I Tめle49: Number of goat/5heep必videby age 
1501864 I Table 50: Number of凹ul町 divideby district 
1501865 Iτめle51・Numberof agriculture hou5ehold per cattle divide by animal and di5triCts 
1501866 I Table 52:Number of a伊 cultureholding with cat1e by number of釦 imal5and 
holding areas 
1501867 I Table 53: Number of agriculture ho凶 eholdper buffaloes divide by animal and 
di5tricts 
1501868 I Table 54:Number of agricul拙 eholding with buffaloes by number of animal5 and 
holding areas 
1501869 I Table 55・Numberof agriculture holding with pigs by n削除rof副 mal5and
dis釘lCts













































Table 56:Number of agriculωre holding with pigs by number of animal5 and 
holding areas 
Table 57:Number of agriculture hol必ngwith 5he句/goaぉbynumber of animal5 
and district5 
Table 58:Number of agriculture holding wi也sheep/goatby number of animals and 
holding ar母as
Table 59:Number of agriculture hol必ngwith poul町 bynumber of pou耐yand
di5tricts 
Table 60:Number of a呂町凶tureholding with 5heep/goat by number of animal5 and 
holding areas 
Table 6l:Number of agriculture holding with甘必itional/localchicken by number 
of poultIy and di5trict 
Table 62泊 unberof 徳山ultureholding with Local chicken by number of animal5 
and holding ar鈴 S
Table 63: Agricultural holdings vaccination livestock by livesぬcktype and district 
Table 64: Agricultural holdings vaccination Iivestock by livesぬcktype and holding 
areas 
Table 65: Number of agricultural holdings using agricultural machinery by 
machinery type and di掠lCt
Con5umer price index 
Table 66: Number of Agric凶同ralhousehold using agricultural machinery by ψpeof 
machinery and di綜 lCt5
Table 67: Number of Agricultural household using agricultural machinery by type of 
maιhinery and hol必ngareぉ
Table 68: Number of Agricultural household using agricultural machinery by type of 
machinery 
Table 69: Foresなyactivities in the a吾riculturalhousehold by di5tricts 
Table 70: For釘tIYactivities in the格別凶制叫hous申holdby holding areas 
Table 71: Number ofhousehold rai5ing fish divide by fish type 
Table 72: Number ofhousehold practice fishery activity divide by type of fishery and 
districts 
Table 73: Number of household practice fishery acti羽tyin other type divide by type 
of fishery and districts 
Table74: N凶nberof agriculωrehoωehold divide by age 
Table 75: Characteristic ofhousehold s head divide by sex 
Extemal Debt 
Table 76: Number of agriculture household divide by 5ize ofhousehold and di泣ncts
Table 77・Numberof agriculture household divide by size of ho凶 eholdand holding 
釘街路 1998/1999Luangnarntha province 
Table 78: Agriculture farmer divide by a甚e
Table 79: Nur百berof a喜riculturehoωehold divide by member in household who 
have age moreぬan15 y鈍 rold油 ichwork in e∞nom泌総ctorin each district 
1998/99 Luangnarntha province 
τable 80: Number of household member age> 15 years old work i目白eeωnonuc
sector divide by 5ex初 ddi鈎icts1998/99 
Table 81: Number of household member age> 15 years old work in出ee∞nonuc 
5ector divide by 5ex 
Table 82: Number of household member age> 15 years old work in the民ononuc
sector divide by sex 
Growth rate of real GDP. 
Table 83: Number offarmer age > 15year old divide by sex 
Tab1e 84: Number offarmer age >15yearold divide by sex 
Table 85: Number of farmer a喜ebetween 10 -14 year old divide by working 
inside/outside ho凶ehold
Table 86: Number offa湖 erage >15 yωr old do not get any wage合oma呂町叫ture
activiti鈴 divideby districぉ
To飴1import (C.I.F.) and e勾ort(F.O.B.) by ∞m町
Table 87: Numberofagriculture farmer age >15 year old divide by sex 
τめle88: Numberofagriculture farmer age >15 y鎚rold divide by sex 
Table 89: Agriculture hoωehold divide byωedlahor 
Table 90: Agric叫ωrehoωeholddivide by凶 edlめor
Table 91: Agriculture household divide by month of協同lahor and districts 
Geographical position ofLao PDR 
ID Title 
Is01920 I T:ぬle92.1: Headofh∞sehold divide by ethnic group and di5triα 
IsOI921 I Table 92: Charωton路C5of agriculture ho山岳hold divide by ethnic of household 5 
he“ 
1501922 I Table 1 LAO AGRICULTURAL CENSUS 1988/99 : BASIC DATA BY 
I DISTRICT 
1501923 I Table 2: NU恥ffiERAND AREA OF AGRICULTURAL HOLDINGS BY TYPE 
AND DISTRICTS 
Is01924 I Table 3 NUMBER OF AGRICULTURAL HOUSEHOLDS DMDE BY 
PURPOSE OF USE AND DISTRICT 
1501925 I Table 4町四ROF FAR四日∞SEHOLDSDN四 BYPURPOSE AND 
AREA OF PRODUCED 
凶蜘 ITめle5 a NlJ1¥四 OFAGRICULTURAL HOUSEHOLDS DNIDE BY 
AREA PRODUCED AND DISτRICT 
IsOl927 I Table 5 b AGRICULTURAL AREA (ha) DNIDE BY HOLD町G AND 
DISTRICT 
IsOl928 I Table6 FRAG弘主ENTA TION OF LAND HOLDINGS BY DISTRICT 
IsOl929 I Table 7 FRAG弘筏NTA TION OF LAND HOLDIl'呼GSBYAREA 
150193 I Length ofBorder 
1501930 I Table 8: NUMBER OF LAND HOLDERS DNIDE BY CHARACTERISTICS OF 
LAND USE AND DISTRICT 
1501931 I Table 9: NUMBER OF LAND HOLDERS DNIDE BY CHARACTERISTICS OF 
LAND USE AND AREA 1998/99 
IsOl932 I袖 le10 間四股 OFLAND HO印 ERSDNIDE日YCHARACTERISTICS 
OF LAND USE AND DISTRICT 1998/99 
1501933 I Table 1: NUゐffiEROF LAND HOLDERS BY AREA FOR EACH LAND 
τ'ENURE TYPE AND AREA OF PRODUCTION 
Is01934 I袖 le除問問EROF LAND RENT AND PAYME町 P附 EDUREDNIDE 
BYDISTRICT 
1501935 I Table 13: NUMBER OF LAND OWNER WHO RENTAL LAND DNIDE BY 
ARE 
IsOl936 I Table 14 a: NU恥ffiEROF LAND HOLDERS BY LAND USE AND DISTRICT 
IsOl937 I Table 14 b: AGRICULTURE ARE DIVIDE BY LAND USE AND DISTRICT 
IsOl938 I Table 15: NlJ1¥侶EROF PRODUCTION AREA DNIDE BY IRRIGATION 
USE AND DISTRICT 
1501939 I Tab川町四ERAND AREA OF LAND HωING BY悶 GATION
USE AND AREA OF PRODUCTION 
IsOl94 IぬghMountains
Isω…0 
EXTENSION AND DISTRICT 
1501941 I Tめle18 悶 MB眼 OF LAND HOLDER BY問問 OFLAND 
EXTENSION AND AREA 
IsOl942 I Table 19: AREA OF PRODUCTION (ha) BY PERIOD OF LAND 
EXTENSION AND DISTRICT 
1501附 ITable 20: CUL TIVA TION AREA WHICH EXTENSION LAST四 ωNIDE
BYDISTRICT 
1501944 I Table21: CULTNATION 別τ'ENSITYBY DISTRICT 
1501945 I Table 22: CULTNATION 別τ玄NSITYBY AREA OF PRODUCTION 
IsOl946 I Table 23・NlJ1¥偲ER OF CROPS( HARVEST PERIOD < 1 YEAR) 
CULTN ATED BY EACH CROP TYPE 
1501947 I Table 24 a: NUMBER OF CROP (HARVEST PERIOD <1 YEAR) GROWERS 
BY CROP GROUP AND DISTRICT 
Is01948 Iτable 24 b: NUMBER OF CROP (HARVEST PERIOD <1 YEAR) GROWERS 
BY CROP GROUP AND DISTRICT IN RAINY SEASON 
1501949 I T帥 24c 問問ER OF CROP (HARVEST剛 OD<1 YEAR) GROWE郎
BY CROP GROUP AND DISTRICT IN DRY SEASON 
150195 I Main River5 
Is01950 I Tめle25: NUMBER OF AGRICULTURAL HOLDING GROWING CROP 
(HARVEST PERIOD <IYEAR) IN SMALL AR五A CROP AND SCATτ'ERED 
1501951 I CROPS BY CROP GROUP AND DISTRICT 
1501952 I Table26 a: AREAOF CROP(HARVESTPERIOD<IYEAR)PLANτm 
(ha) DNIDE BY CROP GROUP AND DISTRICT 
Table26 b: A武EAOF CROP (HARVEST PERIOD <1 YEAR) PLANTED 
(ha) DNIDE BY CROP GROUP AND DISTRICT町 RAINYSEASON 
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1501953 I T帥 2恥 AREA OF CROP (腿VEST児問OD<IYEAR)乱 ANTED
(ha) DNIDE BY CROP GROUP AND DISTRICT IN DRY SEASON 
Is01954 I Table 27 問問ER OF AGRICULTURAL LAND HOLDING BY AREA 
OF RICE PLAN1玄DAND OT:HER CROPS 
凶 955I Table 28 間四回 OFAGRICUL TURAL LAND HOLDING BY AREA 
OFRICEPLANτ'ED AND DISTRICT 
1501956 I T帥 29a 問 MBER OF RICE GROWER BY SEASON 1 LAND TYPE 1 
浪ICETYPE 1 V ARIETY AND DISτRICT 
i扮1957I T仙川 AREAOF RICE PLANTED (ha) BY SEASON 1 LAND TYPE 1 
RICE TYPE 1 V ARIETY AND DISTRICT 
1501958 I Table 30 NUMBER OF RICE GROWERS BY SEASON 1 LAND 
TYPE 1 RICE TYPE 1 V AR蕊TY AND AREA OF PRODUCTION 
1501959 I Table 31 a 間四球 OF RICE GROWERS BY SEASON 1 LAND 
TYPE AND DISTRICT 
150196 I Numberofdistrict 
1501960 I Table 31 b: AREA OF RICE PLANTED (ha) BY SEASON 1 LAND TYPE 
AND DISTRICT 
IsOl961 I Table 3η NlJ1¥ 
TYPE ANDARεA OF LAND HOLDINGS 
凶 962I Table 33 NUMB眼目悶CEGROWERS BY CROPP以GSYSTEM 
(SEASON AND LAND TYPE) AND DISTRICT 
IsOl963 I Table 34 Nlル偲EROF 即位 GROWE時前 CROPP町GSYSTEM 
(SEASON AND LAND TYPE) AND AREA OF PRODUCTION 
1501964 I Table 35 悶 MBEROF GLUTINOUS RICE GROWERS 別貼別Y
SEASON BY AREA OF RICE PLANTEDIRICE TYPE AND DISTRICT 
IsOl965 I Table 36 a NU瓦ffiEROF RICE GROWERS BY SEASON 
1501966 I Table 36 b AREA OF RICE PLANτ'ED (ha) BY SEASON 
1501967 I Table 37 NU1Ii偲EROF RICE GROWERS BY SEASON 
1501968 I Table 38ωCHARACTERISTICS OF CROPS (harvest period > lyear)BY 
DISτRICT 
1501969 I Table 39 CHARACT玄RISTICSOF CROPS (harvest period > lyear)BY 
1 AREA 
150197 I Code5 for Municipality 
1501970 I Table 40 CHARACTERISTICS OF CROPS (harvest period > lye的
Is01971 I Table 41 NlJ1¥偲EROF LAND HOLD別G BY USE OF FERTILIZERS 1 
PESTICIDES AND DISTRICT 
1501972 I Table 42 NU乱ffiEROF LAND HOLDING BY USE OF FERTILIZERS 1 
PESTICIDES AND AREA 
IsOl973 I Table: 43 Number of ho凶 eholdplantation rice divide by household凶edimprove 
vanety 
Is01974 I Table 44: Live5tock rai5ing 199811999 
IsOl975 I Tめle45a: Number ofhousehold rai5ing 1問蜘ckdivide by district 
1501976 I Table 45 b: Number oflivestock divide by type and di紋 lCt
1501977 I Table46: Numberofcowdivide by a畠B
1501978 I Table 47: Numberofbuffalo divide by age 
1501979 I Table 48: Number ofpig divide by a喜e
150198 I Estimated ave隠.gemid year of population by age 
1501980 I Table 49: Number of goatl5heep divide by age 
1501981 I Table 50: Numberof凹ultrydivide by di如 ct
IsOl982 I Table 51: Number ofagriculture household per cattle divide by animal創 ddistricts 
1501983 I Table 52:Number of a伊 cultureholding with catle by number of animals and 
holding arωs 
1501984 I Table 53: Number of agriculture hou5ehold per buffaloes divide by animal and 
di5tricts 
1501985 I Table 54:Number of agriculture holding with buffaloes by number of animal5 and 
holding areぉ
IsOl986 I Table 55:N凶百berof agriculture holding with pigs by number of animals飢 d
di5triC岱
1501987 I Table 56:Number of agriculture holding wi吐1pigs by number of animal5 and 
holding areas 
1501988 I Tめle57:Number of agriculture holding with 5heep/go出 bynumber of animal5 
釦 ddi5trict5 
1501989 I Table 58:Number of agriculture holding with sheep/goat by number of animal5 and 
holding areas 
m TitJe 
150199 Avera畠emid year population by 5ex and popu!ation Den5ity in 2000. 
1501990 Table 59泊.IIllberof agriculture holding with poul町 bynumber of po凶町初d
di5triCt5 
1501991 Table 60:Number of agriculture holding with 5heep/goat毎'ynumber of anima15 and 
holding areas 
1501992 Table 61:Nwnber of agriculture holding with traditionalllocal chicken by number 
。fpoul町yand di5trict 
1501993 Table 62:Number of agriculture holding wi由Localchicken by number of釦 imal5
and holding areas 
1501994 Table 63: Agric泌総ralholdings vaccination livesωck by livestock句φeand district 
1501995 Table 64: Agricultural holding5 vaccin総 onlivesωck by livestock type and holding 
areas 
1501996 Table 65: Number of agricultural holdings 凶 ngagricultural machinery詰y
machinery type and di銃口ct
1501997 Table 66: Nwnber of Agricultural household using agricultural machinery by守peof
machinery and di5trict5 
1501998 Table 67: Nwnber of Agricultural hou5ehold using agricultural machinery by type of 
machinery and holding areas 
1501999 Table 68: Nwnber of Agricultural household using agricultural machinery by type of 
machinery 
150200 Avera畠emid year population by provinces in 1999 and 2000 
1502000 Table 69: For出 ry臨むvitiesin the agricultural hou総holdby di5tricts 
1502001 Table 70: Fore狩yactivitie5 in the agricultural household by holding areas 
1502002 Table 71: Number of household rai5ing長めdivideby fish type 
1502003 Table 72: Nwnber ofhou5ehold praωce fi5hery activity divide by type of fishery and 
di5tricts 
1502004 Table 73: Nwnberofhoωehold pr，鉱世cefi5hery acti羽町yin other type divide by type 
。ffi5hery and di5tricts 
1502005 Table 74: Nwnber of agriculture hoωehold divide by age 
1502006 Table 75: Characteristic ofhousehold 5 head divide by 5ex 
1502007 Table 76: Nwnber of agriculture hou5ehold divide by 5ize ofhoωeholdand di位打cts
1502008 Table 77: Nwnber of agriculture household divide by 5ize of household飢 dholding 
areas 1998/1999 Luangprabang province 
1502009 Table 78: Agriculture fi釘宮lerdivide by age 
150201 Some information about demography 
1502010 Table 79: Number of agric凶turehousehold divide by member in household who 
have age more than 15 year old which work in economic sector in eac担district
1998/99 Luangprabang province 
1502011 Table 80・Numberof household member age> 15 yωぉ oldwork in the economic 
sector divide by 5ex and districts 1998/99 
1502012 Table 81: N凶nberof household member age> 15 y鎚お oldwork in the economic 
5ector divide by 5ex 
1502015 Table 82: Number of household member age> 15 years old work in出eeconomic 
secぬrdivide by 5ex 
1502018 Table83: N凶百berof farmer age > 15year old divide by 5ex 
150202 Avera呂:emaxlmum
1502021 Table 84 : Nwnber of farmer age > 15year old divide by 5ex 
1502024 Table 85: Number of farmer age between 10・14year old divide by working 
in5ide/out5ide household 
1502025 Table 86: Nwnber offarmer age >15 year old do not get釦 ywage合oma呂riculture
ac白vities divide by districts 
1502028 Table 87: Nwnber of agriculture farmer age > 15 year old divide by 5ex 
150203 Average maximum 
1502031 Table 88: Nwnber of agriculture farmer age > 15 year old divide by 5ex 
1502034 Table 89: Agriculture household divide by used labor 
Is02035 Table 90: Agriculture ho凶 eholddivide by used labor 
1502036 Table 91: Agric凶turehoωehold divide by month of used 1めor and di抗n出
1502037 Table 92.1 Head of household divide by ethnic group and district 




1502039 I Table 1: LAO AGRICULTURAL CENSUS 1988/99 : BASIC DATA BY 
DISTRICT 
150204 I NumberofSunny hour5 by month ofyear 
1502040 I Table 2: NUMBER AND AREA OF AGRICULTURAL HOLD酎 GSBY TYPE 
AND DISTRICTS 
1502041 I Table 3 NlJrO.偲ER OF AGRICULTURAL HOUSEHOLDS DMDE BY 
PURPOSE OF USE AND DISTRICT 
1502042 I Table 4 NUMBER OF F A貼伍RHOUSEHOLDS DMDE BY PURPOSE AND 
AREA OF PRODUCED 
1502043 I Table 5 a NU乱侶EROF AGRICULTU浪ALHOUSEHOLDS DIVIDE BY 
AREA PRODUCED AND DISTRICT 
1502044 I Table 5己 AGRICULTURAL AREA (ha) DIVIDE BY HOLDING AND 
DISl双ICT
1502045 I Table 6 FRAG加ffiNTATIONOF LAND HOLDINGS BY DISTRICT 
1502046 I Table 7 FRAGMENT ATION OF LAND HOLD悶 GSBYAREA 
1502047 I Table 8: NlJrO.偲EROF LAND HOLDERS DIVIDE BY CHARACTERISTICS OF 
LAND USE AND DISTRICT 
1502048 I Table 9: Nill<偲EROF LAND HOLDERS DIVIDE BY CHARAC四RISTICSOF 
LAND USE AND A双EA 1998/99 
1502049 I Table 10: NUMBER OF LAND HOLDERS DIVIDE BY CHARACTERISTICS 
OF LAND USE AND DISTRICT 1998/9争
150205 I RainぬIby year 
1502050 I Table 1: NUMBER OF LAND HOLDERS BY A悶 AFOR EACH LAND 
TENURE TYPE AND AREA OF PRODUCTION 
1502051 I Table 12: NUMBER OF LAND RENT AND PAY恥1ENTPROCEDURE DIVIDE 
BYDISTRICT 
1502052 I Table 13: NUMBER OF LAND OWNER WHO RENTAL LAND DIVIDE BY 
ARE 
1502053 I Table 14 a: NUMBER OF LAND HOLDERS BY LAND USE AND DISTRICT 
1502054 I Table 14 b: AGRICULTURE ARE DIVIDE BY LAND USE AND DISTRICT 
1502055 I Table 15: NlルffiEROF PRODUCTION A蹴 A DIVIDE BY浪RIGATION
USE AND DISTRICT 
1502056 I Table 16: NU恥ffiERAND A浪EAOF LAND HOLDING BY IRRIGA TION 
USE AND AREA OF PRODUCTION 
1502057 I Table 17: NUMBER OF LAND HOLDER BY PERIOD OF LAND 
EXTENSION AND DISTRICT 
1502058 I Table 18: Nill<儲ER OF LAND HOLDER BY PERIOD OF LAND 
EXTENSION AND AREA 
1502059 I Table 19: AREA OF PRODUCTION (ha) BY PERIOD OF LAND 
EXTENSION AND DISTRICT 
150206 I GDP by ind凶tryongm at∞n託制pnce
1502060 I Table 20: CUL百VATION AREA WHICH EXT芭NSIONLAST YEAR DIVIDE 
BYDISTRICT 
1502061 I Table21: CULTIVATION 別τENSITYBY DISTRICT 
1502062 I Table 22: CULTIV ATION INτ"ENSITY BY AREA OF PRODUCTION 
1502063 I Table 23: NU乱ffiER OF CROPS( HARVEST PERIOD < 1 YEAR) 
CULTIV ATED BY EACH CROP TYPE 
Is02064 I Table 24 a: NU加飽ER OF CROP (HARVEST PERIOD <1 YEAR) GROWERS 
BY CROP GROUP AND DISTRICT 
Is02065 I Table 24 b: NUMBER OF CROP (HARVEST PERIOD <1 YEAR) GROWERS 
BY CROP GROUP AND DISTRICT IN RAINY SEASON 
1502066 I Table 24 c: Nill，I到BER OF CROP (HARVEST PERIOD <1 YEAR) GROWERS 
BY CROP GROUP AND DISTRICT IN DRY SEASON 
腕 ω71Tぬle25 :問問肱 OFA倒叫叩RAL閉山町GGRO剛 GほOP
(HARVEST PERIOD <IYEAR) IN SMALL AREA CROP AND SCATTERED 
CROPS BY CROP GROUP AND DISTRICT 
1502068 I Table 26 a: AREA OF CROP (HARVEST PERIOD <IYEAR) PLANTED 
(ha) DIVIDE BY CROP GROUP AND DISTRICT 
1502069 I Table 26 b: AREA OF CROP (HARVEST PERIOD <IYEAR) PLANTED 
(ha) DIVIDE BY CROP GROUP AND DISτ'RICT剖 RAINYSEASON 
150207 I Free market prices average for 5 citie5 
1502070 I Table 26c : AREA OF CROP (HARVEST PERIOD <1 YEAR) PLANT怠D
(ha) DIVIDE BY CROP GROUP AND DI町四CTIN DRY SEASON 
lD Title 
1502071 I Table 27: Nm偲ER OF AGRlCULTURAL LAND HOLDING BY AREA 
OFRlCEPLANτ1:D AND OTHER CROPS 
1502072 I Table 28: Nm偲ER OF AGRlCUL TURAL LAND HOLDING BY AREA 
OF R1CE PLANTED AND DISTRlCT 
阿川 Tぬle29 a: NUMBER OF R1CE GROWER BY SEASON / LAND TYPE / 
R1CE TYPE / V ARlETY AND DISTRlCT 
1502074 I Table 29 b: AREA OF R1CE PLANτ主D(ha) BY SEASON / LAND TYPE / 
R1CE TYPE / V ARIETY AND DISTRlCT 
同開 ITable 30 間四四 OF 則CEGROWERS BY SEASON / LAND 
TYPE / R1CE TYPE / V ARlETY AND AREA OF PRODUCTION 
1502076 I Tぬle 31 a Nl凶
TYPE AND DISTRlCT 
1502077 I Table 31 b: AREA OF R1CE PLANTED (ha) BY SEASON / LAND TYPE 
AND DISTRlCT 
1502078 I Table 32 NU乱ffiEROF R1CE GROWERS BY SEASON / LAND 
TYPE AND AREA OF LAND HOLDINGS 
1502079 I Table 33 問問EROF 悶CE侃 OWE悶 BYCROPPING SYSTEM 
(SEASON AND LAND TYPE) AND DISTRlCT 
150208 I Free market price5 average for 8 citie5 
1502080 I Table 34 ・ NUMBEROF R1CE GROWERS BY CROPPING SYSTEM 
(SEASON AND LAND TYPE) AND AREA OF PRODUCTION 
1502081 I Table 35 NUMBER OF GLUTINOUS応CE偲 OWERS 悶貼附
SEASON BY AREA OF R1CE PLANTED/RICE TYPE AND DISTRlCT 
1502082 I Table 36 a NUMBER OF R1CE GROWERS BY SEASON 
1502083 I Table 36 b AREA OF R1CE PLANTED (ha) BY SEASON 
1502084 I Table 37 NUMBER OF R1CE GROWERS BY SEASON 
1502085 I Table 38 CHARACTERlSTICS OF CROPS (harv箆tperiod > lyear)BY 
DISTRlCT 
1502086 I Table 39 CHARACTERlSTICS OF CROPS (harvest period > lyear)BY 
AREA 
1502087 I Table 40 ・ CHARACTERlSTICSOF CROPS (harve5t period > Iyear) 
1502088 I Table 41 ・ NUMBEROF LAND HOLDING BY USE OF FERTILJZERS / 
PESTICIDES AND DISTRlCT 
1502089 I Table 42 Nm偲EROF LAND HOLD剖 G BY USE OF FERTILJZERS / 
PESTICIDES AND AREA 
150209 I Con5umer Price index of LωPDRI998・2oo0(Dec
1502090 I Table: 43 Number of household plantation rice divide by household凶 edimprove 
vanety 
1502091 I Table 44: Livestock rai5ing 1998/1999 
1502092 I Table 45a : Number ofhousehold rai5ing livestock divide by di5trict 
1502093 I Table 45 b: Number oflivestock divide by type and district 
1502094 I Table 46・Numberof cow divide by age 
1502095 I Table 47: Number ofbuffalo divide by a畠e
1502096 I Table 48: Number ofpig divide by age 
1502097 I Table 49: Number of goat/5heep divide by a畠e
1502098 I Table 50・Numberof poul町 di明deby district 
1502099 I Table 5 U加古berofagric叫知rehousehold per catle divide by anima1 and di錯lCts
150210 I Con5umer Price index of i品oPDRI998・2000(percentage compared to Dec. last 
year) 
1502100 I Table 52:Number of agriculture holding with catle by number of飢 ima15and 
holding areas 
1502101 I Table 53: Number of agriculture household per buffa10飽 divideby anima1 and 
di5tric包
1502102 I Table 54:Number of agric叫tureholding with buffa10es by number of anima1s and 
holding areas 
1502103 I Table 55:Number of agriculture holding with pigs by num泌rof anima15飢 d
di5tri出
1502104 I Table 56:Number of a喜ricultureholding with pigs by number of如 ima15釦 d
holding areas 
1502105 I Table 57・Numberof 句評ic凶tureholding with 5heep/go路 bynumber of anima15 
飢 ddistrict5 
凶ω2揃 I T抽めi怜e5銘8:Num民加roぱf 畠勾gn叫附h加1ω01泌d必2虹m勾3沼gw問泌伽tI偽hぬ批悶叫ep/阜伊0滋的byn帥 eroぱfa釦mm
hol di ng areas 
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1502107 I Table 59:Number of agriCI 
di5tricお
1502108 I Table 60・Numberof agriculture holding wi出5heep/goatby number of anima15 and 
holding areas 
1502109 I Table 61:Number of agriculture holding with traditional/local chicken by number 
。fpoul訂yand di5trict 
150211 I Public Investrnent 
1502110 I Tぬle62:Number of agricu加reholding with Loca1 chicken by number of anima15 
and holding areぉ
1502111 I Table 63: Agricultura1 holdings vaccination livestock by livestock type and di5trict 
1502112 I Table 64: Agricultura1 holdings vaccin鈎onlive5tock by live5tock守peand hol必ng
areas 
1502113 I Table 65: Number of agricultura1 holdings using agricultura1 machinery by 
machinery type鈎 ddistrict
1502114 I Table 66: Number of Agricultural ho蹴 hold瓜時agricul知叫 machineryby type of 
machinery and di狩icts
1502115 I Table 67: Number of Agricultural hou5ehold using agricultural machinery by type of 
machinery and hol必ngarωs 
1502116 I Table 68: Number of Agricultural household using agricultura1 machin官ryby type of 
machinery 
1502117 I Table 69: Fores町 acnV1t悶 m帥 agn叫叫ho附 holdbydi即時
1502118 I Table 70: Fores町 activitie5in the agricultura1 household by holding areas 
1502119 I Table71:Numberofho脚 holdrai5ing紬 div時 byfishtype 
150212 I Foreign Investment by Sector 
1502120 I Table 72: Number ofhousehold practice fi5hery activity divide by type of fishery and 
di5tricts 
1502121 I Table 73: Number ofhousehold practice fi5hery activity in otl1er type divide byザpe
of fi5hery and di5triCts 
1502122 I Table 74: Number of agriculture hou5ehold divide by age 
1502123 I Tめle75: Characteristic ofhousehold 5 head div地 by5ex 
1502124 I Table 76: Number of agr叫 turehousehold divide by 5ize ofhousehold and distri出
1502125 I Table 77: N山nberof agriculture household divide by 5ize of household and holding 
釘eas199811999 Oudomxay province 
1502126 I Tぬle78: Agriculture farmer divide by age 
1502127 I Table 79: Number of昌喜riculωrehoωehold divide by member in household who 
have age IT回rethan 15 yぬrold which work in e∞nomic sector in each district 
1998/99 Oudomxay province 
1502128 I Table 80: N凶nberof household member age> 15 years old work inめeeconorruc 
鎚ctordivide by 5ex and districts 1998/99 
1502129 I Table 81: Number of household member age> 15 years old work inめee∞norruc 
sector divide by 5ex 
150213 I Labor force 
1502132 I Table 82: N山首berof household member age> 15 y鎚お oldwork inめeeconorruc 
sector divide by 5ex 
1502135 I Table 83: Number offarmer age >15year old divide by 5ex 
1502138 I Table 84: Numberoffarmer age >15yearold divide by 5ex 
150214 I Main economica1ly active population a畠ed10+in20∞ 
1502141 I Table 85: Number of farmer age between 10・14year old divide by working 
in5idelout5ide household 
1502142 I Table 86: Number offl鉱merage > 15 year old do not get釦 yw裕efrom agriculture 
鉱世vitie5 divide by di如出
1502145 I Table 87: Number of agriculture farmer 静>15 year old divide by sex 
Is02148 I Table 88: Numberofagriculture farmer a喜e> 15 year old divide by 5ex 
Is0215 I Harvおtarea 
Is02151 I Table 89: Agriculture ho凶 eholddivide by used labor 
Is02152 I Table 90: Agriculture household divide by凶 ed1めor
Is02153 I Table91: Agricultureho凶 eholddivide by month of used labor and diはncts
Is02154 I Table 92: Charectori5tic5 of agriculture ho凶 ehold divide by ethnic ofhousehold 5 
I head 
Is02155 I Table 1 LAO AGRICULTURAL CENSUS 1988/99 : BASIC DATA BY 
DISTRlCT 
1502156 I Tぬle2間 MBERAND AREA OF A服 CULTURAL HOLDINGS BY TYPE 
AND DISTRlCTS 
ID Title 
15似 57I Tめle 3 間服R OF AGおCULTURALHOUSEHOLDS DIVIDE BY 
PURPOSE OF USE AND DISTRICT 
h馴0
AR1怠3AOF PRODUCED 
馴 59I Table 5 a 町畑阻 OFA依 ICULTURALHOUSEHOLDS DIVIDE BY 
AREA PRODUCED AND DISTRICT 
150216 I Total rice 
1502160 I Table 5 b AGRlCULTURAL AREA (h昌)DIVIDE BY HOLD酎GAND
DISTRICT 
Is02161 I Table6 FRAGゐ担ENTA TION OF LAND HOLDINGS BY DISTRICT 
1502162 I Table 7 FRAG蜘ffiNTATIONOF LAND HOLDINGS BY AREA 
1502163 I Table 8: NUMBER OF LAND HOLDERS DIVIDE BY CHARACTERlSTICS OF 
LAND USE AND DISTRlCT 
Is02164 I Table 9: NU恥飽忠良OFLAND HOLDERS DIVIDE BY CHARACTERlSTICS OF 
LAND USE AND AREA 1998/99 
1502165 I Table 10: NU恥IBEROF LAND HOLDERS DIVIDE BY CHARACTERlSTICS 
OF LAND USE AND DISTRICT 1998/99 
1502166 I Table 1: NUMBER OF LAND HOLDERS BY AREA FOR EACH LAND 
TENUR13 TYPE AND AREA OF PRODUCτ10N 
1502167 I Table 12: NUMBER OF LAND RENT AND PAY恥αNTPROCEDURE DIVIDE 
BYDISTRICT 
1502168 I Table 13: NU加IBEROF LAND OWNER WHO 郎 NTAL LAND DIVIDE BY 
I ARE 
1502169 I Table 14 a: NU加IBEROF LAND HOLDERS BY LAND USE AND DISτ'RICT 
Is0217 I Se鉛onnce
1502170 I Table 14 b: AGRlCUL TURE ARE DIVIDE BY LAND USE AND DISTRICT 
1502171 I Table 15: NU勘IBEROF PRODUCTION AREA DIVIDE BY IRRlGATION 
USE AND DISTRICT 
1502172 I Table 16: NUMBER AND AREA OF LAND HOLDING BY IRRIGATION 
USE AND AREA OF PRODUCTION 
Is02173 I Table 17: NUMBER OF LAND HOLDER BY PERlOD OF LAND 
EXTENSION AND DISTRlCT 
馴 74I Table 18: 山田 OFLAND H仰眼前問問 OFLAND 
EXTENSION AND AREA 
1502175 I Table 19: AREA OF PRODUCTION (ha) BY PERlOD OF LAND 
EXTENSION AND DISτ'RICT 
1502176 I Table 20: CULτ1VATION AREA W班CHEXTENSION LAST YEAR DIVIDE 
BYDISτ'RICT 
1502177 I Table 21: CULTIVATION 町TENSITYBY DISTRICT 
Is02178 I Table22: CULTIVATION INTENSITYBY AREAOFPRODUCTION 
1502179 I Table 23: NUMBER OF CROPS( HARVI3ST PERlOD < 1 YEAR) 
CULTIV A TED BY EACH CROP TYPE 
150218 I Irigated rice 
1502180 I Table 24 a: 肌ルIBER OF CROP (HARVI3ST PERlOD <1 YEAR) GROWERS 
BY CROP GROUP AND DISTRICT 
1502181 I Table 24 b: NU勘IBER OFC良OP(HARVI3ST PERlOD <1 YEAR) GROWERS 
BY CROP GROUP AND DISTRICT IN RAINY SEASON 
1502182 I Table 24 c: NU加IBER OF CROP (HARVI3ST PERlOD <1 YEAR) GROWERS 
BY CROP GROUP AND DISTRICT IN DRY SEASON 
Is02183 I Tぬle25 問問ER OF AG悶C叩貼LHOLDING GROWING CROP 
(HARVI3ST PERlOD <IYEAR) IN SMALL AREA CROP AND SCATτ13RED 
CROPS BY CROP GROUP AND DISTRlCT 
1502184 I Table 26 a: AREA OF CROP (HARVI3ST PERlOD <IYEAR) PLANTED 
(ha) DIVIDE BY CROP GROUP AND DISTRlCT 
Is02185 I Table 26 b: AREA OF CROP (HARVI3ST PERlOD <IYEAR) PLANTED 
(ha) DIVIDE BY CROP GROUP AND DISTRlCT IN RAINY SEASON 
1502186 I Table 26c AREA OF CROP (HARVI3ST PERlOD <IYEAR) PLAN百 D
(ha) DIVIDE BY CROP GROUP AND DISTRlCT邸 DRYSEASON
開 187I Table 27 :別協ER OF A低 ICULT四 ALLAND HOLDING BY AREA 
OF R1CE PLANTED AND OTHER CROPS 
1502188 Iτめle28 :間四R OF AG町民叩RALLAND HOLDING前 A隠 A
OFRlCEPLANτ13D AND DISTRICT 
馴 89I Tめ同a: 間 MBER OF R1CE GROWER BY SEASON / LAND TYPE / 
R1CE TYPE / V ARIETY AND DISTRICT 
118 
ID Title 
Is0219 I Upland rice 
1502190 I Table 29 b: AREA OF R1CE PLANTED (ha) BY SEASON / LAND TYPE / 
R1CE TYPE / V ARIETY AND DISTRlCT 
Is02191 I Table 30 NU恥IBEROF RICE GROWERS BY SEASON / LAND 
TYPE / RICE TYPE / V ARIETY AND AREA OF PRODUCTION 
1502192 I Table 31 a : NU恥IBEROF RICE GROWERS BY SEASON / LAND 
TYPE ANDDISτ'RICT 
1502193 I Table 31 b: AREA OF RICE PLANTED (ha) BY SEASON / LAND TYPE 
AND DISTRICT 
1502194 I Table 32 : NU恥IBEROF R1CE GROWERS BY SEASON / LAND 
TYPE AND AREA OF LAND HOLDINGS 
Is02195 I Table 33 附 MBEROF 悶CEGROWERS BY CROPPING SYSTEM 
(SEASON AND LAND TYPE) AND DISTRICT 
1502196 I Table 34 問 MBEROF 則CE侃 OWE路町 CROPPINGSYSTEM 
(SEASON AND LAND TYPE) AND AREA OF PRODUCTION 
Is02197 I Table 35 附 MBEROF GLUTINOUS回CEG浪OWERS 別臥断
SEASON BY AREA OF RICE PLANT芭DIRICETYPE AND DISTRlCT 
1502198 I Table 36 a : NU恥IBEROF RICE GROWERS BY SEASON 
Is02199 I Table 36 b AREA OF RICE PLANTED (ha) BY SEASON 
Is0220 f Maize 
1502200 I Table 37 NU加IBEROF RICE GROWERS BY SEASON 
Is02201 I Table 38 : CHARACT主R1STICSOF CROPS (harvest period > lyear)BY 
DISTRlCT 
悶 02I Table 39 : CHARACTE幻STICSOF CROPS伽剖 period> lyear)BY 
AREA 
Is02203 I Table 40 CHARAC叩悶STICSOF CROPS (harve5t period > Iyear) 
1502204 I Table 41 : NU恥IBEROF LAND HOLDING BY USE OF FERTILIZERS / 
PESTICIDES AND DISTRICT 
1502205 I Table 42 NUMBER OF LAND HOLDING BY USE OF FERTILIZERS / 
I PESTICIDES AND AREA 
1502206 I Table: 43 Number of household がant昌也onrice divide by household used improve 
vanety 
Is02207 I Table 44: Livesぬckrai5ing 1998/1999 
Is02208 I 袖 le45a: Number ofhousehold rai5ing livestock divide by district 
Is02209 I Table 45 b: Number of Iivestock divide byザpeand district 
150221 I Starchy r∞お
Is02210 I Table46: Numberof∞wdivide by a甚e
1502211 I Table 47・Numberofbuffalo divide by age 
1502212 I Table 48: Nur巾erof pig divide by age 
Is02213 I Table 49: Number of goat/sheep divide by age 
Is02214 I Table 50: Numberof戸ul町 divideby district 
Is02215 I Tめle51: Number of agriculture ho四 holdperωledivide by animal and districts 
1502216 I Table 52:Number of agriculture holding wi出 cattleby number of animal5 and 
hol必ngar伺 S
1502217 I Table 53: Number of agriculture household per buffaloes divide by animal and 
distric岱
1502218 I Table 54:Number of agriculture holding wi吐Ibuffaloes by number of animal5初 d
holding areas 
1502219 I Table 55:Number of agriculture holding 明治 pigsby number of加 imal5飢 d
di5triCぉ
150222 I Vegetables and beans 
Is02220 I Table 56:Number of agriculture holding with pigs by number of animal5 and 
holding areas 
Is02221 I Table 57・Nun也erof agriculture holding with sheep/goats by number of釦 imal5
anddi妨 Icts
Is02222 I Table 58:Number of 姥ricultureholding with sheep/go滋 bynumber of animals and 
holding arぬ S
Is02223 I Table 59:Number of agriculture holding with poultry by number of po凶むyand
districts 
Is02224 I Table 60・Numberof a喜ricultureholding with sheep/goat by number of animals and 
holding areas 
1502225 I Table 61:Numberof 姥riculωreholding wi首1釘必I包onalllocalchicken by number 




Is02227 I Table 63: AgricuJtural holdings vぉcma加 nlivesωckby livestock type and district 
1502228 I Table 64: AgricuJtural holdi将svaccm鈎ionlivesぬckby livestockザpeand holding 
areas 
Is02229 I Table 65: Number of agricuJtural holdings using agricuJtural machinery by 
machinery type釦 ddi民nct
Is0223 I Mung B倒防
Is02230 I Table 66: Number of Agricultural household using agri叫 turalmachinery by type of 
machinery and districts 
Is02231 I Table 67ふNumberof Agricultural household using agricuJtural machinery by type of 
machinery釦 dholding areぉ
ED Title 
Is02275 I Table 4 NUMBER OF FARMER HOUSEHOLDS DIVIDE BY PURPOSE AND 
I AREA OF PRODUCED 
1502276 I Table 5 a NU瓦侶EROF AGRICULTURAL HOUSEHOLDS DIVIDE BY 
AREA PRODUCED AND DlSTRICT 
Is02277 I Table 5 b AGRIC叫汎汲AL AREA (ha) DIVIDE BY HO山町GAND
I DlSTRICT 
Is02278 I Table 6 FRAG恥由ENTATION OF LAND HOLDINGS BY DlSTRICT 
1502279 I Table 7 FRAG加IENTATIONOF LAND HOLDINGS BY AREA 
150228 I Sugarωne 
Is02280 I Table 8: NUMBER OF LAND HOLDERS DIVIDE BY CHARACTERISTICS OF 
LAND USE AND DlSTRICT 
Is02281 I Table 9: NUMBER OF LAND HOLDERS DIVIDE BY CHARAC1定期STICSOF 
Is02232 I Table 68: Number of Agricultural ho凶ぬold凶 ngagn叫 turalmachinery by抑 eof I I LAND USE AND AREA 1998/99 
machinery I Is02282 I Table 10: NUMBER OF LAND HOLDERS DIVID院BYCHARACTERISTICS 
Is02233 I Table 69: Fore町制時間inthe agricuJtural household by distri時 I OF LAND USE AND DlSTRICT 1998/99 
Is02234 I Table 70: Fore町 activit悶 m治eagricultural household by holdil沼田as I Is02283 I Table 1: Nl.ル偲EROF LAND HOLDERS BY A郎 AFOR EACH LAND 
Is02235 I Table 71: Number ofhousehold rais時 fishdivide by fi5h type 官肌尽£町PEANDA既 AOFPRODじCTION
1502236 I Table 72・Numberofhou5ehold practice fi5hery activity divide byザpeof fishery and I I 1502284 Iτable 12・ NU乱1BEROF LAND RENT AND PAY1v底NTPROCEDURE DIVIDE 
di5t誌は IBY DlSTRICT 
1502237 I Table 73: Number of household practice fishery aιtivity in other type divide by type I I Is02285 I Table 13: NtTh偲限 OFLAND OWNER WHO RENTAL LAND DIVIDE BY 
offishery凱 ddistric包 IARE 
Is02238 I Table 74: Number of agricuJture ho蹴 :holddivide by age I 1502286 I Table 14 a: NU弘信EROF LAND HOLDERS BY LAND USE AND DISTRICT 
Is02239 I Table 75: Characteristic ofhousehold 5 head divide by 5ex I 1502287 I Table 14 b: AGRICULTURE ARE DIVIDE BY LAND USE AND DISTRICT 
150224 I Soybean5 I 1502288 I Table 15: NUMBER OF PRODUCTION AREA DIVIDE BY IRRIGATION 
1502240 I Table 76: Number of agricuJture ho凶eholddivide by size of household and di託ncts
Is02241 I Table 77: Number of agriculture household divide by 5ize of household and holding 
areas 1998/1999 Phongsaiy province 
Is02242 I T創刊 Agn叫 t凶 farmerdivide by age 
1502243 I Table 79: Number of agriculture hou5ehold divide by member in household who 
have age more出an15 year old which work in economic 5ector in each district 
19ヲ8/99Phong5aly province 
1502244 I Table 80: Number of household member age> 15 yぬお oldw宮北 m出ee∞notnlc 
secぬrdivide by 5ex and district5 1998/99 
1502245 I Table 81: Number of household member age> 15 y路お oldwork in the economic 
5ector divide by sex 
1502248 I Table 82: Number of household member age> 15 y鎚 ISold work in the economic 
sector divide by 5ex 
150225 I Peanut 
1502251 I Table 83: Numberoffarmer age >15year old divide by 5ex 
1502254 I Table 84 : Number of farmer age > 15year old divide by 5ex 
1502257 I Table 85: Number of farmer age betwe朗 10ぺ4year old divide by working 
in5ide!outside household 
1502258 I Table 86: Number of farmer age > 15 year old do not get any wage from agriculture 
activitie5 divide by districts 
150226 I Tobac∞ 
1502261 I Table 87: Numberofagriculturefarmer age>15 yωr old divide by 5ex 
1502264 I Table 8: Number of a伊 culturefarmer age > 15 year old必videby 5ex 
1502267 I Table 89: Agriculture ho脚 holddivide by used labor 
1502268 I Tめle90: AgricuJture household divide by凶 ed凶 or
1502269 I Table 91: AgricuJture ho蹴 holddivide by month of凶必labor and district5 
150227 I Cotton 
1502270 I Table 92.1 Head ofhousehold divide by ethnic group釦 ddistrict 
1502271 I Tぬle92 : Charecωristic50f得点culturehoωehold divide by e詰micof household 5 
head 
ω272 I Table 1: LAO AGRICULTURAL CENSUS 1988/99 : BASIC DATA肝
DISTRICT 
仰 73I Table 2附随ERAND AREA OF A側 C汎四RAL HO山間邸 BYTYPE 
AND DlSTRICTS 
Is02274 I Table 3 NU畑出OFAGRICULTURAL HOUSEHOLDS DIVIDE BY 
PURPOSE OF USE AND DlSTRICT 
119 
USEANDDlSτ'RICT 
Is02289 I Table 16: NUMBER AND AREA OF LAND HOLDING BY IRRIGATION 
USE AND AREA OF PRODUCTION 
150229 I Coffee 
1502290 I Table 17: NU乱也ER OF LAND HOLDER BY PERIOD OF LAND 
EXTENSION AND DlSTRICT 
1502291 I Table 18: NUMBER OF LAND HOLDER BY PERIOD OF LAND 
EXτENSION AND AREA 
1502292 I Table 19: AREA OF PRODUCTI倒(川町削ODOF LAND 
EXTENSION AND DlSTRICT 
1502293 I Table 20: CULTIVATION AREA W班CHEXTENSION LAST YEAR DIVIDE 
I BY DlSTRICT 
1502294 I Table 21・ CULTIVATION INTENSITYBY DlSTRICT 
1502295 I Table 22: CULTIVATION INTENSITY BY AREA OF PRODUCTION 
Is02296 I Table 23: NUMBER OF CROPS( HARVEST PERIOD く 1YEAR) 
CULTIV ATED BY EACH CROP TYPE 
1502297 I Table 24 a : NU恥俗ER OF CROP (HARVEST PERIOD <1 YEAR) GROW定路
I BY CROP GROUP AND DlSTRICT 
Is02298 I Table 24 b: NUMBER OF CROP (HARVEST PERIOD <1 YEAR) GROWERS 
BY CROP GROUP AND DISTRICT IN RAINY SEASON 
1502299 I Table 24 c: NUMBER OF CROP (HARVEST PE浪10D<1 YEAR) GROWERS 
BY CROP GROUP AND DlSτ'RICT IN DRY SEASON 
Is023 0 I Tea 
1502300 I Table 25: NtTh侶ER OF AGRICULTURAL HOLDING GROWING CROP 
(HARVEST PERIOD <IYEAR) IN SMALL AREA CROP AND SCATTERED 
CROPS BY CROP GROUP AND DISTRICT 
Is02301 I Table 26 a: AREA OF CROP (HARVEST PERIOD <IYEAR) PLANTED 
(ha) DIVIDE BY CROP GROUP AND DlSTRICT 
1502302 I Table 26 b: AREA OF CROP但ARVESTPERIOD <1 YEAR) PLANT忘D
(ha) DIVIDE BY CROP GROUP AND DlSTRICT IN RAINY SEASON 
Is02303 I Tめle26c AREA OF CROP (HARVEST P国 OD<川崎 PLANTED。a)DIVIDE BY CROP GROUP AND DlSTRICT IN DRY SEASON 
同制 ITめle27 :問問ER OF A依 ICULTURAL LAND HOLDlNG BY AREA 
OFRICEPLAN肥DAND OTHER CROPS 
Is02305 1 Table 28 :附畑ER OF AGRICUL叩貼LLAND HOLDING BY AREA 
OF RICE PLANTED AND DlSτ'RICT 
15鉛02306I T袖ぬ副帥le2恥9a 悶畑慨忘ER 0師F 則悶C白E偲ωO悶四R町BYS毘忘臥凶A品s似劇/山 T叩YPE陀
RICE TYPE 1 V ARIETY AND DlSTRICT 
m Title 
Is02307 I 加 29b 胤 AOF 悶 PLANfED(ha) BY SEASON 1 LAND TYPE 1 
RICE TYPE 1 V ARIETY AND DISTRICT 
Is02308 I Table 30 悶 MBEROF RICE GROWE郎前舘ASON1 LAND 
TYPE 1 RICE TYPE 1 V ARIETY AND AREA OF PRODUCTION 
Is02309 I Table 31 a NU恥ffiEROF RICE GROWERS BY SEASON 1 LAND 
TYPE AND DIST浪ICT
Is0231 I Number of Buffaloes and Cattle. 
Is02310 I Table 31 b: AREA OF RICE PLANτ"ED (ha) BY SEASON 1 LAND TYPE 
AND DISTRICT 
1502311 I Table 32 ・Nill.俗EROF RICE GROWERS BY SEASON 1 LAND 
TYPE AND AREA OF LAND HOLD剖GS
Is02312 I Table 33 問問肱 OF RICE侃 OWE郎 BYCROPPlNG SYS百 M
(SEASON AND LAND TYPE) AND DISTRICT 
1502313 I Table 34 問 MBEROF 即応 G民OWE郎 BYCROPPlNG SYSl芭M
(SEASON AND LAND TYPE) AND AREA OF PRODUCTION 
国 23川 Table 35 NUMBER OF GLUTINOUS悶CE偲 OWE略取 RAINY
SEASON BY AREA OF RICE PLANτ"EDIRICE TYPE AND DISτ'RICT 
1502315 I Table 36 a NU勘ffiEROF RICE GROWERS BY SEASON 
1502316 I Table 36 b AREA OF RICE PLAN1"ED (ha) BY SEASON 
1502317 I Table 37 NU恥ffiEROF RICE GROWERS BY SEASON 
Is02318 I Table 38 CHARACTERISTICS OF CROPS (harvest period > ly儲 r)BY
DISTRICT 
1502319 I Table 39 : CHARACTERISTICS OF CROPS (harvest period > lyear)BY 
AREA 
150232 I Number ofPigs 
1502320 I Table 40 ・ CHARACTERISTICSOF CROPS (harve5t period > Iye釘)
1502321 I Table 41 NUMBER OF LAND HOLDlNG BY USE OF FERTILIZERS 1 
PESTICIDES AND DISTRICT 
1502322 I Table 42 ・ NU恥ffiEROF LAND HOLDlNG BY USE OF FERTILIZERS 1 
PESTICIDES AND AREA 
1502323 I Table: 43 Number of ho凶 eholdplantation rice divide by household凶 edimprove 
vanety 
1502324 I Table 44: Livestock raising 1998/1999 
1502325 I Table 45a: Number ofhousehold rai5ing livestock divide by di5trict 
Is02326 I Table 45 b: Number of liv回 ockdivide by type and district 
1502327 I Table 46: Number of cow divide by age 
1502328 I Table 47: Number ofbuffalo divide by age 
1502329 I Table 48: Number ofpig divide by age 
150233 I Number ofPoultry. 
Is02330 I Table 49: Number of goatl5h抑制debyage
1502331 I Table 50: Number of poultry divide by di拙 ct
1502332 I Table 51: Number of agriculture household per cat1e divide by animal and di由時
Is02333 I Table 52:Number of agricu加reholding with cattle by number of animals and 
holding ar偲 S
1502334 I Table 53: Number of agriculture household per buffaloes divide by animal and 
districts 
1502335 I Table 54:Number of agriculture holding糊偽 buffaloesby number of animal5 and 
holding areas 
Is02336 I Table 55:N師，berof agriculture hol必ngwith pigs by number of animal5 and 
di5tricts 
Is02337 I Table 56:Number of agri叫 tureholding 明治 pigsby number of animal5 and 
holding ar鈍 S
Is02338 I Table 57:Number of agriculture holding with 5heep/goats by number of animal5 
飢 ddi試rict5
1502339 I Table 58油 1mberof agriculture holding wi出5heep/goatby number of animal5 and 
holding ar鎚 S
Is0234 I Manufacturing Production ofprinciple prωucts 
1502340 I Table 59:Number of agriculture holding with poultry by numb邑rof po叫tryand 
di5tri出
Is02341 I Table 60:Number of agriculture holding with 5heep/goat by number of animals and 
holding areas 













































Table 62:Numb喧:rof a喜ricul知reholding明治Localchicken by number of釦 imals
and holding areas 
Table 63: Agricultural holdings vaccination live5tock by livestock type and district 
Table 64: Agricultural holding5 vaccination livestock by live宰tocktype飢 dholding 
areas 
Table 65: Number of agricultur富1holdings using agricultural machinery by 
machinery type and di託nct
Table 66: Number of Agricultural hous官holdusing agricultural machinery byザpeof 
machinery and districts 
Table 67: Number of Agricultural household using agricultural machinelY by type of 
machinery and holding areas 
Table 68: Number of Agric叫如ralho蹴 holdusing agriculωral machinelY by type of 
machinelY 
Number of Industry -Handicra会establishmentfor 浪lewhole ∞untry by provinces 
1999 
Table 69: For凶町ac首vitiesin the agricultural household by di5triCts 
Table 70: For，ぉ甘yactivities in the agricultural household by holding areas 
Table 71: Number ofhousehold rai5ing自治di、ridebyfish守pe
Table 72: Number ofhou5ehold practice fishery activity divide by type of fishery and 
di5triCts 
Table 73: Number ofhous母holdpr，節也cefishery ac白vityin other type divide by type 
。，ffi5hery and dis初出
Table 74: Number of agriculture household divide by age 
Table 75: Characteri5白cofhousehold s head divide by 5ex 
Table 76: Number of agric叫turehousehold divide by 5ize ofhousehold and di託ncts
Table 77: Number of agriculture hou5ehold divide by 5ize of household and holding 
ar儲 s19ヲ8/1999Saravane province 
Table 78: Agriculture farmer divide by age 
Length ofthe roads for the whole ∞m町
Tぬle79: Number of agricu加rehoωehold divide by member in household who 
have age more than 15 y儲 rold which work in e∞nomic sector in each di託rict
1998/99 Saravane province 
Table 80: Number of household member age> 15 yωrs old work in也ee∞nOmJc
sectordi明deby 5ex and di抗ric包 1998/99
Table 81: Number ofhousehold member age> 15 years old work in the economic 
sector divide by 5ex 
Table 82: Number of household member age> 15 y総お。Idwork in出eωonomJc
secぬrdivide by 5ex 
Table 83: Numberoffarmer age >15yearold divide by 5ex 
Volume 
Table 84: Numberoffarmer age >15yearold divide by sex 
Table 85: Number of farmer age betwe母n10・14year old divide by working 
insidelout5ide household 
Table 86: N凶nberoffar閣 erage > 15 year old do not get any wage合'om鰐riculture
前白vities divide by districts 
Table 87: Number of agriculture farmer age > 15 year old divide by 5ex 
Volume 
Table 88: Numberofagriculture farmer age >15 yearold divide by 5ex 
Table 89: Agriculture household divide by凶edlabor
Table 90: Agriculωrehou鈴holddivide by used labor 
Table 91: Agriculture ho凶eholddivide by month ofωed labor and districお
Table 92.1 : Head ofhousehold di羽deby ethnic group and di5trict 
T必le1 LAO AGRICULTURAL CENSUS 1988/99: BASIC DATA BY 
DISTRICT 
Table 2: NU恥包ERAND A泉EAOF AGRICULTURAL HOLDINGS BY TYPE 
AND DISTRICTS 
Telecommunication and number of telephones center and number of telephone 
e5tabli5hing and in operation百Ithe end of year. 
Table 3 NUおffiER OF AG砲CULTURAL HOUSEHOLDS DIVIDE BY 
PURPOSE OF USE AND DISTRICT 
Table4 NUMBEROFFAR恥!ERHOUSEHOLDS DIVIDE BY PURPOSE AND 
AREA OF PRODUCED 
m Title 
脚 92I Tぬle5 a NUMBER OF A側 CULTURALHOUSEHOLDS DIVIDE BY 
AREA PRODUCED AND DISτ'RlCT 
Is02393 I Table 5 b AGRICULTURAL AREA (ha) DIVIDE BY HOLDING AND 
DISTRICT 
Is02394 I Table 6 FRAGl¥I包NTA TION OF LAND HOLDINGS BY DISTRICT 
Is02395 I Table 7 FRAGMENT ATION OF LAND HOLDINGS BY AREA 
Is02396 1 Table 8: NUMBER OF LAND HOLDERS DIVIDE BY CHARACTERISTICS OF 
LAND USE AND DISTRICT 
Is02397 I Table 9: NU恥ffiEROF LAND HOLDERS DIVIDE BY CHA良ACTERISTICSOF 
LAND USE AND AREA 1998/99 
Is必ω0
OF LAND USE AND DISTRICT 1998/'ρ99 
Is02399 I Table 1: NU1'.俗，EROF LANQ HOLDERS BY AREA FOR EACH LAND 
TENURE TYPE AND AREA OF PRODUCTION 
Is0240 I Post 
1502400 I袖 le12 間四欧OFLAND RENT AND PA YMENT町四UREDIVIDE 
BYDISTRICT 
ED Title 
1502425 I T帥 31a :問問眼目 RICEGROWE郎前提ASON/ LAND 
TYPE AND DISTRICT 
Is02426 1 Table 31 b: AREA OF RICE PLANTED (ha) BY SEASON / LAND TYPE 
AND DISTRICT 
1502427 I Table 32 NUMBER OF RICE GROWERS BY SEASON / LAND 
TYPE AND AREA OF LAND HOLDINGS 
胸 428I Table 33 問l¥IffiEROF 則CEGROWERS BY CROPPING SYSTEM 
(SEASON AND LAND TYPE) AND DIS1双ICT
1502429 I Table 34 叩l¥IffiEROF RICE偲 OWERS BY CROP附 GSYSTEM 
(SEASON AND LAND TYPE) AND AREA OF PRODUCTION 
150243 I Kindergarten and Creche5 
Is02430 I Table 35 : NU恥倍EROF GLUτ四OUSRICE GROWERS IN RA芯IY
SEASON BY AREA OF RICE PLANTEDIRICE TYPE AND DISTRICT 
1502431 I Table 36 a NUMBER OF RICE GROWERS BY SEASON 
1502432 1 Table 36 b : AREA OF RICE PLANTED (ha) BY S恥 SON
1502433 I Table 37 : NU乱偲EROF RICE GROWERS BY SEASON 
1502434 I Table 38 : CHARAC時限STICSOF CROPS (harvest period > lyear)BY 
1502401 I Table 13: NUl¥I俗EROF LAND OWNER WHO RENTAL LAND DIVIDE BY I I DISTRICT 
ARE 
1502402 I Table 14 a: NU加盟BEROF LAND HOLDERS BY LAND USE AND DISTRICT 
1502403 I Table 14 b: AGRICULTURE ARE DIVIDE BY LAND USE AND DISTRICT 
1502404 I Table 15: NU恥ffiEROF PRODUCTION AREA DIVIDE BY IRRIGATION 
USE AND DISTRICT 
15似 05I Tぬ川町l¥IffiERAND AREA OF LAND胤削G BYIRR臥 ηON
USE AND AREA OF PRODUCTION 
1502406 I Table 17・ NUMBER OF LAND HOLDER BY PERIOD OF LAND 
EXTENSION AND DISTRICT 
15似 07I Table 18 閉山 OFLA即日O印眼前 PERIODOF LAND 
EXTENSION AND AREA 
1502408 I Table 19: AREA OF PRODUCTION (ha) BY PERIOD OF LAND 
EXTENSION AND DISτruCT 
1502409 I Table 20: CULTIVATI似 AREA WHICH EXTENS削 LASTYEAR DIVIDE 
BYDISτ'RlCT 
150241 I Principal imported g∞ds 
1502410 I Table21: CULTIVATION ひITENSITYBY DISTRICT 
1502411 I Tぬle22・ CULTIVATION IN官 NSITYBY AREA OF PRODUCTION 
1502412 I Table 23: NUMBER OF CROPS( HARVEST PERIOD < 1 YEAR) 
CULTIV ATED BY EACH CROP TYPE 
1502413 I Table 24 a : NU1'.倒ER OF CROP (HARVEST PERIOD <1 YEAR) GROWERS 
BY CROP GROUP AND DISTRICT 
15024/4 I Table 24 b: NUMBER OF CROP (HARVEST PERIOD <1 YEAR) GROWERS 
BY CROP GROUP AND DISTRICT IN RAINY SEASON 
1502415 I Table 24 c: NUMBER OF CROP (HARVEST PERIOD <1 YEAR) GROWERS 
BY CROP GROUP AND DISTRICT IN DRY SEASON 
腕 416I Table 25 :間拙砥 OFAGRICULTURAL HOLDING GROWlNG CROP 
(HARVEST PERIOD <IYEAR) IN SMALL AREA CROP AND SCATTER主D
CROPS BY CROP GROUP AND DISTRICT 
1502417 I Table 26 a: AREA OF CROP (HARVEST PERIOD <IYEAR) PLANTED 
(ha) DIVIDE BY CROP GROUP AND DISTRICT 
1502435 I Table 39 : CHARACTERISTICS OF CROPS (harvest period > lyear)BY 
AREA 
1502436 1 Table 40 ・ CHARAC花 RISTICSOF CROPS (harvest period > ly悶}
1502437 I Table 41 NUMBER OF LAND HOLDING BY USE OF FE町立IZERS/ 
PESTICIDES AND DISTRICT 
1502438 I Table 42 問地球OFLANDHO印酎G BY USE OF回 RT江田路/
PESTICIDES AND AREA 
1502439 I Table: 43 Number of ho凶 eholdplantation rice divide by hou5ehold used improve 
vanety 
150244 I General education 
1502440 I Table 44: Live5tock rai5ing 1998/1999 
1502441 1 Table 45a: Numberofhousehold rai5ing live5tock divide by di蜘は
1502442 1 Table 45 b: Number of livestock divide by type and di如 ct
1502443 1 Table 46: Number of cow divide by age 
1502444 1 Tめle47: Number ofbu鎚 odivide by age 
1502445 I Table 48: Number ofpig divide by age 
1502446 1 Table 49: Number of goaぜ'5heepdiv出 byage
1502447 I Table 50: N山nberof poultty divide by district 
1502448 I Table 51: Number of agricu1ture household per cattle divide by animal and di5tricts 
1502449 I Table 52:Number of agricu1ture holding with catle by number of animal5 and 
holding ar伺 S
150245 I Vocational Education 
1502450 I Table 53: Number of agric凶turehoωehold per buffaloes divide by総 imaland 
di5triC!s 
1502451 I Table 54:N凶nberof a喜ricu1tureholding with buffaloes by number of animal5 and 
holding areas 
1502452 I Table 55:Number of agricu1ture holding with pigs by number of飢 imalsand 
!必如出
Is02453 I Table 56・Numberof agricu1ture holding with pigs by number of animal5 and 
holding areas 
Is02454 I Table 57:Number of agriculture holding with sheep/goaぉ bynumber of animal5 
1502418 I Table 26 b: AREA OF CROP (HARVEST PERIOD <IYEAR) PLANτ玄D I I and diはnct5
(ha) DIVIDE BY CROP GROUP AND DISTRICT町 RA町YSEASON
1502419 I加 26c : AREA OF CROP (臥RVESTPERIOD <1四 AR)PLANTED 
(ha) DIVIDE BY CROP GROUP AND DISTRICT町 DRYSEASON
150242 I Principal expo此:edg，∞d5
1502420 I Table 27: NUMBER OF AGRICULTURAL LAND HOLDING BY AREA 
OF RICE PLANTED AND OTHER CROPS 
1502421 I Table 28: NUMBER OF AGRICULTURAL LAND HOLDING BY AREA 
OF RICE PLANTED AND DIS1双ICT
Is02422 I Tぬle29 a 町四球 OF RICE GROWER BY S臥 SON/ LAND TYPE / 
RICE TYPE / V ARIETY AND DISTRICT 
1502423 I Table 29 b: AREA OF RICE PLANTED (ha) BY SEASON / LAND TYPE / 
RICE TYPE / VA良IETY AND DISTRICT 
1502424 I T枇 30 問地EROF 悶CEGROWE邸 BYSEASON / LAND 
TYPE / RICE TYPE / V ARIETY AND AREA OF PRODUCTION 
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1502455 I Table 58:Number of agricu1ture holding 明治5hω:p/goatby number of釦 imal5and 
holding areas 
1502456 I Table 59:Number of agric凶tureholding. with pou1町 bynumber of pou除yand
di5tricts 
1502457 1 Table 60:Number of agricu1ture holding wi出品関p/goatby number of animal5 and 
holding areas 
1502458 1 Table 61:Number of agricu1ture holding with traditionalllocal chicken by number 
of pou1ty and district 
1502459 I Table 62:Number of a岳山u1tureholding wi出Localchicken by number of animals 
and holding areas 
150246 1 針。phylacticand恥 rapeωice由 blishmen鼠
1502460 I Table 63・Agric叫知ralholdings vaccina恒onlive5tock by livesωck type and district 
1502461 I Table 64: Agricu1tural holdings vaccination livestock by livestockザpeand holding 
areas 
mTitle ID Title 
1502462 I Table 65・ Numberof a伊叫制 holdi噌泌略的lturalma出 neryby I I 1502513 I Table 9: NUMBER OF LAND HOLDERS DIVIDE BY CHARACτ玄関STICSOF
machinery type and district I LAND US芭ANDAREA 199唱/99
15024ωI Table 66: Number of Agricultural ho悶 holdusing叩 c山 ralmachinery by type of I I 1502514 I Table 10: NUMBER OF LAND HOLDERS DIVIDE BY CHARACTERISTICS 
machinery and districぉ IOF LAND USE AND DISTRICT 1998/99 
1502464 I Table 67: Number of Agricultural ho蹴 holdu5ing事 IC凶turalmachinery by type of I I 1502515 I Table 1: NlJ]I..侶EROF LAND HOLDERS BY AREA FOR EACH LAND 
machinery and 加ldingareas I TENURE TYPE AND AREA OF PRODUCTION 
1502465 I Table 68: Number of Agricultural hou5ehold usingψ叫 turalmachinery by type of I I 1502516 I Table 12: NUMBER OF LAND RENT AND PAYMENT PROCEDURE DIVIDE 
machin沼ry I~~τ叉ICT
1502466 I T幼le69:Fore鰍yactivitie5 in th号待riculturalhou5eholdbydi5tricts I 1502517 I Table 13: NUMBER OF LAND OWNER WHO RENTAL LAND DIVIDE BY 
1502467 I Table 70: For，ぉ訂yactivitie5 in the a昌riculturalhou5ehold by holding areas 
1502468 I Table 71: Number ofho凶 eholdrai5ing自治divide by fish type 
1502469 I Table 72: Number ofhousehold prac白ωfi5heryactivity divide by type of fi5hery and 
di5tric怨
150247 I Number of恥ds
1502470 I Table 73: Number ofhousehold practice fi5hery ac首vityin other type divide by type 
offi5hery鉛 ddi5tricts 
1502471 I Table 74: Number of agriculture household divide by a喜e
1502472 I Table 75: Characteri鈎cofhousehold 5 head divide by 5ex 
1502473 I Table 76: Number of伊 c山 reho四 hold制 deby5問。fho蹴 hold制品開包
1502474 I Table 77: Number of agric凶tureho凶，eholddivide by size of household and holding 
釘eぉ 1998/1999Savanakhet 針ovinc沼
1502475 I Table 78: A伊 cul附 f畑町制deby age 
1502476 I Table 79: N山首berof agriculture household divide by member in ho凶巴:holdwho 
have age rnore than 15 ye釘 oldwhiぬ workin economic secぬrin each district 
1998/99 Savanakhet Province 
Is02477 I Table 80: N山首berof household member age> 15 years old work in the economic 
sector divide by 5ex and districぉ1998/99
1502478 I Table 81: Number of household member age> 15 y健尽 oldwork in the e∞nonuc 
secぬrdivide by sex 
150248 I Number of Medical 針'actitioneぉ
1502481 I Table 82: N山首berof household member age> 15 y総お oldwork in the economic 
sector divide by sex 
1502484 I Table 83: Number offarmer age >15yearold divide by 5ex 
1502487 I Table 84・Numberof farmer age > 15year old divide by 5ex 
150249 I Books 
1502490 I Table 85: Number of farmer a喜，ebetween 10・14year old divide by working 
inside/o凶sidehousehold 
Is02491 I Table 86: Number offl皐rmerage >15 y総rold do not get any w硲efrom agric凶ture
activitie5 divide by districts 
1502494 I Table 87: Number of agriculture far悶 age> 15 year old divide by sex 
1502497 I Table 88: Number of agricul知re伽merage>15y飽rold divide by 5ex 
150250 I R必ioand Television broadcasting tran5mitters. 
1502500 I Table 89: Agriculture household divide by used labor 
1502501 I Table 90: Agric凶ωrehousぬolddivide byωedlめor
1502502 I Table 91: Agriculture household divide by month ofωed labor and di如出
1502503 I Table 92.1 : Head of household div叫 yethn吋 roup鉛 ddi5trict 
1502504 I Table 1: LAO AGRICULTURAL CENSUS 1988/99 : BASIC DATA BY 
I DISTRICT 
1502505 I Table 2: NUMBER AND AREA OF AGRICULTURAL HOLD酎GSBY TYPE 
I AND DISTRICTS 
1502506 I Table 3 NUMBER OF AGRICULTURAL HOUSEHOLDS DIVIDE BY 
PURPOSE OF USE AND DISTRICT 
1502507 I Table 4 NUMBER OF FAR加包RHOUSEHOLDS DIVIDE BY PURPOSE AND 
AREA OF PRODUCED 
1502508 I Table 5 a NUMBER OF AGRICULTURAL HOUSEHOLDS DIVIDE BY 
AREA PRODUCED AND DISTRICT 
1502509 I Table 5 b AGRICULTURAL AREA (ha) DIVIDE BY HOLD別G AND 
DISTRICT 
150251 I Number of profes5ional artist group5. 
1502510 I Table6 FRAGMENTATIONOFLANDHOLDINGSBYDISTRICT 
1502511 I Table 7 FRAG品位NTATIONOFLANDHOLDINGSBYAREA 
1502512 I Table 8: NUMBER OF LAND HOLDERS DIVIDE BY CHARACTERISTICS OF 
LAND USE AND DISTRICT 
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1502518 I Table 14 a: NUMBER OF LAND HOLDERS BY LAND USE AND DISTRICT 
1502519 I Table 14 b: AGRICULTURE ARE DIVIDE BY LAND USE AND DISTRICT 
150252 I Number ofTouri5ts by continent. 
1502520 I Table 15: NUMBER OF PRODUCTION AREA DIVIDE BY IRRIGATION 
USE AND DISTRICT 
1502521 I Table 16: NU恥fBERAND AREA OF LAND HOLD削G BY限RlGATION
I USE AND AREA OF PRODUCTION 
1502522 I Table 17: NU恥fBER OF LAND HOLDER BY PERIOD OF LAND 
I EXTENSION AND DISTRICT 
Is02523 1 Table 18: NUMBER OF LAND HOLDER BY PERIOD OF LAND 
I EXTENSION AND AREA 
1502524 I Table 19: AREA OF PRODUCTION (ha) BY PERIOD OF LAND 
EXTENSION AND DISTRICT 
1502525 1 Table20: CULTIVATIONAREA WHICHEXTENSIONLASTYEARDIVIDE 
Is02526 I BY DISTRICT 
Is02527 I Table 21: CULTIVATION INTENSITY BY DISTRICT 
Is02528 1 Table 22: CULTIVATION INTENSITY BY AREA OF PRODUCTION 
Table 23: NUl'.偲EROF CROPS( HARVEST PERIOD < 1 YEAR) 
CULTIV ATED BY EACH CROP TYPE 
1502529 I Table 24 a: NUMBER OF CROP (HARVEST PERIOD <1 YEAR) GROWERS 
BY CROP GROUP AND DISTRICT 
150253 I Midyear Population 
1502530 I Table 24 b: NUMBER OF CROP (HARVEST PERIOD <1 YEAR) GROWERS 
BY CROP GROUP AND DISTRICT IN RAINY SEASON 
1502531 I Table 24 c: NUMBER OF CROP (HARVEST PERIOD <1 YEAR) GROWERS 
BY CROP GROUP AND DISTRICT IN DRY SEASON 
Table 25: NU恥fBER OF AGRICULTURAL HOLDING GROWING CROP 
1502532 I (HARVEST悶 OD<IYEAR) IN SMALL A斑 A CROP AND SCA TTERED 
CROPS BY CROP GROUP AND DISTRICT 
1502533 I Table 26 a: AREA OF CROP (HARVEST PERIOD <IYEAR) PLAN1芭D
(ha) DIVIDE BY CROP GROUP AND DISTRICT 
1502534 I Table 26 b ・ AREAOF CROP (HARVEST PERIOD <IYEAR) PLAN1志D
(ha) DIVIDE BY CROP GROUP AND DISTRICT酎 RA到YSEASON
1502535 I Table 26c AREA OF CROP (HARVEST PERIOD <IYEAR) PLANTED 
(ha) DIVIDE BY CROP GROUP AND DISTRICT以 DRYSEASON
1502536 1 Table 27: NUMBER OF AGRICULTURAL LAND HOLDING BY AREA 
I OF RICE PLANTED AND OTHER CROPS 
1502537 I Table 28: NU乱ffiER OF AGRICUL TURAL LAND HOLDING BY AREA 
OF RICE PLANT主DAND DISTRICT 
1502538 I Table 29 a: NUMBER OF RICE GROWER BY SEASON / LAND τYPE/ 
RICE TYPE / V ARIETY AND DISTRICT 
Is02539 1 Table 29 b: AREA OF RICE PLANτ'ED (ha) BY SEASON / LAND TYPE / 
RICE TYPE / V ARIETY AND DISTRICT 
150254 I Con5umer price index 
Is02540 I Tめle 30 : NUMBER OF RICE GROWERS BY SEASON / LAND 
TYPE / RICE TYPE / V ARIETY AND AREA OF PRODUCTION 
1502541 I Table 31 a 悶 MBEROF RICE偲 OWERS BY SEASON / LAND 
TYPE AND DISTRICT 
Is02542 I Table 31 b: AREA OF RICE PLANTED (ha) BY SEASON / LAND TYPE 
AND DISTRICT 
1502543 I Table 32 : NU弘信EROF RICE GROWERS BY SEASON / LAND 
TYPE AND AREA OF LAND HOLD凶GS
問 5“ITable 33 別加EROF 則CEGROWERS BY CROPPING SYSTEM 
(SEASON AND LAND TYPE) AND DISTRICT 
ID Title 
iω2545 I Table 34 NUMBER OF R1'田保OWE陪 BYCROPPING SYSTEM 
(SEASON AND LAND TYPE) AND AREA OF PRODUCTION 
1502546 I Table 35 間四EROF GLUTINOUS抑制限RS 削貼附
SEASON BY AREA OF R1CE PLANTEDtRlCE TYPE AND DISτRICT 
1502547 J Table 36 a NUゐffiEROF R1CE GROWERS BY SEASON 
1502548 I Table 36 b AREA OF R1CE PLANTED (ha) BY SEASON 
1502549 1 Table 37 NUMBER OF RICE GROWERS BY SEASON 
150255 J Extema1 Debt 
1502550 I Table 38 CHARACTERISTICS OF CROPS (harvest period > lyear)BY 
DISTRlCT 
1502551 I Table 39 CHARACTERlSTICS OF CROPS (harv岡 period>Iy悶 )BY
AREA 
1502552 I Table 40 CHARACTERISTICS OF CROPS (harvest period > Iye叫
1502553 1 Table 41 ~郷ER OF LAND HOLDING BY USE OF FERTILIZERS / 
PESTICIDES AND DISTRlCT 
1502554 I Table 42 間協EROFLANDHO山町G BY USE OF児 RT乱闘悶/
PESTICIDES AND AREA 
1502555 I Tぬle:43 Number of household plantation rice divide by household used improve 
vanety 
1502556 I Table 44・Livestockrai5ing 1998/1999 
1502557 I Table 45a : Number of household rai5ing livestock divide by district 1998/1999 
Sekong Province 
1502558 I Table 45 b: Number oflivestock divide by守peand di武田t
1502559 I Table 46: Number of cow divide by age 
150256 1 Growth rateofrea1 GDP. 
1502560 I Table 47: Number ofbuffa1o divide by age 
1502561 I Table 48・Numberofpig divide by age 
1502562 I Table 49町Numberof goat/5h閃pdivide by age 
1502563 I Table 50: Number of poultry divide by district 
1502564 I Tめle51: Number of agriculture household per cattle divide by anima1 
1502565 I Table 52:Number of agriculture holding with -catle by number of飢 ima1sand 
holdingarぬS
1502566 I Table 53: Numberofagric叫制rehousehold per buffalo divide by animal 
1502567 I Table 54:Number of a喜ricultureholding with buffa10es by number of anima15 and 
holding areas 
1502568 I Table 55:Number of agriculture holding wi由 pigsby number of animal5 and 
di5trict 
1502569 I Table 56:Number of 勾nc凶知reholding with pigs by number of anima1s and 
holding areas 
150257 I To凶 import(C.I.F.) and export (F.O.B.) by ∞untry 
1502570 I Table 57:Number of a昌nc凶制reholding with 5heep/goat by number of山口1al5and 
di5trict 
1502571 I Table 58:Number of a喜ricultureholding with 5heep/goat by number of animal5 and 
holding areas 
1502572 I Table 59・Numberof agriculture holding with poul訂yby number of poultry and 
district 
1502573 I Table 60・Numberof agriculture holding with 5heep/goat by number of anima15 and 
holding ar鎚 S
1502574 I Table 61 :Number of agric凶tureholding with traditiona1l1oca1 chicken by number 
。fpoul句rand di5trict 
Is02575 ， Table 62:Number of agricu加reholding with Loca1 chicken by number of anima15 
初 dholding are溺
1502576 I Table 63・Agricultura1holdings vaccination livestock by livestoc孟typeand district 
Is02577 I Table 64: Agricultura1 holdings vaccination livestock by livestock type釦 darea
1502578 I Table 65: Number of甲 icultura1holdings臨時 agricultura1machinery by 
rnaιhinery type and di弱ict
1502579 I Table 66: Number of Agri叫 turalho凶eholdusing agricul制ra1machinery by type of 
machinery and district 
Is0258 I S町 eydata 
1502580 I Table 67: Number of A伊cultura1ho附 :holdusing昭 icultura1machinery by抑 eof 
machinery and area 




1502582 I Table ω: Fore鈎yactivit悶 inthe agricultura1 household by di5trict 
1502583 I Table 70: For昭 ryactivit出 10註leagricultura1 hou5ehold by area 
Is02584 I Tめle71:Numberofho附 holdrai5ing自治的deby自治type
1502585 I Table 72: Number ofho附加Idp郎首cefi5hery activity divide by type of fish町 and
I di5trict 
1502586 I Table 73: Number ofhou5ehold prac担cefishery鉱tivityin other type divide by type 
of fi5hery and di5trict 
1502587 I Table 74: Number of agriculture household divide by a呂e
1502588 I Tぬle75: Characteristic ofhousehold 5 head divide by sex 
1502589 I Table 76・Numberof agriculture household divide by 5ize of household飢 ddi蜘 ct
150259 I Ho闘hold∞n5umptlon
1502590 1 Table 77・Numberof agriculture household divide by 5ize ofhousehold and holding 
area 1998/99 
1502591 I Table 78: Agriculture f81羽 erdivide by age 
Is02592 I Table 79・Numberof agriculture household divide by member in household who 
have age more出an15 year old which work in economic 5ector in each di坑nct
1998/99 Sekong Province 
Is02593 I Table 80: Number of household member age> 15 ye師 oldwork in治eeconoITUc 
sector divide by 5ex and district 1998/99 
Is02594 I Table 81: N山nberof household member age> 15 y鎗 rsold work in the economic 
sector divide by sex 
Is02597 I Table 82: N凶nberof household member age> 15抑制 oldwork in白ee∞noITUc
sector divide by sex 
150260 I Percent of fi∞d con5umption by kind of ite開 in1992/93 and 19ヲ7/98.
1502600 I Table 83: Numberoffarmer age >15yearold divide by 5ex 
1502603 I Tぬle84:Nu帥 erof farmer age > 15year old divide by 5ex 
1502606 I Table 85: Number offarmer age between 10・14year old divide by working ou阪 de
ho凶 ehold
1502607 I Table 86: Number of farmer age > 15 yぬrold do not get any wage合'oma喜ncu加re
activitie5 divide by di5trict 1ヲ98/99
1502609 I Table 87: Number of a伊cult悶 f釦 nerage > 15 year old divide by 5ex 
150261 I Share in perωntoftota1∞n5凶nptionby areas in 1997/1998. 
1502612 I Table 88: Number of agriculture f:棚 erage > 15 year old divide by 5ex 
Is02615 I Table 89: Agriculture housぬolddivide by used labor 
1502616 I Table 90: Agriculture ho凶 eholddivide by used labor 
1502617 I Table 91: Agriculture household divide by month ofused 1めor and di託rict
1502618 I Table 92.1 H叫 ofho蹴 hold似 deby ethn吋剛pand district 
1502619 I Table 1 LAO AGRICULTURAL CENSUS 1988/99 : BASIC DATA BY 
DISl弐lCT
150262 I Sh悶 inpercent of tota1 con5umption by region in 1997/1998 
1502620 I Table 2・NUMBERAND AREA OF AGRICULTURAL HOLDINGS BY TYPE 
AND DISTRlCTS 
1502621 I Table 3 NU匙偲EROF AGRICULTURAL HOUSEHOLDS DIVIDE BY 
PURPOSE OF USE AND DISTRlCT 
1502622 I Table 4 ~侶EROF FA勘也氏HOUSEHOLDSDIVIDE BY PURPOSE AND 
AREA OF PRODUCED 
1502623 I Table 5 a NlルffiEROF AGRlCULTURAL HOUSEHOLDS DIVIDE BY 
AREA PRODUCED AND DISTRlCT 
1502624 I Table 5 b AGRICULTURAL AREA (ha) DIVIDE BY HOLD到GAND
DISτRICT 
1502625 I Table 6 FRAG恥fENTAτlONOF LAND HOLDINGS BY DISTRlCT 
Is02626 I Table 7 FRAG1v箆NTAτlONOF LAND HOLDINGS BY AREA 
Is02627 I Table 8: NU為偲EROF LAND HOLDERS DIVIDE BY CHARAC百 RISTICSOF 
LAND USE AND DISTRlCT 
1502628 1 Table 9: NUMBER OF LAND HOLDERS DIVIDE BY CHARACTERlSTICS OF 
LAND USE AND AREA 1998/99 
1502629 I Table 10: ~偲ER OF LAND HOLDERS DIVIDE BY CHARACTERlSTICS 
OF LAND USE AND DISTRlCT 1998/99 
Is0263 I Share in percent oftoω∞n5umption in urban area in 1997/1998 
1502630 I Table 1: ~俗ER OF LAND HOLDERS BY AREA FOR EACH LAND 
TENURE TYPE AND AREA OF PRODUCTION 
1502似 ITめle12: 間剛氏OFLAND町 ANDPA YMENT PROCEDURE DIVIDE 
BYDISTRlCT 
m Title 
1502632 I Table 13 即 MBEROF LAND OWNER WHO阻 NT札 LANDDIVIDE BY 
ARE 
1502633 I Table 14 a: NU恥由BEROF LAND HOLDERS BY LAND USE AND DISTRICT 
1502634 I Table 14 b: AGRICULTURE ARE DIVIDE BY LAND USE AND DISTRICT 
1502635 I Table 15: NlJ?'，届EROF PRODUCTION AREA DIVIDE BY IR郎GATION
USEANDDISτ1UCT 
1502636 I Table 16: NU恥也ERAND AREA OF LAND HOLDING BY IRRIGA TION 
USE AND AREA OF PRODUCTION 
1502637 I Table 17: NU勘也ER OF LAND HOLDER BY PERIOD OF LAND 
EXTENSION AND DISTRICT 
1502ωITめle 18: NU!V仮眠 OF LAND 間四ER BY P国 OD田 LAND
EXTENSION AND AREA 
1502639 I Table 19: AREA OF PRODVCTION (ha) BY PERIOD OF LAND 
EXTENSION AND DISTRICT 
150264 I Share in percent of total con5umption in urban with access to ro必in1997/1998 
1502640 I Table 20: CULTIVATION AREA W班CHEXTENSION LAST YEAR DIVIDE 
BYDISTRICT 
1502641 I Table21: CULTIVATION INTENSITYBY DISTRICT 
1502642 I Table22: CULTIVATION IN1主NSITYBY AREA OF PRODUCTION 
1502643 I Table 23: NUMBER OF CROPS( HARVEST PERIOD < I YEAR) 
CULTIV ATED BY EACH CROP TYPE 
1502644 I Table 24 a: NU恥由BER OF CROP (HARVEST PERIOD <1 YEAR) GROWERS 
BY CROP GROUP AND DISTRICT 
1502645 I Table 24 b: NU恥IBER OF CROP (HARVEST PERIOD <1 YEAR) GROWERS 
BY CROP GROUP AND DISTRICT IN RAINY SEASON 
1502646 I Table 24 c: NU乱偲ER OF CROP (HARVEST PERIOD <1 YEAR) GROWERS 
BY CROP GROUP AND DISτ1UCT IN DRY SEASON 
1502ω7 I Table 25 :悶焔眼目 AGRICl丘町臥LHOLDING GROWlNG CROP 
(HARVEST PERIOD <IYEAR) IN SMALL AREA CROP AND SCATI芭RED
CROPS BY CROP GROUP AND DISTRICT 
1502648 I Table 26 a: AREA OF CROP (HARVEST PERIOD <IYEAR) PLANTED 
(ha) DIVIDE BY CROP GROUP AND DISTRICT 
1502649 I Table 26 b: AREA OF CROP (HARVEST PERIOD <IYEAR) PLANTED 
(ha) DIVIDE BY CROP GROUP AND DISTRICT IN RAINY SEASON 
150265 I Share in percent ofto凶∞n5ump担onm的組制thoutacce55 to road in 1997/1998. 
1502650 I Table 26c AREA OF CROP (HARVEST PERIOD <IYEAR) PLANTED 
(ha) DIVIDE BY CROP GROUP AND DISTRICT日曜DRYSEASON
開 51 I Tぬle27 :間協ER OF AG武ICULTURALLAND HOLDING BY AR砧
OF RICE PLANTED AND OTHER CROPS 
1502652 I Table 28: NUMBER OF AGRICULTURAL LAND HOLDING BY AREA 
OF RICE PLANTED AND DISTRICT 
l必2653 I Tめle29 a 間 MBER OF RICE GROWER BY SEASON / LAND TYPE / 
RICE TYPE / V ARIETY AND DISTRICT 
1502654 I Table 29 b: AREA OF RICE PLANI芭D(ha) BY SEASON / LAND TYPE / 
RICE TYPE / V ARIETY AND DISTRICT 
1502655 I T蜘 30 附畑EROF 氾CEGROWE路島Y SEASON / LAND 
TYPE / RICE TYPE / V ARIETY AND AREA OF PRODUCTION 
1502656 I Table 31 a 悶 MB眼目悶CE依 OWE郎 BYSEASON / LAND 
TYPE AND DISTRICT 
1502657 I Table 31 b: AREA OF RICE PLANTED (ha) BY SEASON / LAND TYPE 
AND DISTRICT 
l必2658I Table 32 町四EROF RICE GROW邸前 SEASON/ L岬
TYPE AND AREA OF LAND HOLDINGS 
!必2659I Table 33 間間部 OF 悶CEGROWE路 BYCROPPING SYS百 M
(SEASON AND LAND TYPE) AND DISTRICT 
150266 I Householdωnsumption by item groUp5 in 1997/1998 
1502660 I Table 34 : Nt爪1BEROF RICE GROWE郎 BYCROPPING SYSTEM 
(SEASON AND LAND TYPE) AND AREA OF PRODUCτION 
1502661 I Tぬle 35 : NUMBER OF GL目別OUSRICE偲 OWERS 別組副Y
SEASON BY AREA OF RICE PLANTEDIRICE TYPE AND DISTRICT 
1502662 I Table 36 a NUMBER OF RICE GROWERS BY SEASON 
1502663 I Table 36 b AREA OF RICE PLANTED (ha) BY SEASON 
1502664 I Table 37 町間MBEROF RICE GROWERS BY SEASON 
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iω665 I Table 38 CHARACTERISTICS OF CROPS小町出 period> lyear)BY 
DISTRICT 
1502666 I Table 39 CHARACTERISTICS OF CROPS (harvest period > lyear)BY 
AREA 
Is02667 I Table 40 : CHARAC担問TICSOF CROPS (h町estperiod > lye叫
Is02668 I Table 41 : NU恥IBEROF LAND HOLDING BY USE OF FERTILIZERS / 
PESTICIDES AND DISTRICT 
15悩 ωIT帥 42 間四EROFLANDHO印別G 町 U舘 OFFERTILIZERS / 
PESTICIDES AND A郎 A
150267 I Hoωehold∞叫sumptionby item group5 in 1997/1998 
1502670 I Table: 43 Number of ho凶 eholdplantation rice divide by ho岨5eholdused improve 
vanety 
1502671 I Table 44: Liv鈴ぬckrai割ng1998/1999 
1502672 I Table 45a : Number of household rai5ing liv笥ぬckdivide by district 1998/1999 
Vientiane Province 
1502673 I Table 45 b: Number oflivestock divide by type and district 
1502674 I Table 46: Number ofω明 divideby age 
1502675 I T剥 e47: Number ofbuffalo div耐 byage
IsOお76I Table 48: Number ofpig divide by age 
1502日7I Table 49: Number of goatl5heep divide by 待問
Is02678 I Tぬ，le50:Num加rof poultry divide by distr叫
1502679 I Table 51: Number ofagriculture hoωeholdperca枕ledivide by animal 
Is0268 I Ho四 :hold∞n5ump悶 andexpendit間 byregion and i蜘 g剛 lpin1997/1998. 
1502680 I Table 52:N凶nberof agricultur官 holdingwith cattle by number of animals and 
holding areas 
1502団 II Tぬ，Ie53: Number of暫 iculturehoωeholdperbu他10divide by animal 
1502682 I Table 54:Number of agriculture holding wi治 buffaloesby number of animals and 
holding areas 
1502683 I Table 55:Number of agriculture holding with pigs by number of animal5 and 
di5trict 
1502684 I Table 56:N凶nberof a伊culωreholding wi昔1pigs by number of animals and 
holding ar伺 S
Is02685 I Table 57:Number of a甚ricultureholding with 5heep/goat by number of animals and 
district 
1502五86I Table 58:Nぽnberof agriculture holding with shω:p/goat by number of animal5 and 
holdin唱~areお
1502687 I Table 59・Numberof 碍ricultureholding with poultry by number of poul官yand
district 
1502688 I T油化60:Numberof agricul制限holdingwi出5heep/goatby number of animal5 and 
holding areas 
1502689 I Tめle61:Number of agriculture holding with traditionalllocal chicken by number 
。fpo凶むyand district 
150269 I Ho制 lold∞n5ump担onand expenditure by re♂on and item group in 1997/1998 
15必2690I Table 62:N凶nberof agric凶tureholding 明治Localchicken by num泌rofanimal5
and holding areas 
15崎別1I Table ω: Agricultural holdings vaccinati∞live5tock by live由 cktype and district 
Is02692 I Table 64: A呂町凶知ralholdings vaccin滋ionliv鶴 ωckby livestock type and ar鈎




1502703 I Table 75: Characteristic ofhousehold 5 head divide by 5eX 
1502704 I Tぬ，le76・Numberofa呂田u1turehousehold divide by 5ize of household and district 
1502705 I Table 7: Number of agric凶turehωsehold divide by 5ize of ho叫5eholdand holding 
紅巳a1998/99 
1502706 I Table 78・Agriculturefarmer divide by age 
1502707 I Table 79: Number of agriculture household divide by member in household who 
have age moreせlan15 yωr old which work in economic sector in each district 
1998/99 Vientiane Province 
1502708 I Table 80: Number of household member age> 15 years old work in the economic 
5ector divide by 5ex and district 1998/99 
1502709 I Table 81: Number of household member age> 15 years old wor主inthe economic 
5ector divide by 5ex 
l回sω02幻71 I C白on5削 p帥白加0∞npa総I託悦脚t飽悶eぽrロm5
150ω27η12 I Ta必bl均e8幻2:Numb切母r。ばfh加1沿ou凶seh恥1ねoldmember a勾geρ>15 yeaお oldwork in tI也leec∞ono悶r町mt聡uc
5ector divide by 5ex 
1502715 I Table 83: Number offarmer age > 15year old divide by 5ex 
Is02718 I Table 84 : Number of farmer age > 15year old divide by 5ex 
150272 I Daily rice intake in gran宙開personby provinces and region5 in 1997/1998 
Is02721 I Table 85: Number offarmer age betw切n10・14ye釘 olddivide by working outside 
hous自hold
1502722 I Table 86: Number of farmer age > 15 yωr old do not get any wage from a昌n叫 ture
ac白羽首es divide by di5trict 1998/99 
1502724 I Table 87: Number ofagriculture farmer age >15 yωr old divide by 5ex 
1502727 I Table 88: Number of agriculture farmer a呂e> 15 year old divide by sex 
Is0273 I Household size and number of household by provinces and region5 in 1997/1998 
Is02730 I T帥 89:Agriculture household divide by used labor 
1502731 I T able 90・Agriculturehou5ehold divide by凶 edlめor
1502732 I Table 91: Agriculture household divide by month ofused labor and di5trict 
1502733 I Table 92.1 Head ofhousehold divide by ethnic group and district 
1502734 I Table 1 LAO AGRlCULTURAL CENSUS 1988/99・BASICDATA BY 
DISTRICT 
1502735 I Table 2: NU恥偲ERAND AREA OF AGRICUL TURAL HOLDINGS BY TYPE 
AND DISTRICTS 
Is02736 I Table 3 NUMBER OF AG武ICULTURALHOUSEHOLDS DIVIDE BY 
PURPOSE OF USE AND DISTRICT 
Is02737 I Table 4 NUMBER OF FARl¥伍RHOUSEHOLDS DIVIDE BY PURPOSE AND 
I AREA OF PRODUCED 
1502738 I Table 5 a NUMBER OF AGRICULTURAL HOUSEHOLDS DIVIDE BY 
I AREA PRODUCED AND DISTRICT 
1502739 I Table 5 b A依 ICULTURAL AREA (ha) DIVIDE BY HOLD酎GAND 
DISTRICT 
Is0274 I Health environment and prevention by provinces釦 dregions in 1997/1998 
Is02740 I Table 6 FRAG恥fENTATIONOF LAND HOLDINGS BY DISTRICT 
1502741 I Table 7 FRAG加fENTA TION OF LAND HOLDINGS BY AREA 
1502742 I Table 8: NUMBER OF LAND HOLDERS DIVIDE BY CHARACτ'ERISτlCSOF 
LAND USE AND DISTRICT 
Is02743 I Table 9: NU加ffiEROF LAND HOLDERS DIVIDE BY CHARACTERISTICS OF 
I LAND USE AND AREA 1998/99 
1502744 I Table 10: NU恥担BEROF LAND HOLDERS DIVIDE BY CHARACTERISTICS 
OF LAND USE AND DISTRICT 1998/99 
1502745 I Table 1: NUMBER OF LAND HOLDERS BY AREA FOR EACH LAND 
TENURE TYPE AND AREA OF PRODUCTION 
問 46I Table 12 間四EROFL畑町ANDPAYMENT四 OCEDUREDIVIDE 
BYDISTRICT 
1502747 I Table ¥3: 悶ル侶EROF LAND OWNER WHO RENT AL LAND DIVIDE BY 
I ARE 
1502748 I Table 14 a: NU恥⑬蕊ROF LAND HOLDERS BY LAND USE AND DISTRICT 
1502749 I Table 14 b: AGR則ICULTじREARI主~DIV、IDl忘~BY LAND USE AND DISTRICT 
i回sω02幻75 I H恥e叫必tめh5ervice5 b匂yP研rov羽1蹴r
15同sω02幻75鉛oI τ昌必ble1ω以5念 N肌U爪乱侶E回ROωFP限RODUC口τ百10NA成READIVIDE BY IRR悶lGATηION
USE AND DISTRICT 
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1502751 I Table 16: NU悶 ERAND AREA OF LAND HO印 'ING BY IRR1GATION 
USE AND AREA OF PRODUCTION 
1502752 I Table 17: NU加ffiER OF LAND HOLDER BY PERIOD OF LAND 
I EXTENSION AND DISTRICT 
1502753 I Table 18: NU恥ffiER OF LAND HOLDER BY PERIOD OF LAND 
I EXTENSION AND AREA 
1502754 I Table 19: AREA OF PRODUCTION (ha) BY PERIOD OF LAND 
EXTEi呼SIONAND DISTRICT 
1502755 I Table 20: CULτlVAτION AREA WHICH EXTENSION LAST YEAR DIVIDE 
1 BY DISTRICT 
1502756 I Table21: CULTIVATION INTENSITYBY DISTRICT 
1502757 I T，めle22: CULTIVA TION INTENSITY BY AREA OF PRODUCTION 
Is02758 I Table 23・ NUMI認R OF CROPS( HARVEST PERIOD < 1 YEAR) 
CULTIV ATED BY EACH CROP TYPE 
1502759 I Table 24 a: NUMBER OF CROP (HARVEST PERIOD <1 YEAR) GROWERS 
BY CROP GROUP AND DISTRICT 
150276 I Health indicato時均Provincesand regions in 1997/1998. 
1502760 I Table 24 b: Nill.偲回 OF CROP (HARVEST PERIOD <1 YEAR) GROWERS 
BY CROP GROUP AND DISTRICT IN RAINY SEASON 
1502761 I T able 24 c: NlJI¥.窃ER OF CROP (HARVEST PERIOD <1 YEAR) GROWERS 
BY CROP GROUP AND DIST双1CTIN DRY SEASON 
腕加 ITableお即MBER OF AGRlCUL叩 RALHOLDING GROWING CROP 
(HARVEST PERIOD <IYEAR) IN SMALL AREA CROP AND SCAτTERED 
CROPS BY CROP GROUP AND DISTRICT 
1502763 I Tめle26 a: AREA OF CROP (服.VEST四∞ <1YEAR) PLANTED 
(ha) DIVIDE BY CROP GROUP AND DISTRICT 
1502764 I Table 26 b: AREA OF CROP (HARVEST PERIOD <IYEAR) PLANTED 
(ha) DIVIDE BY CROP GROUP AND DISτ'RICTINRA町YSEASON
i叫 765I T脱抑:AREA OF CROP (地問ST.PERIOD <1 Y蹴)孔ANTED
(ha) DIVIDE BY CROP GROUP AND DISTRICT IN DRY SEASοN 
15ω766 I Table 27 間 MBER OF AGRlCULTURAL LAND HOLDING BY AREA 
OF RICE PLANTED AND OTHER CROPS 
Is02767 I Table 28司 NU恥ffiER OF AGRICUL TURAL LAND HOLDING BY AREA 
OF RICE PLANTED AND DISTRICT 
Is02768 I Table 29 a: NUMBER OF RICE GROWER BY SEASON / LAND TYPE / 
RICE TYPE / V ARIETY AND DISTRICT 
1502769 I Table 29 b: AREA OF RICE PLANTED (ha) BY SEASON / LAND TYPE / 
RICE TYPE / V ARIETY AND DISTRICT 
150277 I Edl同 tion5ervices and qua1ity by Provinces and regions in 1997/1998 
1502770 I Table 30 NUお1BEROF RICE GROWERS BY SEASON / LAND 
TYPE / RICE TYPE / V ARIETY AND AREA OF PRODUCTION 
1502771 I Table 31 a : NU勘ffiEROF RICE GROWERS BY SEASON / LAND 
TYPE AND DISTRICT 
1502772 I Table 31 b: AREA OF RICE PLANτ'ED (ha) BY SEASON / LAND TYPE 
I AND DISTRICT 
1502773 I Table 32 NU乱征~ER OF RICE GROWERS BY SEASON / LAND 
TYPE AND AREA OF LAND HOLD町GS
1502774 I Table 33 ・ NUMBEROF RICE GROWERS BY CROPPING SYSTEM 
(SEASON AND LAND TYPE) AND DISTRICT 
凶 2775I Table 34 肌民館眼目刻印 GROWERS BY CROPPING SYSTEM 
(SEASON AND LAND TYPE) AND A 
m Tide 
附 83I Tぬle 41 NlTh包EROF LAND HOillING BY USE OF FERTILIZERS 1 
PESTIC由ESAND DISTRICT 
1502784 I Table 42 NtTh侶EROF LAND HOill到G BY USEOF FE悶1LIZERS1 
PESTICIDES AND AREA 
1502785 I Tめle:43 Number of ho凶 eholdplanta白onrice divide by household凶 edimprove 
vanety 
1502786 I Table 44: L附蜘ckrai5ing 1998/1999 
1502787 I Table 45a守N山首berofhousehold rai5ing livestock divide by di5trict 
1502788 I Table 45 b: Number ofliv笛 tockdivide by type釦 ddi狩 lct
1502789 I Table 46・Numberof∞wdivide by age 
150279 I Percentage of Households ACCes5 to land and productive assets by針。vince5and 
region5 in 1997/1998. 
1502790 I Table 47: Number ofbuffa1o divide by a畠B
1502791 I Table 48・Numberofpig divide by age 
1502792 I Table 49・Numberof goaν'5heep divide by age 
1502793 I Tab1e 50: Number ofpou1try di明deby di踏切t
1502794 I Table 51: N聞 berof agriculture househo1d per catle divide by animal and di間出
1502795 I Table 52:Number of粍lrIculturehol必ngwithω甘leby number of animal5 and 
holding areas 
1502796 I Table 53: Number of agricultぽeho凶eholdper buffaloes divide by animal and 
di5tricts 
1502797 I Table 54:Number of agriculωre加1dingwith buffaloes by number of animal5釦 d
holding areas 
1502798 I Table 55・Numberof a宰riculturehol必ngwith pigs by number of animal5 and 
di5triC隠











1502800 I Table 57:Number of agric叫turehol必ngwith 5heep/goats by number of animals 
釦 ddistrict5 
1502801 I Table 58:Number of agric凶tureholding with sh民p/goatby number of animal5 and 
holding areas 
1502802 I Table 59:Number of agriculture holding with poultry by number of poul汀yand
di5triCts 
1502803 I Table 60:Number of agriculture holding with 5heep/goat by number of animal5 and 
holding arωs 
1502804 I Table 61泊lII1berof agriculture holding with traditionalllocal chicken by number 
ofpoul訂yand di5trict 
Is02805 I Table 62:Number of 姥nc叫tureholding with Local chicken by number of anima15 
and holding ar，ωs 
1502806 I Tab1e 63: Agric凶turalholdings vaccination 1ivestock by 1ivestock ty抑制ddistrict 
1502807 1 Tab1e 64: Agricultural ho1ding5 vaccina加 nlive5tock by 1ive抑 cktype and holding 
areas 
1502808 I Tab1e 65: Number of agricultural holdings using agricultural machinery by 
machinery type and di鰭lCt
1502809 I Table 66: Number of Agricultural household using a伊culturalmachinery by type of 
machinery and distriCt5 
150281 1 Agricultural production 
1502810 I Table 67: Number of Agric叫turalhousehold凶 ingagricultural roachinery by type of 
machinery and holding areas 
1502811 I Table 68: Number of Agricultural ho凶 eholdusing agric凶附必 maぬineryby type of 
machinery 
1502812 I T，ぬle69: Fore坑ryactivitie5 in the agricultural household by di5triCts 
iωs誠叫0ω28叩1η3I Tabぬ仙l凶e7初0:F，悶s問甘町y帥叩叫i悶e郎sin伽勾叩目巾山r叫a1h恥ぬ削ou脚s鈎誠蜘e1
150位2814I Tab1e 71: Nぜ凶nb悌eroぱfh加0凶巴h加101凶dr.悶担邸s釘in時g自d泊ld必ivi叫d必eby自s必htype  
1502815 I Tぬle72・Numberofhouseho1d practice fi5hery酬明制deby type of fishery and 
di5tricts 
問 816I Tableな Numberofh悩 eholdpractice自治的帥叫mo伽抑制deby type 
of fi5hery and di5tricts 
Is02817 I Tめle74: Number of agriculture hoωehold divide by a喜e
1502818 I Table 75: Characteri鉛cofhousehold 5 head divide by sex 
1502819 I Table 76: Number of agri叫 tureho四 holddivide by 5ize ofhousehold and distri出





Is02820 I Table 77: N山nberof agriculωre ho凶eholddivide by 5ize of household and holding 
ar描 1998/1999Vientiane Municipality 
1502821 I Table 78: Agriculture farmer divide by a喜e
Is02822 I Table 79: Number of agriculture household divide by member in ho凶 eholdwho 
have age more出飢 15year old which work in e∞nomic sector in each district 
1998/99 Vientiane Municipality 
Is02823 I Tめle80: Num恥rof hou鵠holdmember agρ15 y問。Idwork in伽悶nonuc
5ecぬrdivide by sex and di訴ric飴 1998/99
Is02824 I Table 81: Number of household member age> 15 years old work in the e∞nomlc 
sector divide by sex 
Is02827 I Table 82・Numberofho協eholdmember age> 15 years old work in the economic 
sector divide by sex 
Is0283 1 Ho凶eholdbusiness 
Is02830 I Table 83・Numberof farmer age > 15year old divide by 5ex 
Is02833 I Table 84・Numberof farmer age > 15year old divide by 5ex 
1502836 I Table 85: Number of farmer age between 10・14year old divide by working 
insidelout5ide household 
Is02837 I Table 86・Numberof farmer age > 15 yぬrold do not get any wage from agriculture 
activities divide by districts 
150284 I Productivities by sector 
1502840 I Table 87: Number of伊仙附farmerage > 1 5 y問。Id制 deby 5ex 
Is02843 I Table 88: N町民rofa伊叫turefarmer age > 15 year old divide by 5ex 
Is02846 I Table 89: Agriculture ho凶ぬ。Iddivide byωedlめor
Is02847 I Table 90: Agriculture household divide by凶 edlぬor
Is02848 I Table 91: Agriculturehousehold divide by month of凶 edlぬ。r anddi鈎lCts
Is02849 I Table 92.1 Head ofhouseho1d divide by ethnic group and district 
150285 I Household investments in housing 
Is02850 I Table 92 : Charectoristic5 of agriculture household divide by ethnic of hoωehold s 
he必
1502851 I Table 1 LAO AGRlCULTURAL CENSUS 1ヲ88/9ヲ:BASIC DATA BY 
DISTRICT 
附 52I Tめle2: NUMBER AND AREA OF AGRlCは叩貼L HOill剖GSBY TYPE 
AND DISTRICTS 
1502853 I Table 3 NUMBER OF AGRICULTURAL HOUSEHOillS DIVIDE BY 
PURPOSE OF USE AND DISTRICT 
1502854 I Table 4 NtTh偲EROF FAro.伍RHOUSEHOLDS DIVIDE BY PURPOSE AND 
AREA OF PRODUCED 
1502855 I Table 5 a NUMBER OF AGRlCULTURAL HOUSEHOLDS DIVIDE BY 
AREA PRODUCED AND DISTRICT 
1502856 I Table 5 b AGRICULTURAL AREA (ha) DIVIDE BY HOillING AND 
DISTRICT 
1502857 I Table 6 FRAG加目ENTATION OF LAND HOLDINGS BY DISTRICT 
1502858 1 Table 7 FRAGMENT ATION OF LAND HOillINGS BY AREA 
1502859 I Table 8: NU加ffiEROF LAND HOLDERS DIVIDE BY CHA浪ACTERlSTICSOF 
LAND USE AND DISTRICT 
Is0286 I 1¥匂ineconomic activities for pop由加n10+ 
側 60I TぬM 削減ROF LAND HOLDERS DIVIDE BY CHARACTERlSTICS OF 
LAND USE AND AREA 1998/99 
Is02861 I Table 10: NU加ffiEROF LAND HOillERS DIVIDE BY CHARACTERlSTICS 
OF LAND USE AND DISTRICT 1998/99 
1502862 I Table 1: NU島信EROF LAND HOLDERS BY AREA FOR EACH LAND 
TENURE TYPE AND AREA OF PRODUCTION 
側 63I Tめle12: 附l¥ffiEROF LAND RENT AND PAY陥 NTPR'町四国 DIVIDE
BYDISTRICT 
1502864 I Table 13: NUMBER OF LAND OWNER WHO RENTAL LAND DIVIDE BY 
ARE 
1502865 I Table 14 a: NUMBER OF LAND HOLDERS BY LAND USE AND DISTRICT 
Is02866 I Table 14 b: AGRICULTURE ARE DIVIDE BY LAND USE AND DISTRlCT 
1502867 I Table 15: 、ru乱侶EROF PRODUCTION AREA DIVIDE BY IRRlGA TION 
USE AND DISTRICT 
1502868 I Table 16: 問l¥ffiERAND AREA OF LAND HO印 ING BY蜘 GATION
USE AND AREA OF PRODUCTION 
問 69I Table 17: 問問ER OF LAND HOill眼前PERlODOF LAND 
EXTENSION AND DISTRICT 
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Is0287 I Number of perso明sby main activity during昔le1制 7days.拘置明日時es
Is02870 I Table 18: NU乱偲ER OF LAND HOLDER BY PERIOD OF LAND 
I EXTENSION AND AREA 
Is02871 I Table 19: AREA OF PRODUCTION (ha) BY PERIOD OF LAND 
EXTENSION AND DISTRICT 
Is02872 I Table 20: CULTIVATION AREA W四CHEXTENSION LAST YEAR DIVIDE 
BYDISTRlCT 
Is02873 I Tぬle2l: CULTIVATION INTENSlTYBY DISTRICT 
Is02874 I Table 22・ CULTIVATION INτ'ENSITY BY AREA OF PRODUCTION 
Is02875 I Table 23: Nl処偲ER OF CROPS( HARVEST PERIOD く 1 YEAR) 
CULTIV A TED BY EACH CROP TYPE 
Is02876 I Table 24 a: NillvIBER OF CROP (HARVEST PERlOD <1 YEAR) GROWERS 
BY CROP GROUP AND DISTRICT 
Is02877 I Table 24 b: NtTh侶ER OF CROP (HARVEST PERlOD <1 YEAR) GROWERS 
BY CROP GROUP AND DISTRICT IN RAINY SEASON 
Is02878 I Table 24 c: NtTh侶ER OF CROP (HARVEST PERIOD <1 YEAR) GROWERS 
BY CROP GROUP AND DISTRICT IN DRY SEASON 
Is仰 79I Table 25 間間関 OFAGRICUL叩 RALHOLDING侃 OWINGCROP 
(HARVEST PERIOD く1YEAR) IN SMALL AREA CROP AND SCATτ'ERED 
CROPS BY CROP GROUP AND DISTRICT 
Is0288 I Household employment by activity. Percentage of加urs
Is02880 I Table 26 a: AREA OF CROP (HARVEST PERlOD <IYEAR) PLANTED 
(ha) DIVIDE BY CROP GROUP AND DISTRICT 
Is02881 I Table 26 b: AREA OF CROP (HARVEST PERlOD <IYEAR) PLANTED 
(ha) DIVIDE BY CROP GROUP AND DISTRICT凹 RA町YSEASON
Is02882 I Table 26c AREA OF CROP (HARVEST PERIOD <1 YEAR) PLANTED 
(ha) DIVIDE BY CROP GROUP AND DISTRICT IN DRY SEASON 
Is02883 I Table 27: NU勘飽ER OF AG阻CULTURALLAND HOLDING BY AREA 
OF胆CEPLANτ'EDAND OTHER CROPS 
Is02884 I Table 28: NU瓦ffiER OF AGRlCULTURAL LAND HOLDING BY AREA 
OF RICE PLANTED AND DISTRICT 
Is02885 I Table 29 a: NillvIBER OF RICE GROWER BY SEASON / LAND TYPE / 
RICE TYPE / V ARlETY AND DISTRICT 
Is02886 I Table 29 b: AREA OF RlCE PLANTED (ha) BY SEASON / LAND TYPE / 
RICE TYPE / V ARIETY AND DISTRICT 
協 887I Tぬle 30 則 MBEROF RICE GROWE郎 BYSEAS側/LAND 
TYPE / RlCE TYPE / V ARlETY AND AREA OF PRODUCTION 
Is02888 I Table 31 a NtTh侶EROF RICE GROWERS BY SEASON / LAND 
TYPE AND DISTRICT 
Is02889 I Table 31 b: A阻 AOF RICE PLANTED (ha) BY SEASON / LAND TYPE 
AND DISTRICT 
Is0289 I Time use for economic activities 
Is02890 I Table 32 NU恥俗EROF RICE GROWERS BY SEASON / LAND 
TYPE AND AREA OF LAND HOLDINGS 
i抑制 ITable 33 問問EROF 沼田 GROWE魁 BYCROPP町GSYS租 M
(SEASON AND LAND TYPE) AND DISTRICT 
協腕 ITめle 34 別協砥 OF RlCE GROWERS BY CROPPING SYS百 M
(SEASON AND LAND TYPE) AND AREA OF PRODUCTION 
Isω側0
SEASON BY AREA OF RICE PLANτ1玄:lD/尽RI蛇CETYPE AND DISTRICT 
Is02894 I Taぬblぬe 36a NUMlヨEROF RICE GROWERS BY SEASON 
Is02895 I Table 36 b AREA OF RICE PLANTED (ha) BY SEASON 
Is02896 I Table 37 NU乱ffiEROF RICE GROWERS BY SEASON 
Is02897 I Table 38 CHARACTERlSTICS OF CROPS (harvest period > lyear)BY 
DISTRICT 
Is02898 I Table 39 CHARACTERISTICS OF CROPS (harv制 period> lyear)BY 
AREA 
Is02899 I Table 40 ‘ CHARACTERlSTICS OF CROPS (h絃vestperiod > Iyear) 
Is0290 I 蜘勉inr邸trictionfor not eaming mo陪 money
Is02900 I Table 41 NillvIBER OF LAND HOLDING BY USE OF FERTILIZERS / 
PESTICIDES AND DISTRICT 
Is02901 I Table 42 NU旧限OFLANDHOLD酎G BY USE OF FERTILIZERS / 
PESTICIDES AND AREA 
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m Title 
Is02902 Table: 43 Number of ho凶 eholdplantation rice divide by household凶 edimprove 
V飢 ety
Is02903 Table 44: Liv回 ockraising 1998/1999 
Is02904 Table 45a : Number of household raising Iivestock divide by district 
Is02905 Table 45 b: Number of Iivestock divide by type and district 
Is02906 Table 46: Number of∞w divide by age 
Is02907 Table 47: Number ofbuffalo divide by age 
Is02908 Table 48: Number of pig divide by age 
Is02909 Table 49: Number of goat/sheep divide by age 
Is0291 Income 
Is02910 Table 50: Number ofpoultry divide by distrIct 
Is029 1 1 Table 51: Number of agriculture hoωぬoldperca枕ledivide by animal and districぉ
Is02912 Table 52:Number of agriculture holding with cattle by number of animals釦d
holding ar<偲 S
Is029 13 Table 53: Number of a呂田u1turehousehold per buffaloes divide by animal and 
disむlCts
Is02914 Table 54:Number of agriculture holding with buffaloes by number of animals and 
holding areas 
Is029 1 5 Table 55:Number of agriculture holding wiめ pigsby number of animals and 
districts 
Is029 1 6 Table 56:Number of agriculture holding 明治 pigsby number of animals and 
holding ar拙 S
Is02917 τぬle57:Number of agriculture hol必ng糊 thsheep/，即時 bynumber of animals 
anddβ釦cts
Is02918 Table 58:Number of agriculture holding wi昔1sheep/goat by number of animals and 
holding areas 
Is02919 Table 59:Number of agric凶tureholding with poultry by number of po叫町 and
districts 
Is0292 Possession of durable g<∞ds 
Is02920 Table 60:Number of agriculture holding with sheep/goat by number of animals and 
holding arωs 
Is02921 Table 61:Number of agriculture holding with traditional/l∞al chicken by number 
ofpo叫句'anddistrict 
Is02922 Table 62:Number of a串ricultureholding with Local chicken by number of animals 
andhol必ngareas 
Is02923 Table 63: Agricultural holdings vaccination livesぬckbylive針。cktype and district 
Is02924 Table 64: A伊culturalholdings vaccination livestock by Iivestock ty抑制dhol必ng
areas 
Is02925 Table 65: Number of agricul知ralholdings using agricultural machinery by 
maぬinerytype and distrIct 
Is02926 Table 66: Number of Agricultural household using agricultural machinery by type of 
machinery and distrIcts 
Is02927 Table 67: Number of Agricultural household using agricultural machinery by type of 
machinery and holding areas 
Is02928 Table 68: Number of Agric叫turalhoωehold凶 ngagricultural machinery by type of 
machinery 
Is02929 Table 69: For剖 ryactivities in the agricultural household by districts 
Is0293 Agriculture practices 
Is02930 Table70: F医師ryactivities in the a喜nc叫turalho凶 eholdby holding areas 
Is02931 Table 71: Number ofhousehold raising fish divide by fish守pe
Is02932 Table 72: Number ofhousehold practice fishery ac討vitydivide by type of日shery組 d
districぉ
Is02933 Table 73: Number ofhousehold prac白cefishery activity in other type divide by type 
offishery凱 ddistricts 
Is02934 Table 74: Number of agriculture household divide by age 
Is02935 Table 75: Characteristic ofhousehold s head divide by sex 
Is02936 Table 76: Number of agriculture household divide by size of household and distrIc包
Is02937 Table 77: Number of agriculture household divide by size of household and holding 
areぉ 1998/1999Xayaboury province 
Is02ヲ38 Table 78: Agriculture farmer divide byage 
Is02939 Table 79・Numberof agriculture household divide by member in ho凶 eholdwho 
have age more廿lan15 Yωr old which work in economic sector in each di掠lCt
1998/99 Xayaboury province 
Is0294 Dependency rate 
m Title 
15029ωIT剥 e80: Number of ho附 holdmember age> 15 y悶 Sold work in加制目。mlC
sector divide by 5ex and di柑lCお1998/99
1502941 I Table 81: Number of household member age> 15 yぬお oldwork in theωonomlC 
sector divide by 5ex 
1502944 I Table 82: Number of household member age> 15 yぬお oldwork i目白ee∞nOIl1lC
鎚ctordivide by 5ex 
1502947 I Table 83: Numberoffarmer age >15yearold divide by 5ex 
150295 I Pop由白one訪問tesby age and 5母x.Numb間 andpercentage5 
1502950 I Table 84・Numberoffarmer age > 15year old divide by 5ex 
1502953 I Table 85: Number of farmer age between 10・14Y鎚rold divide by working 
in5idelout5ide hoωehold 
1502954 I Table 86: Number of farmer age > 15 yぬrold do not get any wage from agricultur官
activitie書 divideby distriCt5 
1502957 I Table 87: Number of agriculture fl叩 nerag申>15 year old divide by 5ex 
150296 I Popula畑醐制的yprovmces
1502960 I Table 88: Number of agriculture farmer age > 15 y館。Iddivideby 蹴
1502963 I Table 89: Agri叫 turehoωehold divide by used 1めor
1502964 I Table 90・Agriculturehousehold divide byωed抽or
1502965 I Tめle91: Agriculture household divide by mo自由ofusedl伽 r and dis創出
1502966 I Table 92.1 He必ofho凶 eholddivide by ethnic group and district 
1502967 I Table 1 LAO AGRICULTURAL CENSUS 1988/99 : BASIC DATA BY 
DISTRICT 
1502968 I Table 2悶悶ERAND AREA OF A側 CULTURAL 即日制邸前 TYPE
AND DISTRICTS 
1502969 I Table 3 NUMBER OF AGRICULTURAL HOUSEHOLDS DIVID五 BY
PURPOSE OF USE AND DISTRICT 
150297 I Pop凶副onestimates by age in凶 alareぉ withand wi出outacceぉtoro必.
1502970 I Table 4 NU乱侶EROF FAID.-伍RHOUSEHOLDS DMDE BY PURPOSE AND 
AREA OF PRODUCED 
1502971 I Tめle5 a 問湘邸 OFAGRICULTURAL HOUSEHOLDS DIVIDE BY 
AREA PRODUCED AND DISTRICT 
1502972 I Table 5 b AGRICULTURAL AREA (ha) DIVIDE BY HOLD酎 G AND 
DISTRICT 
1502973 I Table 6 FRAG蜘司ENTA TION OF LAND HOLDINGS BY DISτ'RICT 
1502974 I Table 7 FRAG匙伍NTA TION OF LAND HOLDINGS BY AREA 
1502975 I Table 8: NU弘ffiEROF LAND HOLDERS DMDE BY CHARACl主RISTICSOF 
LAND USE AND DISTRICT 
1502976 I Table 9: NU加ffiEROF LAND HOLDERS DIVIDE BY CHARACTERISτ1CSOF 
LAND USE AND AREA 1998/99 
1502977 I Table 10: NUMBER OF LAND HOLDERS DIVIDE BY CHARACTERISTICS 
OF LAND USE AND DISTRICT 1998/99 
1502978 I Table 1: NU加到BEROF LAND HOLDERS BY A浪EAFOR EACH LAND 
TENURE TYPE AND AREA OF PRODUCTION 
1502979 I Table 12 悶 MBEROF LAND RENT AND PAYMENT PROC印 UREDMDE
BYDISTRICT 
150298 I Number of households and household 5ize in a同胞areas.
1502980 I Table 13: NU恥担BEROF LAND OWNER WHO RENTAL LAND DIVIDE BY 
ARE 
1502981 I Table 14 a: NU勘ffiEROF LAND HOLDERS BY LAND USE AND DISTRICT 
1502982 I Table 14 b: AGRICULTURE ARE DIVIDE BY LAND US氾ANDDISTRICT 
1502983 I Table 15: Nl)1.侶EROF PRODUCTION AREA DIVIDE BY IRRIGATION 
USEANDDISτ'RICT 
1502984 I Table 16: NU恥ffiERAND AREA OF LAND HOLDING BY IRRIGA TION 
USE AND AREA OF PRODUCTION 
1502985 I Tぬle肌問問砿 OFLAND HOLDER BY P回 ODOF LAND 
EXτENSION AND DISτ'RICT 
1502986 I Table 18: 問 MBER OF LAND HOLDER BY PERIOD OF LAND 
EXTENSION AND AREA 
1502987 I Table 19: AREA OF PRODUCTION (ha) BY PERIOD OF LAND 
EXTENSION AND DISTRICT 
1502988 I Table 20: CULTIV ATION AREA W班CHEXl主NSIONLAST YEAR DMDE 
BYDISTRICT 
1502989 I Table 21: CULTIVATION 別TENSITYBY DISTRICT 
150299 I Number ofhousehold businesse5 by province5 
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即 Title
1502990 I Table22: CULTIVATION 町TENSITYBY AREA OF PRODUCTION 
1502991 I Table 23・ NUMBER OF CROPS( HARVEST PERIOD < 1 YEAR) 
CULTIV ATED BY EACH CROP TYPE 
1502992 I Table 24 a : NU恥IBER OF CROP (HARVEST PERIOD <1 YEAR) GROWERS 
BY CROP GROUP AND DISTRICT 
1502993 I Table 24 b: NUMBER OF CROP (HARVEST PERIOD <1 YEAR) GROWERS 
BY CROP GROUP AND DISTRICT IN RAINY SEASON 
1502994 I Table 24 c: Nl)1.偲ER OF CROP (HARVEsT PERIOD <1 YEAR) GROWERS 
BY CROP GROUP AND DISTRICT IN DRY SEASON 
1502995 I Table 25: NUMBER OF AGRICULTURAL HOLDING GROWING CROP 
(HARVEST PERIOD <IYEAR) IN SMALL AREA CROP AND SCATTERED 
CROPS BY CROP GROUP AND DISTRICT 
1502996 I Table 26 a: AREA OF CROP (HARVEST PERIOD <IYEAR) PLANTED 
(ha) DIVIDE BY CROP GROUP AND DISτ'RICT 
1502997 I Tぬle26 b: AREA OF CROP 但ARVESTPERIOD <IYEAR) PLANτED 
(ha) DIVIDE BY CROP GROUP AND DISTRICT IN RAINY SEASON 
1502998 I Tめle26c AREA OF CROP (HARVEST P悶 OD<1粗鋼 PLANTED。a)DIVIDE BY CROP GROUP AND DISTRICT剖 DRYSEASON
1502999 I Table 27: NU恥悠ER OF AGRICUL TURAL LAND HOLDING BY AREA 
OF RICE PLANTED AND OTHER CROPS 
150300 I Percent ofho蹴 holdswith busines5 by provinces and region5. 
1503000 I Table 28: NUMBER OF AGRICUL TURAL LAND HOLDING BY AREA 
OF RICE PLANTED AND DISTRICT 
1503001 I Table 29 a: NU勘IBER OF RICE GROWER BY SEASON / LAND TYPE / 
RICE TYPE / V ARIETY AND DISTRICT 
1503002 I Table 29 b: AREA OF RICE PLANTED (ha) BY SEASON / LAND TYPE / 
RICE TYPE / V ARIETY AND DISTRICT 
1503003 I Table 30 NU恥IBEROF RICE GROWERS BY SEASON / LAND 
TYPE / RICE TYPE / V ARIETY AND AREA OF PRODUCτ10N 
1503004 I Table 31 a Nl)1.偲EROF RICE GROWERS BY SEASON / LAND 
I TYPE AND DISTRICT 
1503005 I Table 31 b: AREA OF RICE PLANTED (ha) BY SEASON / LAND TYPE 
AND DISTRICT 
1503006 I Table 32 : NUMBER OF RICE GROWERS BY SEASON / LAND 
TYPE AND AREA OF LAND HOLD別GS
1503007 I Table 33 Nl.ルIBEROF RICE GROWERS BY CROPP町G SYSTEM 
(SEASON AND LAND TYPE) AND DISTRICT 
1503008 I Table 34 悶 MBEROF 悶CEG良OWERS BY CROPP剖 G SYSTEM 
(SEASON AND LAND TYPE) AND AREA OF PRODUCTION 
1503009 I Table 35 NU恥俗EROF GLUTINOUS RICE GROWERS IN RA邸Y
SEASON BY AREA OF RICE PLANTEDIRICE TYPE AND DISTRICT 
150301 I Percent of ho凶 eholdswith any income or∞総合ombusines5es by province5 and 
regions in 1997/98. 
1503010 I Table 36 a NU恥由BEROF RICE GROWERS BY SEASON 
1503011 I Table 36 b AREA OF RICE PLANTED (ha) BY SEASON 
1503012 f Table 37 NU恥IBEROF RICE GROWERS BY SEASON 
15030¥3 I Table 38 : CHARACTERISTICS OF CROPS (Harvest period > lyear)BY 
DISTRICT 
1503014 I Table 39 CHARAC叩隠STICSOF CROPS (日前総tperiod > lyear)BY 
AREA 
1503015 I Table 40 : CHARACTERISTICS OF CROPS (Harvest period > 1 year) 
1503016 I Table 41 : NUMBER OF LAND HOLD剖G BY USE OF FERTILIZERS / 
PESTICIDES AND DISTRICT 
凶 3017I Table 42 NUMBER OF LAND HOLD闘 G BY USE OF路氏.TILIZERS/ 
PESTICIDES AND AREA 
1503018 I Table: 43 Number of household planta凶 nrice divide by household l出 dimprove 
V釦 ety
1503019 I Table44: Liv俗的ckrai5ing 1998/1999 
150302 I Revenue and ∞sts from hoωehold business. Million Kip. Annual Data 
m Title 
1503020 Tぬ le45a : Number of hoωehold rai5ing live5tock divide by district 199811 999 
XA YSOMBOON Special Region 
1503021 Table 45 b: Number of liv回 ockdivide by type and district 
Is03022 Table46・Numberof cow divide by a畠邑
Is03023 Table 47: Number ofbuffalo divide by a畠E
Is03024 Table 48: Number ofpig divide by age 
Is03025 Table 49: Number of goatl5heep divide by age 
1503026 Table 50: Numberofpoultry divide by district 
1503027 Table 51: Num詰erof agriculture ho凶eholdper cat1e divide by animal 
1503028 Table 52:Number of agricultぽeholding with cat1e by number of釦 imal5and 
holding arぬS
1503029 Table 53: Number of agriculture ho凶eholdper buffalo divide by animal 
150303 Time凶 e.By childrenladult5 and 5ex. 
1503030 Table 54:Number of 待問u1tureholding with buffaloes by number of animal5 and 
holdingar民民
1503031 Table 55:Number of agriculture holding with pigs by number of animal5組d
di5甘1ct
1503032 Table 56:Number of agricu加rehol必ng刷出 pigsby number of animal5 and 
holding areas 
1503033 Table 57:Number of agriculture holding 明治sh田p/goatby number of animals and 
di5trict 
1503034 Table 58:Number of agriculture holding with 5h閃p/goatby number of animal5 and 
hol ding areas 
1503035 Table 59:Number of a喜ricul知reholding with poultry by number of poul町 and
district 
1503036 Table 60・Numberof agric叫tureholding with sheep/goat by number of animal5 and 
holding ar儲 S
1503037 Table 61:Number of a伊 C山山ehol必ngwith釘泌itional/localchicken by number 
。fpo凶町組ddi5triCt 
1503038 Table 62:Number of agriculture holding with u>cal chicken by number of animal5 
and holding ar儲 S
1503039 Table 63: Agricultural holdings vacαnation liv凶tockby livestock type and district 
150304 Adults time use by sex and by region 
1503040 Tめle64: Agricultural holdings vaccination livestock by livestock type and area 
1503041 Table 65: Number of agricultural holdings 凶 nga伊 cultural 脳 chineryby 
machinery type and di5訂lct
Is03042 Table 66: Number of Agricultural hou5ehold using agriculωral machinery by type of 
machinery and di5triCt 
1503043 Table 67: Number of Agriculωral h。凶ehold凶ingagricul知ralmachinery by type of 
machinery and area 
1503044 Table 68: N剛 berof Agricultural household凶mg帯 i叫 turalmachinery by type of 
machinery 
1503045 Table 69: For，係官yactJV1t1e5 m吐1ea畠riculturalhousehold by di5triCt 
1503046 Table 70: For路町ac白川iesin the agricultural household by area 
1503047 Table 71: Number ofhousehold rai5ing fish divide by fish type 
1503048 Table 72: Number ofhousehold practice 缶詰eryactivity divide by type of f1shery and 
di5むlct
1503049 Table 73: Number ofhousehold practice fi5hery activity in other type divide by type 
。ffi5hery and di5triCt 
150305 Timeuse by cl邸5e5of poverty 
1503050 Table 74: Number of agriculture ho凶eholddivide byage 
1503051 Table 75: Char鉱teristicofhousehold 5 head divide by 5ex 
1503052 Table 76: Number of agriculture ho凶eholddivide by 5ize of ho凶ぬoldanddi鈎lCt
1503053 Table 77: Number of agriculture household divide by 5ize of ho凶 ehold鉛 dholding 
紅関 1998/99
1503054 Table 78: Agriculture farmer divide by age 
1503055 Table 79: Number of姥riculturehousehold divide by member in household who 
have age more than 15 year old対lichwork in e∞nom1C secωr in each di釘1Ct
1998/99 XA YSO恥1BOONSpecial Regi∞ 
1503056 Table 80: Number of household member age> 15 ye師 oldwork in the economic 
5ector divide by 5ex and district 1998/ヲ9
1503057 Table 81: Number ofhousehold member age> 15 y伺 rsold work in吐leeconom1C 
sector divide by 5ex 
150306 Ad凶tstimeωeby p<竺型 and5ex.
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ID Title 
l 副 060 I Table 幻位:Number 。ぱfh加ぬ削ou附s総剥拙elぬhぬ凶D
s符eは0町div叫ideby 5ex 
1503063 I Tめle83:Numb釘 offarmer age > 1 5y抑制的debys開
1503066 I Table 84: Numberoffarmer age >15yearold divide by 5ex 
15030ω T枇 85:Number offarr附 agebetwee沼 10・14y問。Iddivi必 bywo巾 ngou路地
I household 
Is0307 I Time use by strata and poverty classe5. 
1503070 I Table 86: Number of farmer a喜e> 1 5 year old do not get any wa喜efrom a呂田凶ture
お包vi白es divide by di5triα1998/99 
1503072 I Table 87: Num加 ofa伊叫turefi叩 nerage > 1 5 year old divide by 5ex 
Is03075 I Table 8: Num加。fa伊 cult附 f町 ner耶 >15y問。Iddivid巴bys蹴
Isω078 I Table 89: Agric叫制限householddivide by used labor 
Is0307ヲ IT枇 90:A伊叫tureho蹴 hold必videby used labor 
IsOω30ω8 I Wor泳'kaおsemπmpがloye“d N尚umb恥加e釘roぱfh加ゆ刷u師Jr邸お5a泌E白ldpe悶 n附Itby 5鈴ectぬ蜘0町ra組ndp伊q叩Iro¥肌、vm
150ω308ωゆ I T;めiぬe9引I句Agric叫凶旬置崎eh加οu凶I崎seぬholdd必i判d白eby monthoぱfu凶5e“dlめ0依r 飢 ddi紺 1川α 
i回sω0湖 1I Table 92.1 He“ofho叫，holddi汎deby拙 nicgroup and district 
15030幻 ITable 92.2 Ch蹴刷5tiCofho附加Id5h倒的debye畦micgroup 199仰 9
15沿3083I Tぬle92.3Ch抑制臨ofh附 ehold5h崎 ddiv地 by柏町group199仰 9
15030喧4I Table 1 LAO AGRICULTURAL CENSUS 1988/99 : BASIC DATA BY 
I DISTRICT 
1503085 I Table 2: NUr.也ERAND AREA OF AGRICUL TURAL HOLDINGS BY TYPE 
AND DISTRICTS 
1503086 I Table 3 問問ER OF AGRICULTURAL HOUSEHOLDS DMDE BY 
PUR.POSE OF USE AND DISTRICT 
凶知87I Table 4 問問限 OF川畑RHOUSEHOLDS DMDE BY PURPO詑 AND
AREA OF PRODUCED 
1503088 I Table 5 a N¥J1'.偲EROF AGRICULTURAL HOUSEHOLDS DMDE BY 
AREA PRODUCED AND DISTRICT 
問 89I Tめle5 b AGRICULTURAL AREA (ha) DMDE BY HOLDING AND 
DISTRICT 
150309 I Work in agriculture by type of work and by province 
1503090 I Table 6 FRAG弘怨NTA TION OF LAND HOLDINGS BY DISTRICT 
1503091 I Table 7 FRAGl¥筏NTA'百ONOF LAND HOLDINGS BY AREA 
1503092 I Table 8: NU加ffiEROF LAND HOLDERS DMDE BY CHA'RACTERISTICS OF 
LAND USE AND DISTRICT 
1503093 I Table 9: NlルffiEROF LAND HOLDERS DMDE BY CHA'RACTERISTICS OF 
I LAND USE AND AREA 1998/99 
1503094 I Table 10: NU恥飽EROF LAND HOLDERS DMDE BY CHA'RACTERISTICS 
OF LAND USE AND DISTRICT 1998/99 
1503095 I Table 1 1: NU勘ffiEROF LAND HOLDERS BY AREA FOR EACH LAND 
TENURE TYPE AND A'REA OF PRODUCTION 
1503096 I Table 12: NUMBER OF LAND RENT AND PAYMENT PROCEDURE DMDE 
BYDISTRICT 
1503097 I Table 13: NlルffiEROF LAND OWNER WHO RENTAL LAND DMDE BY 
I ARE 
1503098 I Table 14 a: NU恥1BEROF LAND HOLDERS BY LAND USE AND DISTRICT 
1503099 I Table 14 b: AGRICULTURE ARE DMDE BY LAND USE AND DISTRICT 
! 日ouseholdbusine55 
150310 I Table 15・ NU加ffiEROF PRODUCTION A'REA DMDE BY IRRIGATION 
USE AND DISTRICT 
1503100 I Table 16: N¥J1'.俗ERAND AREA OF LAND HOLD凹G BYIRRIGATION 
USE A'ND AREA OF PRODUCTION 
馴 01I Table 17 山 ER OF LAND HO印眼前脚ODOF LAND 
EXTENSION AND DISτRICT 
1503102 I Table 18: NU恥ffiER OF LAND HOLDER BY PERIOD OF LA'ND 
EXTENSION AND A'REA 
1503103 I Table 19: A'REA OF PRODUCTION (ha) BY PERIOD OF LAND 
EXTENSION AND DISTRICT 
1503104 I Table 20: CULTIVATION A'REA W四CHEXTENSION LAST YEA'R DMDE 
BYDISTRICT 
1503105 I Table 21・ CULTIVATION 以τ"ENSITYBY DISTRICT 
1503106 I Table22: CULTIVATION INTENSITYBY A'REAOFPRODUCTION 
1503107 I Table23: NU恥偲EROF CROPS( HA'RVEST PERIOD < 1 YEA'R) 
1503108 I CUL TIV ATED BY EACH CROP TYPE 
ED Title 
1503109 I T枇 24a: NUMBER OF CROP (幽VESTPERIOD <1 YEAR) GROWERS 
BY CROP GROUP AND DISTRICT 
Is0311 I Household employment by activity， Percent ofhour5， 
1503110 I Table24b: NU乱担ER OF CROP (HARVEST PERIOD <1 YEAR) GROWERS 
BY CROP GROUP AND DISTRICT IN RAINY SEASON 
Is03111 I Table 24 c: NU乱偲ER OF CROP (HARVEST PERIOD <1 YEAR) GROWERS 
BY CROP GROUP AND DISτRICT IN DRY SEASON 
馴 12 I いT必剥帥le2お5: N悶UMBE毘R 0僻'FA倒倒IC叫U叫L山T
(HARVEST PERIOD <IYI主:AR)IN SMALL ARI:A CROP AND SCA TI玄良E豆:D
CROPS BY CROP GROUP AND DlSTRICT 
1503113 I Table 26 a: A沢EAOF CROP σも屯RVESTPERIOD <IYEAR) PLANτ'ED 
(ha) DIVIDE BY CROP GROUP AND DlS1叉1CT
1503114 I Table 26 b: ARI:A OF CROP伺ARVESTPERIOD <IYEAR) PLANτ'ED 
(ha) DIVIDE BY CROP GROUP AND DlSTRICT IN RA到YSEASON
Is03115 I Table 26c AREA OF CROP (HA VEST PERIOD <1 YEAR) PLANTED (ha) 
DIVIDE BY CROP GROUP AND DISτRICT IN DRY SEASON 
1503116 I Table 27 附 MBER OF AGRICUL TURAL LAND HOLDlNG BY AREA 
OF RICE PLAN1主DAND01壬IERCROPS
Is031l7 I Tめle28 問湖底 OFAGRICULTURAL LAND HOLDING BY AREA 
OFRICEPLANτ'ED AND DISTRICT 
Is03118 I 袖 le29 a: NUMBER OF 郎CE侃 OWERBY SEASON / LAND TYPE / 
RICE TYPE / V ARIETY AND DISTRICT 
Is03119 I Table 29 b: ARI:A OF RICE PLANTED (ha) BY SEASON (LAND TYPE / 
RICE TYPE / V ARIETY AND DISTRICT 
150312 I Mode of回.vel
1503120 I Table 30 NU乱俗EROF RICE GROWERS' BY SEASON / LAND 
TYPE / RICE TYPE / V ARIEτY AND ARI:A OF PRODUCTION 
1503121 I T的 31a NUMBER OF 応CEGROWE陪 BYSEASON / LAND 
TYPE AND DlSTRICT 
Is03122 I Table 31 b: AREA OF RICE PLANTED (ha) BY SEASON / LAND TYPE 
AND DISTRICT 
Is03123 I Table 32 NUMBER OF RICE GRO¥¥居RS BY SEASON / LAND 
TYPE AND AREA OF LAND HOLD別GS
Is03124 I Tab1e 33 間協EROF ねCE低 OWE悶 BYCROPPING SYSTEM 
(SEASON AND LAND TYPE) AND DlSTRICT 
Is03125 I Table 34 問 MBEROF 悶CE偲 OWE邸前 CROPPINGSYSTEM 
(SEASON AND LAND TYPE) AND AREA OF PRODUCTION 
Is03126 I Tめle 35 間 MBEROF GLUTINOUS脳CEG浪OWE路 INRAINY 
SEASON BY ARI:A OF RICE PLAN1主DIRICETYPE AND DlSTRICT 
Is03127 I Table 36a NlルffiEROF RICEG沢OWERS BY SEASON 
1503128 I Table 36b ARI:AOFRICEPLANTED(ha) BYSEASON 
Is03129 I Table 37 NU勘ffiEROF RICE GROWERS BY SEASON 
150313 I Village level問削on2003 
Is03130 I Table 38 CHARACTERISTICS OF CROPS (harvぉtperiod > lyear)BY 
DISTRICT 
Is03131 I Table 39 CHARACTERISTICS OF CROPS (harvest period > Iy隠r)BY
AREA 
Is03132 I Table 40 CHARACTERISnCS OF CROPS (harvest period > lyear) 
Is03133 I Table 41 NlルffiEROF LAND HOLDING BY USE OF FERTILIZERS / 
PESTICIDES AND DlSTRICT 
1503134 I Table 42 : NUMBER OF LAND HOLDING BY USE OF FERTILIZERS / 
PEsnCIDES AND ARI:A 
1503135 I Table: 43 Number of ho凶 eholdplanぬ担onrice divide by ho凶 ehold凶 edimprove 
vanety 
Is03136 I Table44: Liv剖 ockrai5ing 1998/1999 
1503137 I Table 45a : Number of household rai5ing livesωck divide by district 1998(1999 
1503138 I泌総鉢huangprovince 
Is03139 I Table 45 b: Number ofliv回 ω主divideby type and district 
Is0314 I Table 46: Number of∞w divide by age 
Is03140 I N出nberofDistricお
Is03141 I Table 47: Numberofbuffalo divide by age 
l必3142I 'Table48・Numberof pig div地 by郁
1503143 I Table49・Numberof goat/sheep divide by a喜e












































Table 51: Number of agriculture household per cattle divide by animal 
Table 52:Number of agriculture holding with ca抗leby number of飢 imal5and 
holding areas 
Table 53: Number of agriculture hoωehold per buffalo divide by animal 
Table 54:Number of agriculture holding with buffaloes by number of anirnal5 and 
holding areas 
Table 55:Number of agricul旬reholding with pigs by number of anirnal5 and 
district 
Table 56:Number of a甚ricultureho1ding with pigs by number of anirnal5 and 
ho1ding areas 
Area 
Table 灯油Jrnberof agricul悩reholding with 5he宮p/goatby number of animals and 
district 
Tab1e 58:Number of 勾巾叫tureholding with sheep/goat by number of anirnals釦 d
hol ding areas 
Table 59:Number of 姥riculωreholding with poul町 bynumber of poultry and 
district 
Table 60:Number of agriculture holding wi出5heep/goatby number of animals飢 d
holding areas 
Table 61:Number of agricultぽeholding with traditionalllocal chicken by number 
。fpoultry and di5trict 
Table 62:Number of agricu加reholding with Local chicken by number of animal5 
andholding釘'eas
Table 63: Agricultural holdings vaccination livestock by livesぬcktype and district 
Table 64: Agricu加raIholdings vaccination livestock by liv箆tocktype and ar伺
Table 65: N副首berof agricultural holdings using agricu1tural machinery by 
rnachineryザpeand di総lct
Table 66: Number of A伊叫turalho脚 hold臨時agriculturalmachinery by抑 eof 
machinery釦 ddistrict 
Estirnated Average Mid-Year Population by S巴X
Table 67: Number of A伊 culturalho凶ehold 凶ing 句~cultural machinery by type of 
machinery and area 
Table 68: Number of Agricultural household using agricultural machinery by type of 
machinery 
Table69・Fore5tryactivities i目白eagricul伽ralhousehold by di5trict 
Table 70: For路町ac白vitiesin the agricultural hou5ehold by area 
Table71: N即時母rofhoωeholdraising自治divideby fish type 
Table72: N凶nberofhou5ehold pra凶cefi5hery ac説明tydivide by type of fishery and 
di5甘lct
Table 73: Number ofhousehold prac討ce自5heryacti明tyin other勿pedivi de by type 
of fi5hery and di5trict 
Table 74: Number of agriculture household divide by age 
Table75: Ch釘ac旬口組Cofhousehold 5 head divide by 5eX 
Table 76: Number of agriculture household divide by 5ize ofhousehold and di訪問
Some InformationめoutPopulation 
Table 77: Number of agriculture household divide by 5ize ofhousehold and holding 
釘ea1998/99 
Table 78: Agriculture farrner divide by age 
Table 7ヲ:Number of agriculωre household divide by member in household who 
have age more首lan15 year old which work in econornic 5ector in each di5trict 
1998/99X即位huangprovince 
Table 80: Number of household rnember age> 15 y伺お oldwork i目白eeconorruc 
sector divide by 5ex and district 1998/99 
Tab1e 81: Number of household member age> 15 yぬお oldwork in the的。nornic
5ector divide by 5ex 
Table 82: Number of household member age> 15 years old work i目白e出羽.nornic
secωr divide by 5ex 
Popula討onDi託ribu恒onby Urban and R町aI
Table 83: Number offarrner age >ISyear old divide by 5ex 
T瑚ぬ剥le附8例4山 0ぽff1伽棚a釘釦間吋…rrne官m間潟
Table 85: Number offarrner age between 10・14ye釘 olddivide by working ou岱ide
ho凶ぬold
Table 86: Number ofぬrrnera吾;e>15y鈍rold do not get any wage frorn agriculture 
activi包es divide by di5trict 19ヲ8/99
ID Title 
1503189 I Table 87: Numberofagriculture farm釘勾e>15y飽 rold divide by 5ex 
150319 I A11 Types of Crop5 
1503192 I Table 88: Number of agriculture farmer a呂浄>15 year old divide by 5ex 
1503195 I Table 89: A伊cul旬rehousehold divide by used 1めor
1503196 I Table90・Agricultureho凶 eholddivide by凶 d凶 or
1503197 I Table 91: Agriculture household divide by month of used labor and dis甘lct
1503198 I Table 92. Characteristic ofho凶減lold5 head divide by ethnic group 1998/99 
1503199 I Table 1 LAO AGRICULTURAL CENSUS 1988/99・BASICDATA BY 
DISTRICT 
150320 I Total Rice 
1503200 I Table 2: NUMBER AND AREA OF AGRICULTURAL HOLD.酎GSBY TYPE 
AND DISTRICTS 
1503201 I Table 3 NU恥ffiEROF AGRICULTURAL HOUSEHOLDS DMDE BY 
I PURPOSE OF USE AND DISTRICT 
1503202 I Table 4 NU!¥偲EROF FARMER HOUSEHOLDS DMDE BY PURPOS芭AND
AREA OF PRODUCED 
1503203 1 Tぬle5 a 間四回 OF AG問CULTURALHOUSEHOLDS DIVIDE BY 
AREA PRODUCED AND DISTRICT 
1503204 I Table 5 b AGRICULTURAL AREA (ha) DMDE BY HOLDING AND 
DISTRICT 
1503205 I Table 6 FRAGMENT ATION OF LAND HOLDllぜGSBY DISTRICT 
1503206 I Table 7 FRAG加1ENTA TION OF LAND HOLDINGS BY AREA 
1503207 I Table 8: NU恥ffiEROF LAND HOLDERS DMDE BY CHARACτERISTICSOF 
LAND USE AND DISTRICT 
1503208 I Table 9: NU恥ffiEROF LAND HOLDERS DMDE BY CHARACTERISTICS OF 
LAND USE AND AREA 1998/99 
1503209 I Table 10: NU恥ffiEROF LAND HOLDERS DMDE BY CHARACTERISTICS 
OF LAND USE AND DISTRICT 1998/99 
150321 I Lowland Rice 
1503210 I Table 11: NUMB四 OFLAND HOLDERS BY AREA FOR EACH LAND 
TENURE τYPE AND AREA OF PRODUCTION 
1503211 I袖 le除問地EROFLAND阻肝細PAYMENTP蹴印UREDMDE
BYDISTRICT 
1503212 I Table 13: NU恥ffiEROF LAND OWNER WHO RENTAL LAND DMDE BY 
I ARE 
1503213 I Table 14 a: NUMBER OF LAND HOLDERS BY LAND USE AND DISTRICT 
1503214 I Table 14 b: AGRICULTURE ARE DIVIDE BY LAND USE AND DISTRICT 
150322 I lrrigated Rice 
150323 I Upland Rice 
150324 I Maize 
150325 1 Sweet Potatoes 
150326 I Cassava 
150327 I Mungbean 
150328 I Other Legumes 
150329 I Soy民組
150330 I Sesarne 
150331 I Tobac∞ 
150332 I Cotton 
150333 I Coffee 
150334 1 Tea 
150335 I Sugarcane 
150336 I Chilly 
150337 I Water Melon 
150338 I OtherVegetable5 
150339 I A11 Types of Livestock 
Is0340 I Buffaloe5 
Is0341 I Cattle 
Is0342 I Plgs 




150345 Fish Culture Area by Different Mediums 
150346 WildFishArωbyN鉱山富1Re50urces 
Is0347 Number of Fish Seedling Stations and Fi5h Se吋s
Is0348 Pump Schemes: Number and Totallrrigated Ar国S
Is0349 Pump Schemes: Irrigated AreぉinDry & Wet Season 
Is0350 Temporary Weirs: Number and Total Irrigated Ar拙
Is0351 Temporary Wei時 IrrigatedAreas in Dry & Wet Season 
150352 Gates: Number and Totallrrigated Areas 
Is0353 G富岡 lrrigatedAre唱sin Dry & Wet Season 
150354 Reservoirsl Ponds: Number如 dTo匂IlrrigatedAreぉ
150355 Reservoirsl Pon<お lrrigatedAreas in Dry & Wet Seぉon
150356 Gabion5: Number and Totallrrigated Areas 
Is0357 Gabion5: Ir百gatedAreas in Dry & Wet Se邸on
Is0358 Gravity Schemes: Number and To'ぬllrriga総dAreぉ
Is0359 Gravity Schemes: Irrigated Areas in Dry & Wet Season 
150360 Minimum Temperature 
Is0361 Maximum Temperature 
150362 Av巴rageTemperature 
Is0363 Minimum Hurnidity 
Is0364 M鉱 imumHurnidity 
150365 Average Hurnidity 
150366 Rainfall 
150367 Daylight Length 
Is0368 Forest Plant訓 on
150369 Price Received by Farmers 
150370 Average Retail Prices ofFood 
150371 Lowland Rice Area Darnaged by Natural Disaster 
150390 Daily Dew point 
Is0391 Daily Dew point 
Is0392 Daily Dew point 
150393 Daily Dew point 
150394 Daily Dew point 
Is0395 Daily Dew point 
150396 Daily Air Pressure 
Is0397 Daily Air Pressure 
150398 Daily Air Pressure 
150399 Daily Air Pressure 
150400 Daily AirPre岱ure
150401 Daily Air Pressure 
150402 Daily Air Pressure 
150403 Daily SolarR必iぽlon
Is0404 D剖IySolar Radiation 
150405 Daily Solar Radiation 
150406 Daily Solar Radia担on
150407 Daily Rainfal 
150408 Daily Rainfall 
150409 Daily Rainfall 
Is0410 Daily Rainfall 
1504Jl Daily Rainfall 
150412 Daily Rainfall 
150413 Daily Rainfall 
150414 Daily Rainfal 
Is0415 Daily Rainfall 
150416 Daily Rainfall 
150417 Daily Rainfall 
150418 Daily Rainfal 
150419 Daily Rainfall 
150420 Daily Rainfall 






ID Title ID Title 
150468 Number of Household and Population in L凶ngPabangProvince in the y儲 r1976-99 150530 Main river in Lao PDR 
150469 Number of Village事 150531 E5timated average mid-y鎚rpopula甘onby age group and sex 
150470 Total area and density ofpopulation in LuangPabang province forめeyear 1999 150532 Estimated average mid-year popula担onby Provinces 
150471 Production of rice in LuangPabang province for昔leyear 1976-1998 150533 Estimated average mid-y鎚 rpop山且onby 5ex and den5ity 
150472 Statistics ofLowland Rice in LuangPabang province for the yωr 1996・99 150534 Some information about Demog時 hy
150473 Stati5世C5of Upland Rice in LuangPabang province for the y拙 1996・99 150535 Pop叫ationDi5tribution by Urbanlrural and provinces 
150474 Stat凶 csof lrrigated Ri閃inLuangPabang province for the year 1996・99 150536 Crop5: Harvested Area 
150475 S隠れはiC50fTo凶Ricein LuangPabang province for廿leyωr1996・99 150537 双icePaddy: Harvested Area 
150476 (1) State of cultivation in LuangPabang for the year 1980・99 150538 Lowland rice paddy: Harvested Area 
150477 (2) State of叫 tlv出 oninLωngPめangfor the ye紅 1980・99 150539 Dry 5路sonrice paddy: Harvested Area 
150478 (3) State of cultivation in LuangPabang for恥 y即 1980掛 150540 Upland rice paddy 
150479 StatistiC5 ofMaize in L四 IgP，めangpro明白印 150541 Maize: Harvested Area 
150480 Stati5tiCS of Starchy root5 in LuangPabang province 150542 Starchy r∞t CrOp5 (Tuber) : Harvested Area 
150481 Statisti凶 ofPeanut in L凶 ngPabangprovince 150543 Mungbean : HarvestωArea 
150482 Stati5tiC5 ofMungbean in LuangPabang province 150544 Soybean : Harvested Area 
150483 Statistic5 of Soybean in LuangPabang province 150545 Peanut : Harvested Area 
150484 Stati5白ωofSesame in LuangPabang province 150546 Tobac∞: Harvested Area 
150485 Sta恒5tiC5of Sugarωne in LuangPabang pro羽nce 150547 Cotωn : Harvested Area 
150486 St鈎5tiC5of Coffee in LuangPabang province 150548 Coffee : Harvested Area 
150487 Statistics of Orange in LuangPabang province 150549 Tea: Harv侭tedArea
150488 St滋istiC5of Banana in L凶ngPabangprovince 150550 Sugar-cane: Harv郎tedArea
150489 Stat副 C5ofPineapple in LuangPabang province 150551 Vegetable: Harvested Ar鵠
150490 Stat闘 c50fVege抽出mL回ngPabangprovince 150552 Crop5 : Production 
150491 St鉛S担C5of Garlic in LuangPabang province 150553 Rice Paddy : Production 
150492 Stati5白C5of Onion in LuangPabang prcivince 150554 Lowland rice paddy : Production 
150493 S匂1istiC5of jobs tears in LuangPabang province 150555 Dry-5ea鉛 nrice paddy : Produc担on
150494 StatistiC5 of Ginger in LuangPabang province 150556 Upland rice paddy : Production 
150495 N凶nb号rofLive託:ockinL凶ngPabangprovince for由eyear 1976・99 150557 Maize : Production 
1504'ヲ6 (I)Stati鋭iC5ofLivestock in LuangPabang province for也eyear1999 150558 starchy root CrOp5( Tuber) : production 
150497 (2) Stati5tic5 of Live5tock in LuangPabang province for th昔year1999 150559 Mungbean : Product 
150498 Stat附iC5of Village Veterinary in LuangPabang province for the y切r1997-99 150560 Soybean : Production 
150499 Number of livestock昔latwas 5ent to another province and number of livestock白紙 150561 Peanut : Production 
was butchered in municipality forせleyear 1995-99 150562 Tobac∞Production 
150500 S削減iC50flo臨時andincome from woods in LωngP.ぬ釦gpro'叩 cefor the year 150563 Cotton : Production 
1991θ9 150564 Coffee : Production 
150501 Statistic5 of logging in LuangPabang province for the ye釘 1998・99 150565 Tea: Produc包on
150502 S飽1鉱iC50ffore書官yproduct in LuangPabang provinωforぬeyear 1998・99 150566 Su伊rcan母:Production 
150503 S制限iC50ffor筋tproducts in LuangPabang province for the year 1991・99 150567 Vegetable : Produc白on
150504 Sta担5tic50fSeωingpr吋uctionand plantation for the year 1975・99 150568 Crop5 : yield 
150505 Number of Nur5ery 150569 Rice paddy : Yield 
150506 (I)S飽ti5tic50fLand-For'白tallocation for the year 1997・99 150570 1必w1andRice paddy : Yield 
150507 Irigated ar飽 inLuangPabang province for the y鎚r1976帽99 150571 政y鈍asonrice paddy 
150508 Da倍。firriga担oninLωngPab鉛 gprovince for the year 1999 150572 Upland rice paddy : Yield 
150509 (1) Work ofirrigation 5即白白nfor the year 1996・99 150573 Maize : Yield 
150510 Average temperature in LuangPめangprovmce 150574 Starchy r∞t CrOp5 (Tubers): Yield 
150511 Average min temperature in L凶ngPabangprovince 150575 Mung-bean ; Yield 
150512 Average max temperature in Luan伊abangprovince 150576 Soybean: Yield 
150513 Min temper，鉛nein LuangPabang province 150577 Peanut : Yield 
150514 Max temperature in LuangPabang province 150578 Tobacco : Yield 
150515 Volume ofRainfal in LuangPab釦gprovmce 150579 Cotぬn:Yield 
150516 Number of Rainy daY5 in LuangPabang province 150580 Coffee : Yield 
150517 Min Humidity in LuangPab鉛 gprovmce 150581 Tea: yield 
150518 MaxH凶nidityin LωngPabang provinω 150582 Sugar，叩le・Yield
150519 百leduration of 5unshine in LuangPabang province 150583 Vege惚ble:Yield 
150520 Vapor in pitch in LuangPabang provmce 150584 Livestock Population 
150521 ηle volume of rainfal1 by di5triCt in LuangPabang province 150585 Buffalo Population 
150522 Number of rainfal by district in LuangPabang province 150586 Cattle Population 
150523 Water leve1 of main river in L凶ngPabangprovince 150587 Pigs Population 
150524 Maxw富terleve1 of main river in LuangPab翻 gpro羽nce 150588 Goats&Sheep5 Population 
150525 Min哨 1erlevel of main river in LuangPabang province 150589 PO叫tryPopul鈎on
150526 Agricultural commodities and input price for the year 1996ゆ9 150590 ListofN泊。nalBi叫iversityConservation Area in Lao PDR. (NBCA) 
150527 Agricultural∞mmoditi防組daverage input price for the year 1996-99 150591 Land Forest A1location 
150528 Gωgraphical Position and Leng詰1ofLaoPDR 150592 Seeding Product and Forest Plan阻むon Area 
150529 百lehigh鈴tmountain5 in Lao PDIえ 150593 Product Forest Zone 
132 
ID Title 
150594 I Avera昌emonthly Temperature 
150595 I Average Maximum and Minimum Monthly temperature 
150596 I Monthly Rainfall 
150597 I Monthly Daylight Length 
150598 I Avera甚eMaxim四 andMinimum Humidity 
150599 I Minimum and Maximum Leve15 of Mekong River 
Is0600 I Irig書館d紅白byProvinces 
Is060 1 I Irrigated area by porary weir 
Is0602 I Irrigate area by Pump Schemes 
IsOωI Irigate area by g町町Schem凶
Is0ω4 I Irrigated area by reservoir/pond 
Is0605 I Gross Domes討cProduct (at Constant Prices; 1 $出708
Is0606 I Agriculture Commodities and恥lces-1ヲ98
Is0607 I 計icereceived by farmer of al Rice paddy by Province5 and by MOI油
Is0608 I Price and Value of Agricultural Commωities on sale (PriωReceived by Farmers) 
150609 I Free勘farketPrices in Vientiane Municipality 
150610 I Fr閃 marketprice in LuangPぬangPro明nce
150611 I Free market price in Kharnmuan 針。vince
Is0612 I Free market in Savanakhet province 
Is0613 I Free market pric鈴 inChampωackProvin閃
Is0614 I Wood and Non wood Forest Produ出 Export
Is0615 I出ncipalExport and Agricultural白吋s
Is0616 I Public investment 
Is0617 I Foreign Investment 
Is0618 I Labor Force 
Is0619 I Number of Villager Households and Per50n hit by flood 
Is0620 I G田 graphicalposition of Lao PDR 
150621 I LenがlofBorder
Is0622 I応ghMoun加山
Is0623 I Main Rivers 
Is0624 I Average temper制 reofyear 
Is0625 I Monthly Temperature 
Is0626 I Average humidity of year 
Is0627 I Nωnber of sunny hours of y'曲 r
150628 I Total of rainfal and ev旬。rationfor year 
Is0629 I Mon命ly Rainfal 
Is0630 I Number ofDistricts 
Is063 1 I Codes for Municipality 
150632 I Average mid-year population by sex and pop叫ationdensity in 2003 
Is0633 I Avera畠emid-year population by provinces Di銅山釦 Special Region 
150634 I Estimated average mid year of population by age group and sex 
Is0635 I万lepersons of Diはributionlabors by sex and by type of employment 
Is0636 I Labor force 
150637 I The to凶 person5ofDistribution labors by main制加esand by ent町 n5es凶
Is0638 I GDP by industrial origin at∞nstant 1990 price (mill.kip) 
Is0639 I∞Pgro叫 ratebyind帥 alorigin at constant price 
Is0640 I針iceof鉛 mee5sential g'∞ds in open market Average from 8 provinces 
150641 I Consumer Price lndex of Lao PDR 2003 (Dec 
Is0642 I Harvested area and produc白onofplant 
150643 I Total rice 
IsO“4 I S回50n nce 
150645 I Irri伊edrice
150646 I Upland rice 
Is064 7 I Maize 
150648 I Starchy r，∞ts 
Is0649 I Vegetable5 and beans 
Is0650 I Mung bean5 
150651 I Soy been 
150652 I Peaout 
150653 I Tobaι∞ 
150654 I Cotton 
Is0655 I Sugarcane 
Is0656 I Co仔ee

































































Number of Pig Goats and sheep 
Number ofPoultry 
Some manufacturing product5 
Number ofIndustry handicraft e5tabli5hment for the whole∞m町 byprovinces 
Public investment 
Foreign investment by 5ector 
針incipalimported g.∞ds 
Principal expo口edg，∞d5
lmpoはandexport by 5ection with 2 digit of∞mmodities 
Number of touri5ts by continent 
Number of Hotel; Guesthouses 
Volume 
Volume 
Len凶Iofthe ro必sfor the whole∞m町
Telecommunication and number of telephones center and number of telephone 
岱tめlishingand in oper鈎 ontil the end of year 
P05t 
Kindergarten and Creche5 
General education 
Vocational Education and University 
Prophylactic and詰lerapeuticestablishments. 
Number of beds 
Numberofpr晶ctlnoners
Books 
Radio and Televi5ion broadcasting tr釦 5mi世:ers.
Kindergarten and creches. 
General education 
Vocational Education 
Timeωe of children and刈ultby sex in 1997/98 
Midyear Population 
Consumer price index 
ExtemalD古bt
Growth rate of real GDP. 
Toぬlimpoロ(C.lF.)and export (F.O.B.) by ∞untry 
Millennium Development Goal 













Population Age 10 y飽 rsand above 
Pop凶ationin Private Households 
Pop叫auo器inPrivat，申Hoωeholds
Population in Collective Ho凶 eholds
Pop凶ation6 Y回路andabove by Highest Level of Education Completed 
Sch∞1 Attendance (Aged 6 y鎗rsandぬove)己ySexand Uぬan!RuralAreぉ
School Attendance (Aged 6 y拙 sandめove)by Sex and Age Group 
School Attendance (Aged 6 years andぬ倒的bySex and Major E伽licGroup
School Enrolment Rates by Sex and Age (6・25ye踊)
E五位民tLevel ofEducation Completed by Province (Aged 6 years andめove)
日igh副知velofEducation Completed by Sex and Age Group 
Literacy Rate5 for the Population Aged 15 ye踊釦da加veby Sex and Province and 
byじめ釦/RuralAreぉ
Literacy Rates for the Population Aged 15 years and above by Sex and Age Group 
Literacy Rates for出 Pop山白onAged 15 years and a凶veby Sex and Major 
Ethnic Group 
ID Title m Title 
150719 Popularion Aged 10 Y総おandabove Is0777 Upland rice Paddy :Harvested Area. 
150720 Population Aged 10 years and above Is0778 Maize :Harv総tedArea. 
150721 Population Aged 10 yeaぉandabove Is0779 Starchy r∞t crops (Tubers) :Harve5ted Area 
150722 Population Aged 10 years and above Is0780 Mungbean : Harve5ted Area. 
150723 Population Aged 10 Yωぉandabove 150781 Soybぬn : Harv鈴tedArea. 
150724 Economical1y Not Active Population Aged 10 years and above 150782 Peanut : Harvested Area. 
150725 Employed Person5 150783 Tobacco : H抑制edArea. 
150726 Female Population Aged 15-49 years 150784 Cotむon : Harvested Area. 
150727 Female Popularion Aged 15-49 years 150785 Coffee : Harv凶tedArea.
150728 Female Population Aged 15-49 yωr5 150786 Tea : Harvested Area. 
150729 Estimate5 of Children Bom during the Last Twelve Month5 by Sex and Province 150787 5ugarcane : H儲V俗tedArea
and by UrbanlRural Areas 150788 Vegetable : Harvested Area 
Is0730 Decreased Person5 during the Last Twelve Months by Sex and Province 150789 Crop5: Harve5ted Area 
150731 Decre唱sedPerson5 dUriI喝theLast Twelve Month5 by Sex and Age Group 150790 Rice Paddy : Production. 
Is0732 Female Population Aged 15-49 y鎚おbyAge Group amd Matemal Death 150791 Lowland Rice Paddy : Production. 
Is0733 Private Ho凶eholds 150792 
150734 Priv畠，teHo凶 eholds 150793 Upland rice Paddy : Production 
Is0735 Private Households Is0794 Maize : Production. 
Is0736 Privat号Households Is0795 Starchy r，∞t crop5 (Tubeぉ):Produc担on.
150737 Private Ho凶 eholds Is0796 Mungbean : Production 
150738 Private Households Is0797 Soyb隠n:Pr叫uctlon
15073雪 Private Households 150798 Peanut : Produc白on.
Is0740 Population Projection A1temarive One for Lao PDR Is0799 Tobac∞針。duction.
Is074 1 Percent Age Distribution by Sex for Popu1ation Projection A1temative One for Lω Is0800 Co甘:on: Production 
PDR 150801 Coffee : Production 
150742 Popul鈎onProjection Altemarive Two for Lao PDR 150802 Tea: Production. 
Is0743 Percent Age Dis位ibutionby Sex for Popu1arion Projection A1temative Two for Lao 150803 sugarcane : Produc白on.
PDR Is0804 Vegetable : Production 
150744 Provincial budget structure 1995・1996 Is0805 Crop5: Yield 
150745 Rural Development Budget (95/96) in Oudomxay Province (budget in million Kip) 150806 Rice Paddy : Yield 
Is0746 Population distribution in Oudomxay province 150807 Lowland Rice paddy : Yield 
150747 lncidence and depth of rural poverty by region 150808 Dry sea鈎 nrice paddy : Yield 
150748 Prevalence of malnぽrition(%) in children and adul路ofdifferent age groups Is0809 Upland rice paddy : Yie1d 
150749 Rice production per district in Oudomxay province Is0810 Maize : Yield 
150750 Sit凶 ionon opium production in 5el釘tedpro明nω51992 Is0811 Starchy root crops (Tubers) : Yie1d 
150751 Opi山口∞n5umptionand官adein selected pro叫nc飴 150812 Mungbean : Yield 
150752 DOAF staffin 5elected pro四nces 150813 Soybean : Yield 
150753 Forest land釦 dreported actual volume oftimber exp10i級担onin 5e1ected province5 Is0814 Peanut: Yie1d 
Is0754 Distribution of sch∞Isandt関ιhersper di翻 ct(95-96) Is0815 Tobac∞ Yie1d 
150755 Training plan for Non Formal Education 150816 Cotton : Yie1d 
150756 百lenumber of students (95/96) and a breakdown of attendance rates for three level5 Is0817 Coffee : Yie1d 
。feduc鈎onin Oudomxay province Is0818 Te畠:Yield 
150757 Brωkdown of attendance rates (%) Is0819 sugarcane : Yield 
150758 Transition r蹴 Sぬ5e∞n出ryeducation (95/96) in Oudomxay province. Is0820 Vegetable : Yield 
150759 Di銀ibutionof staf Is0821 Liv出 ockpopula出n.
150760 Water 5upply 5ystem5 and昔leiruse in 3 di釘ictsofOudomxay province5 Is0822 BuffaloPop叫a白on
150761 Oudomxay Rural Development Projects and Focal Zones. Is0823 Cat世ePopulation. 
Is0762 Number of women working in some technical飢 dinstitutional departments in由e 150824 Pigs Popularion. 
provmce. Is0825 Goat & Sheep Popul鉱lon
150763 Lめorprofile ofKhmu Is0826 Poul訂yPopularion.
150764 Number of permanent 5taf at the provincial and di5trict level at Lao Women5 Is0827 List of National Biodiver5ity Conservation AreぉinLao PDR (NBCA) 
Union. Is0828 Land and Forest alo叫 lon
150765 Thehigh出 mounωn5inLaoPDR 150829 Grain Produc担on
150766 Main river5 in Lao PDR Is0830 Land for釘tdistribution by type5 of the forおおinLAOPDR
150767 Number of districts 150831 Average monthly temperatぽe
150768 Es白matedaverage mid-year population by age group and 5ex 150832 Avera喜el¥l勉泊mumandl¥必nimumMonthly temperature in the Year 
150769 Estimated average mid-year popula且onby Provinces 150833 Maximum Monthly Rainfal1 
Is0770 Estimated average mid-year population by sex and den5ity 150834 Monthly Daylight Length 
150771 Some informarionめoutdemography 150835 Avera喜eMaximum and Minimum H町nidity
150772 Popula加 nDis甘ibutionby UrbanlRural and Province5. Is0836 Maximum and Minimum Leve15 ofMekong River 
Is0773 Crops: Harvested Area Is0837 Irigated area by Provinces 
150774 RiceP必dy:Harv路tedArea. 150838 lrrigated area by Temporary weir. 
Is0775 Lowland Rice Paddy :Harvested Area 150839 Irigated畠reaby Pump Schemes. 
150776 Dry 5eason rice Paddy :Harvested Area 
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ID Title 回 Title 
150840 Irrigated area by gravity Schemes‘ 150904 Upland Rice Paddy: Yield 
150841 Irigated area by re5ervoir/pond 150905 Maize:Yield 
150842 Irrigated area by Gabion. 150906 Starchy r，∞t crop5(Tubers):Yield 
150843 Irrigated area by Gate and Dike. 150907 Mungbean: Yield 
150844 Gro5500mぉticProduct in 1998輔1999.(at Constant prices 1990;1$=708.4 Kip5) 150908 Soybean:Yield 
150845 Agricultural Comrnoditie5 and Input Prices 1999 150909 Peanut:Yield 
150846 Price received by fanner5 of a11 Riωpaddy by Province5 and by Month 150910 Cotton:Yield 
150847 Agricultural Comrnodities and Input Price5 1999 150911 Cotton:Yield 
150848 Free market Price5 iv Vientiane Municipality 150912 Coffee:Yield 
150849 Principal ExpoはandImpo口AgriculturalGoods 150913 Tea:Yield 
Is0850 Public investment 150914 5ugarcane:Yield 
150851 Foreign investment 150915 BuffaloPop凶ation:Y回ld
150852 τbe di5tribution ofmain activitie5 ofthe Lωpopulation 150916 Buffalo Population:Yield 
150853 Number of ViJIage5 Is09J7 Cattle Population:Yield 
150854 Area hit by natural di5aster 150918 Pigs Population:Yield 
150855 Flood de5troyed Area Is0919 GoatsヒSheep5Pop叫atlon
150856 oes町'oyedarea by drought 150920 Poultry Population 
150857 Oestroyed area by pesぉ 150921 List ofNational Biodiver5ity Con5ervation Areas in Lao5 PDR(NBCA) 
150858 CぽrentArea of 51ash釦 db山nshifting cultivation 150922 Land ofForest A1location 
150859 List of prohibited Crop5 impoロtoLωPDR 150923 Collection of grain 
150860 μst of prohibited Crop5 impo口toLaoPDR 150924 Avera畠etemperature by ye釘 andby 5tation 
150861 Number of Di5tricts 150925 Avera甚emaximum and minimum temperatぽe
150862 E5timated average mid-year population by age group and 5ex 150926 Rainfal by year and by 5ta白on
150863 Estimated average mid-ye釘 populationby provinces 150927 Number of daylight length by years 
150864 E5timated average mid-year population by sex and density 150928 Average maximum and minimum humidity by year 
150865 Some information about demography Is0929 Irigated area by Provinces 
150866 Pop凶ationDi託ributionby UぬanlRur百1and 断。vmce5 150930 Irrigated area by Temporary weir 
150867 Area ofholding5 by land use 5nd province 150931 Irigated area by Pump Schemes 
Is0868 Crop5 : Harvested Area 150932 Irigated area by gravity Scheme5 
150869 Rice paddy : HarvぉtedArea 150933 Irigated area by re5ervoirs/ponds 
150870 Lowland Rice paddy : Harvested Ar鉛 150934 Irrigated area by Gabion 
Is087 1 Dry5儲sonrice paddy : Harvested Area 150935 加伊!edareaby臼!eandDike 
Is0872 Upland rice paddy : Harvested Area 150936 Gross domestic product value (at∞nstant price 1990) 
150873 恥伝ize: Harvested Area 150937 Percentage 5hare of GDP in 1990・1999(at∞nstantprice 1990) 
150874 Starchy r∞t crop5 (Tubeぉ):Harv釘tedAr阻 150938 Real GDP Growth in 1990・1999(at∞nstant price 1990) 
150875 Mungbean : Harvested Area 150939 Agric凶知ralCommodity and Input Prices 
150876 Soybean : Harvested Area 150940 Price Received by fanner of a11 rice paddy by Provinces 
150877 Peanut : Harve5ted Area 150941 Price Received by fanner of non-g1utinous rice paddy by Province吉
150878 Tobac∞ Harvested Area 150942 Price Received by fanner of g1utinOl底的epaddy by ProvinCe5 
150879 Cottonおarv隠tedArea 150943 あiceReceived by fanner ofBuffalo by Provinces 
Is0880 Coffee : Harvested Area 150944 Price Received by fanner of Cattle by Province5 
Is088 1 Tea: Harvested Area 150945 Price Received by fanner ofPig by Province5 
150882 5ugarcane : Harvested Area 150946 Average market prices per unit ofsome commoditie5 at Vientiane Municipality 
150883 Vegetable : Harvested Area 150947 Principal Imported g∞ds 
150884 Crop5 : Production 150948 Principal Imported g∞ds 
150885 Rice paddy : Production 150949 Public inves出 ent
150886 Lowland rice pad今 Production 150950 Foreign Investment 
150887 Dry鈴asonrice paddy : Production 150951 百lediはributionof mainぉ白羽tiesof the Lao population 
Is0888 Upland rice paddy : Production 150952 Number of Village5 
150889 Maize 針。duction 150953 Area hit by natural disaster. 
Is0890 Starchy r，∞t crop5 (Tubeぉ):Produc白on 150954 Flood de5troy凶 Area
Is0891 Mungbean : Production Is0955 De5troyed ar闘 bydrought 
Is0892 Soybe唱n:Production 150956 Destroyed area by pe鈴
150893 Peanut : Production 150957 Geographical po5ition of Lao PDR 
150894 τobac∞Production 150958 Length of Borders 
150895 Cotぬn: Production 150959 Height Mountain5 
150896 Coffi田 Production 150960 Main River 
150897 Tea: Produc租on 150961 Number of Di5trict. ViIlage and Ho凶 ehold
150898 5ugarcane : Production 150962 Code for municipali守
150899 Vegetable: Production 150963 Estimated average mid year of population 
150900 Crop5: Yield 150964 Average mid year pop凶ationby 5ex and population den5ity in 1999 
150901 RiceP“dy: Yield 150965 Estimated average mid-year Popula加 nby 
150902 Lowland Rice Paddy: Yield 150966 Some information about demography.1995 
150903 ory鈴笛onRice Paddy: Yield 
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m Title 
IsO%7 Average Temperaωre 
Is0968 Average m以 lmum.temperature 
IsO%9 Average maximum. minimum humiclity by month ofyear 
Is0970 Number of Sunny hours by month of y隠r
Is0971 Rainfall by y伺 r
Is0972 Gross domestic5 Product by ind凶trialoriginat∞n感邸ltprice1990 
Is0973 Market price per unit ofωme commoclitie5 at Vientiane Municipality 1980-1999 
Is0974 Market price per unit of some∞mmoditie5 
Is0975 Consumer Price Index for Municipality合om:1988・1996
Is0976 Consumer Price Index of 5 citie5合'Om:1997-1999 
Is0977 Annually percentage change of Con5umer Price Index (%) 
150978 Publicinves叡lent
150979 Poreign investment by Sector 
150980 Main econ'Omic acti羽田5for p'OpuJation aged 10+ in 1995 
150981 PopuJation aged 10+. Percent distribution by main activity 
150982 Population ag叫 10+.Percent distribution by main activity 
Is0983 None Economically Activie Population a畠ed10+. Year5 and above. percent 
di5官ibution
150984 Population Aged 10 Years 10 and Above. Activity Rate by Province.1995 
150985 Harvested Plant Ar鈎S
150986 Crop5 Produc包on
150987 Yields of Cf'OP5 
150988 Se31副onぬceArea 
150989 Season Rice Area 
150990 Yield of Season Rice Area 
150991 Iri伊ted Rice Area 
150992 Irrigated RiωArea 
150993 Yield of Irrigated Rice Area 
150994 Harvested Ar館。fUplandRice 
150995 Production ofUpland Rice 
150996 Yield of Upland Rice 
150997 加faizeharvest area 
150998 民匂izeProduction 
150999 Yield of Maize 
151000 Starchy f∞ts area 
151∞l Starchy rl∞，t5 Production 
151002 Yield of Starchy roots 
151003 Vegetable and Beans areas 
151∞4 Vegetable釦 dBeans Production 
151005 Vegetable and B拙1SYield
151006 Pe卸 utarea 
151007 Pe創lutProduction 
151008 Yield of Peanut 
151009 Tobacco area 
151010 Tobac∞Produc担∞
151011 Yield ofTobac∞ 
151012 Sugarcane ar，儲
151013 Sugarcane Production 
151014 Yield of Sugarcane 
151015 AreaofCo佼ee
IslO16 Production of Coffee 
151017 Yield 'OfCoffee 
IsIOl8 Number of Live宮tock
151019 Number of Buffaloes 
151020 Number of Cattle 
IsI021 Number of Pigs 
151022 Number of Goat5 and Sheep 
151023 Number of PouJ町y
151024 Manufacturing Production ofPrincipal pf'Oducぉ
151025 Minis註yofInd凶蚊y-Handicra会e5tablishment
151026 Length of廿leroad for the whole ∞untry 
151027 Volume 
151028 Volume 
151029 Telecommunication and number oftelephone center 
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ED Title 
151030 I P05t 
151031 I伶incipalImp'Orted伊ods
15 I 032 I Princip必Imp'Orted伊叫s
151033 Iねndergarten紛 dcreches 
151034 I General education 
151035 1 Vocation education 
IsI附 I Prophylactic and the坤 ωtlC出ぬli治ment
151037 1 NUl油釘ofbeds
IsI038 1 Number ofPractitioners 
IsI039 I Book5 
15 I 040 I Radio and televi5ion 
151041 I Numberofprofi出 ional 制 i5tgf'OUp5
IsI042 I NumberofToUII硲 bycontinent 
151043 I Average ofHouseholds con5umption and expencliturel997/98 
151044 1 Ho脚，holdscon5ump白onby region 
151045 I Ho附 holds∞n5umptionby pf'Ovince 1997/98 
15 I 046 I The percentage offood∞n5umption by area (urban 
IsI047 I Dailyriceint山 l叩'an15per person per day by provinces and時 ion5in 1997/98 
IsI048 I Some information伽 utAgricuJture 
15 I 049 I Midyear p'OpuJation 
15 I 050 I Con5umer price index 
151051 I Extemal dept 
15 I 052 I Growth rate of real GDP 
151053 I Population 1921 
151054 I Lω5 popuJation 1946.1 
151055 I Pop凶鈎onlegale de laPrance en 1936 et 1946. 
151056 I POPULATION DE LA FRANCE DEPUIS 1801 
15 I 057 I PopuJa白on5ur le territoireωtual depui5 180 I 
151058 I D母partmentsdont la popuJation legale 
151059 I POPULATION PAR DEPARTMENT. 
151060 I POPULATIONPARDEPARTMENT. 
151061 I POPULATION LEGALE 
151062 I n-ARRONDISSEMENTS. 
151063 I POPULATION LEGALE 
151064 I ill.CANTONS 
151065 I POPULATIONPARCOr.仏IDNE.
151066 I Repartition de5∞mmun邸 dapresla p'OpuJation le，伊ledepui5 1866 
151067 I Migration5 apparentes en田 laPrance et letranger 
151068 I Arroncli55ement5 dont la den5ite e5t comprise entre le5 limites incliqu臨
15 I 069 I Departments ayant 5ubi de forts accf'Oissements de pop凶ationωtale.(PI凶 de10 
151070 I Dep帥 ne時 ayant5ubi de fo円凶diminution5de凹P山 .tlonωtale.(PIωde 35 
151071 I Departments∞mptantplωde50 
15 I 072 I Variations de 1936・1946.(除。portion5)
151073 I POPULATION LEGALE 
151074 I Tぬleaun.
151075 I Pop凶ationLegale
151076 I Population Legale 
151077 I Pop凶ationLe凶e
151078 I Pop叫ationLegale 
Isl079 I Population Legale 
IsI080 I Pop凶a恒onLegale 
IsI081 I Pop叫ationLegale
151082 I PopuJation Legale 
Is 1083 I PopuJ鈎onLegale 
IsI084 I Population Legale 
IsI085 I Appenclices 
IsI086 I Tめi鎚 ull・Superficie
IsI087 I Tableau m -Superficie 
151088 I Tabl鎚 uIV.-SI再perficie
IsI089 I Tableau V. -Super缶cie
IsI090 I Tぬ同uVI. -Popu凶 onde la Reunion. 
151091 I Tableau Vll. -Superficie 
151092 I Tableau Vill. -Superficie et p'OpuJation des con悦 esde la terre ver5 1946 
ID Title 
IsI093 Tableau IX. -Superficie et popularion des posseぉionsdes grandes puissances vers 
1946 
Isl094 Tableau X. . Superficie 
Isl095 Tableau Xl. -Popula白onde diveres contrees de la terre 
IsI096 Tableau XIl. -Villes∞mp包ntpl凶 de200
IsI097 A悦apeuClimate daily data 
IsI098 Bokeo Climate必ilydata 
IsI099 LuangNam羽laClimate daily da飽
IsllOO L凶 ngPhぬ釦gClimate daily也ta
IsIIOI Oudomxay Climate daily data 
IsII02 Paksan Climate daily data 
IsII03 Pakse Climate daily data 
IsII04 PhongsaJy Climate daily data 
IsII05 Phonhong Climate daily data 
Isl106 SaJavan Climate daily da飽
Isl107 Savannnakhet Climate daily data 
Isll08 Sekong Climate daily data 
IsII09 刊誌hekClimateぬilydata
Isl110 Viengxay Climate daily data 
Isllll Vientiane Climate daily data 
Is1112 Xayaboury Climate daily data 

































































































































































































































ファイノレ形式となっているため， Adobe Acrobat Reader等， PDFファイノレの読み込みに対応したソフトがあらかじめイン
ストールされている必要がある.
統計書ファイノレの追加・削除の際には， HTML文書の統計書リストを適宜書き換えていく.また， Main画面のVer.情報と
更新状況の欄も更新する.
型毘五議
開覧画面は左右に分割されており，左側が統計書インデックス，右側が統計書の画像表示領域となっている(凶 1).開始ペ
ージの下側にはメモ欄が設けてあり，更新状況などが記述されている.閲覧したい統計書は左側の統計書インデックスから
選択する.統計書ページの操作(ページ繰り，拡大縮小，印刷等)はAcrobatReader等の関覧ソフトの操作方法に従う(図
2) . 
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殴 1. 開始画面
図2.統計書ファイル関覧画面
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